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This reportwas preparedunderContractNAS8-29270for the NASA
MarshallSpace FlightCenter,and it representsa partialfulfillment
of the requirementsof that contract. The work was conductedunder
the technicalcognizantof Dr. Terry Greenwoodand Mr. DavidSeymour
of NASA/MSFCand it was performedin cooporationwith B. Audeh,
R. E. Carter,and S. Smithof LMSC-HRbC.
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The base regionof the Space ShuttleOrbiterreceivessignificantthermal
radiationfrom the plumesof the SpaceShuttleMain Engines(SSME). This re-
portdescribesthe methodsused in predictingthisradiationand someof the
resultsobtainedfor use as a portionof the 1978 thermalenvironmentupdate.
The completebase thernlalradiationenvironmentis presentedin Refs. I-4.
The procedurefollowedis similarto that describedin Ref. 5 for the
1976environment,but the plumepropertymodelshavebeen improved• The method
usesplume propertydata at four altitudeswith the NASA/MSFCgaseousplume
radiationprogram(GASRAD)to predictradiationto representativesurface
locationsin the base region. These predictionsare used to develop(1) a
sea levelplume radiationmodel usinga numberof geometricsurfaceswith
specifiedemissivepowersand (2)an _Ititudeadjustmentprocedureto be used
to adjustthe sea levelradiationpredictionsto the properaltitudevalue.
The plume model is usedwith a radiationview factor(RAVFAC)programto pre-
dict sea level radiationat all the specifiedbudy pointsin the base region
of the orbiter,externaltank (ET),and solid rocketboosters(SRB). These
RAVFACresultsare reviewedfor consistencyin comparisonwith exrectedtrends
and availableGASRADresults,and theyare adjustedbased on the comparative
GASRADvalueswhen it appearsthat the RAVFACplumemodel has given erroneous
results. The resultingcorrectedsea level predictionsare then published
alongwith altitudeadjustmentfactorsin the thermalradiationenvironment
for the SSMEplumes.
Radiationfor the SRB plumesis predictedseparatelyusing RAVFACmodels
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at severalaltitudesdevelopedin Ref. 6. No interactionbetweenthe SRB and
SSME plumesis consideredduringdevelopmentof the RAVFACmodels,but opaque
surfacesof the plume modelsdo cause shadingof other plumesin the RAVFAC
predictions.An evaluationof the radiationpotentialof the SRB/SSMEplume
interactionregion indicatedit was not a significantradiationsource. The
evaluationand estimatesof recirculatingas radiationare discussedalong
with the SSME plume predictionsin Sections2 and 3.
The procedureof using the RAVFACprogramhas been used primaril,,to reduce
requiredcomputertimesince it is much fasterthan the GASRADprogram. Al-
thougha significantamountof tin:eis requiredto preparethe RAVFACplume
model and provideGASRADpredictionsto check and adjustthe RAVFACresults,
an overalltime savingcan be realizedwhen computingradiationto the several
hundredpointsrequiredfor the base regionenvironmentof the orbiter,ET,
and SRB.
The plume predictionsand someof the RAVFACresultspresentedhere
were not part of thiswork, but are takenfrom Refs. l thru4 and 7 thru 9.
The plume propertiesin the form used as input to the GASRADprogramare pre-
sentedin this reportalong with a brief reviewof the methodsused for the
plume predictionsto providesufficientdata to substantiatethe results.
The reportalso containsa briefdescriptionof the GASRADprogramused and
the predictionsobtained,the RAVFACplumemodel development,and a discussion
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Section2
SSME PLUME DESCRIPTION
Two methodswere used for plume predictions.The low altitudepredictions
(0, 20, and 40 kft) consideredthe atmosphericmixingand resultingcombustion
with the fuel rich plumes,but each plumewas treatedas an individualaxisynmmtric
plumewith no interactionwith the aajacentplumes. The highaltitudepre-
dictionfor vacuumconditionshad no freestreameffectsconsidered,but did
accountfor the interactionbetweenadjacentengineswith approximationsfor
the complexshock structure. Completelistingsof the plume propertiesused
are in the Appendix.
2.1 LOW ALTITUDEPREDICTIONS
The low altitudeplume propertypredictionswere taken from Refs.7-9.
The viscousmixinganalysisused a turbulentkineticenergymodel,and the
calculationwas performedusing the LAMPprogram(Ref. |0). Finiterate chemistry
was usedfor the mixinganalysisin all cases. The propertiesin the inviscid
portionsof the plumewere predictedusing a method-of-characteristics(MOC)
program (Ref. ll).The mixingmodelwas run startingwith constantwlocity and
pressurefor the engineflow,and a free-streamvelocityof 250 ft/secwas used
at all altitudesto representthe low velucityin the base region. The pressure
and velocityof the plume for the mixingmodelwere taken to be the exitwall
boundaryconditionspredictedby the M0C program. The resultsof the mixing
_odel and MOC engineplumewere matchedby hand. The Mach disk was located





The SSME enginearrangementshown in Fig. 2.1 shows the relativelytight
spacingof the engines,particularlyengines2 and 3. This close spacingbetween
the plumeswill cause plume interference,but thiswas neglectedin developing
the low altitudeplumessincetherewere no proceduresto predictthe i_.,,r.
ferenceand nonsymmetricmixingprocess. The interferencebetweenplumesis
expectedto impedethe mixingprocessso thatthe a-sumptionof no interference
would be conservativefor mixingeffects,and over the altituderangeconsidered,
thereshouldbe no significantcompressiondue to inviscidflow effects.
Isothermsfor the plume predictionsare illustratedin Figs. 2.2 and 2.3
and tabulatedin the Appendix. The plumesare describedas "revised"to distin-
guishthem from the TKE plumesused in the 1976 prediction(Ref.5). The sea
level plumehas a very hightemperatureregioncausedby a Mach dlsk at 52 inches.
The predictedMach disk at 20 kft occursat 135 inches,but is too small for
the maximumtemperatureto be shown in Fig. Z. At 40 kft, the Mach disk is absent,
but the compressionregionon the centerline has an initialpeak at 160 inches.
Fhecurrentlow altitudeSSME plumeshavehigh temperaturemixingregions
which grow more slowlyinitiallythan those used in the previousenvironment(Ref.5),
but the high temperaturecompressionregionfollowingthe Mach disk in the sea
levelplume persistsfartherdownstream. The combinedeffectin the sea level
plumeproducesradiationwhich is l to 20 percentlower than the previousplume
model at representativebase pointsshown in Table 2.1. At the two higher
altitudeswhere the mixinglayer is the prcdominateradiationsource,the
reductionsfor the new plumemotel are greater,rangingfrom 21 to 47 percent.
2.2 VACUUMPLUME
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TABL[ 2.1
COMPARISONOF RADIATION PRF[_ICTIONSFOR
THE 1976 (TKEI) AND 1978 (TK[2) PLUMFM(IDELS
InCident radiation - Btu/ft_-sec (ratio to IKEI )
RI Sea Level 20 kft 40 kft
Location Point TKE 1 IKF 2 TKE 1 TKE2 TKE 1 TKE 2No.
Orbiter heat shield ctr 905 2.80 2.55 3,14 2.03 1,79 1.26
(0.84) (0.65) (0.70)
RCS Pod aft surface 837 13.1 12.1 8.60 5.87 4.15 3.05
(0.92) (0.68) (0.73)
Body Flap upr ctr TE 233 12.7 11.6 6.53 3.99 2.84 1.89
(0.91) (0.61) (0.67)
Fin T[ 411" span 640 14.2 13.2 9.67 6.71 5.00 3.61
(0.93) (0.69) (0.72)
SSMEl lip - aft 7580 29.8 25.7 15.7 9.61 6.76 5.03
(0.86) (0.61) (0.74)
top 7480 11.2 I0.7 6.20 3.26 2.36 1.45
(0.96) (0.53) (0.6i)
IT base center 8000 2.88 2.84 2.52 1.88 1.35 1.06
(0.99) (0.75) (0.79)
Notes" I. Plunle model TKF 1 was used for the 1976 thermal environment
described in Ref. 5.
2. Plume model I KE 2 is the current model with isotherms shown
in Figs. 2.2 and 2.3 and properties tabulated in the Appendix.
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to providepropertyvaluesat 5 inch radialintervalsinsteadof 20 inch inter-
vals. The portionof the plumeaft of the exit plane is piecedtogetherusing
fourregionswith threepredictiontechniques. The predictiontechniqueswere
triedfor the SaturnS-II stage and checkedagainstflightmeasurementsto
validatethe prediction method.
Becauseof the geometryrestrictionsrequiredto simplifythe construction
of the vacuumplume,It was necessaryto use an equivalentsymmetricalengine
c
clusterin which all enginesare cantedan equal amountfrom a clustercenter-
line. The clustercenterlinechosenis pitchedup 12.024degreesrelativeto
the orbiterXo axis,and thiscenterlinerepresentsthe Z axisof flow field coor-
dinatesystem. Each engineis canted4 degreesaway from this centerlineand
equallyspacedaroundthe centerline. The resultingorbitercoordinatesfor the
engineexits (usinga 157 inchenginelengtil)are comparedto the actual lo-
cationsbelow. Using a syn_etricalclusterallowsthe plume to be described
by the propertiesin one sectoras shown in Fig. 2.4.
Engine1 Engines2 or 3
Xo Yo Zo Xo Yo Zo
Actual 1595.9 0 486.3 1622.8 _53 369.9
EquivalentCluster 1597.2 0 485.5 1620.7 _64.9 375.5
Difference +l.3 0 -0.8 -2.1 +l1.9 +5.6
The procedureused In the presentpredictionwas describedin Ref. 14.
The plume for the first 200 inchesdownstream oF the nozzleexit plane Is
assembledas shown in Flg. 2.4 from an axisymmetricvacuumplume about an In-
dividualengineaxis, a centralcore regionresultingf¢om the impingement
of all three plumesat the center,and a diamondshape int_;_ctionregionbe-
tween adjacentplumeswhich intersectsthe centralcore on the inboardend
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from tile impingement regions cross the individual enqine axes about 200 to 250
inches downstream of the exit. At this point, the approximation of the 3-D
plume was abandoned and an axisjm_metric prediction was used from 200 to 595
inches downstream of tile nozzle exit.
The free plume portion of the flow field was predicted using an MOC
program (Ref. II) run for near vacuum conditions• This plume was also used
as input to tile PLIMP program (Ref. 15) to predict pressures and temperatures
on a surface representing the impingement plane between engines. The impinge-
ment pressures were predicted using a modified Newtonian procedure and a
corresponding gas temperature vas predicted as that downstream of an oblique
shock which would give the predicted pressure. If an oblique shock solution
was not possible, the shock angle was fixed at 90 degrees relative to the flow
and the downstream entropy and predicted pressures were used to define the
tc1_perature.
The data (flow angle, ._lachnumber, and entropy) predicted on the impinge-
ment plane were also used with a 2-D N0C solution to estimate the properties
in the central core of the cluster caused by inward flow from the plumes and
plu,_eimpingement regions. The location for the origin of the shock nea. the
cluster centerline used in tile MOCsolution was estimated using a modified
stand-off distance calculation. The shock shape develope_. Jy the MOCsolution
was estimated using a modified stand-off distance calculation. The shock shape
dew ioped by tile NOJ solution using tile impingement plane flow as input is
shown in Fig. 2.5. The curved shock was incompatible with th, requirements
of the DTRANSprogram (Ref. 16) used to assemble the flow field components, so
a shock angle of 15.83 degrees was used as shown in Fig. 2•5.
lhe three flow field pieces (free plume, impingement region between
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programintoa 3-D flow fieldfor the sectorshown in Fig. 2.4 The flow
fieldin the sectorconsistsof a three-dimensionalarray of data arrangedin
planesnormalto the flow field Z axis (clustercenterline)wiUl radial
valuesat each Z-cut at particularvaluesof n. The radialvaluesare
measuredfroman axisoriginatingat the nozzleexit centerli=_e,but parallel
to the clustercenterline. The shock locationsseparatingthe regionsare
noted in the resul*_ntflow field data. Since the DTRANSprogramuses a single
shock angle to describeboth the centralcoreand impingementzone between
engines,the 15.83degreeangleapproximatingthe centralcore was used for
both regions.
Due to the geometryof the 3-D flow field descriptionit was difficult
to describethe centralcore boundaryas a cone as it had originallybeen
visualizedalthoughthe truephysicalshape is undefined. The two boundaries
of the centralcore shownin Fig. 2.4 are a radiallineand the impingement
regionboundarywhich bo;h terminateat positionsdefinedby the centra]core
shock. The maximumdepth of the impingemontregionon a linebetweenthe
free plume axes is also determinedby the 15.83degreeshock,but since this
regionstartsnearerthe engineexit than the centralcore, the distanceto
the shock is largerat a particulardownstreamlocationthan the centralcore
radius. The outer end of inlpingementzone betweenenginestapersto a point
near the free plume boundary.
Propertiesat eachaxial positionin the centralcore regionare constant
radiallyapproximatingthe resultsof the MOC solutionin the samearea.
Propertiesat the centralplaneof the impingementzonepredictedby the PLIMP
programwere assumedconstantnormalto the impingementplane. As mentioned
previously,the 3-D flow field terminatesat Z=200 inchesand the MOC prediction
of the flowalong the impingementplane and into the centralcore flow is
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Typicalpropertyvariationsfor both the R-D flowand the M0C prediction
are shown in Figs. 2.6 and 2.7. The solid line indicatespropertiesin a
plane throughan enginecenterline. The constantpropertycentralcore ends
with the shock boundaryand is followedby the free plume. In a plane between
engines,the constantpropertycentralcore is folloaedby the propertieson
the impingementplane betweenenginesrepresentedby the dashedline. The radial
_ropertyvariationcorrespondingto the H0C solutionused downstreamof Z=?00
inchesis representedby the broken line. It is interestingthat the free
plume has higherpressuresat this pointalthoughthe impingementregions
have generallyhighertemperatures.
A representationof the base gas betweenthe heat shiel,_and engine
exit planewas choser_to correspondapproximatelyto currentestimatesof
the recirculatedflow propertieson and above the heat shield, This repre-
sentationwas added to the 3-D plume elow field. The model is based on esti-
mated pressuresusing isentropicflowwith an isentropicexponentof 1.3,
a stagnationtemperatureof 3400R,and a stagnationpressureof 0.0_3 psia
The model chosenwas intendedto be more representativeof the regionaround
the upper enginesince the base flap causessome differencesin the flow in the
regionbetweenthe lower engines. The base gas model describedin the following
table uses the geomertyshownin Fig. 2,4 with n and R measuredrelativeto the
BASEGAS MODEL
Heatshield End RCS Pod Exit Plane
n Max. Z = -123 Z = -38 Z = -0.01
deg. radiusinches P T p T p T
psia R psia R psia R
,, , ,
0 0-75.2 0.033 3400 0.021 3063 0.011 2639
50 0-69.3 0.033 3400 0.021 3063 0.011 2639
78 0-97.3 0.02 3029 0.01 2581 0 0
II0 0-59.0 0.02 3029 0.01 2581 0 0
14
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Engine centerline at a radius of
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upper nozzle exit centerline. The inner region represented by n : 0 to 50
degrees represents conditions within the cluster while the region represented
by q = 78 to If0 degrees represents the outer bate region. The radiation
program will treat the zone between these regions as a transition zone with
properties at any Z varying linearly with n.
A complete listing of the vacuum plume is in the appendix.
2.3 OTHER PLUME EFFECTS
In addition to the low altitude and vacuum plumes, consideration was
given to the effects of radiation from the SSME/SRB plume interaction regions
and the reversed gas from the SSME/SRB plume interactions. The radiation from
these sources was not generally significant, but the effect of the reversed
gas radiation was considered in assigning altitude correction factors for the
SRB.
The SRB and SSME plumes intersect in the altitude range from 60 kft
to 140 kft as shown by typical intersection curves in Fig. 2.8. The analysis
of radiation from the intersection was performed at 100 kft. Although the
surface of the intersection is not flat and has no symmetry, it was necessary
to approximate it with a plane surface as shown in Fig. 2.9a. Properties
on either side of the XZ plane were assumed to be symmetric about the X
axis. The angular orientation of the plane was varied until the impingement
pressures predicted on both sides of the plane were approximately equal.
The ZMAX position indicated in Fig, 2.9b was used to approximate the indi-
cated shock position relative to the plane, and the properties were assumed
to be constant between the impingement plane and the upper bounding line
between ZFAX and YF_X. The estimated gas properties are listed in the
appendix.
1980019914-023
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Cylinder Radius Xo T p
in. R p_fa H._O CO_ CO HCI N_
Small 54 1613 1560 66 0.03 O.Ol O.Ol O.Ol 0.72
(Reversed jet) 2112 4100 66 0.33 0.06 0.13 0.09 0.06
Large 181 1308 1560 66 0.03 0.01 O.Ol O.Ol 0.72
(Separated flow) 202£ 1560 66 0.03 O.Ol O.Ol O.Ol 0.72
Fig. 2.]0 Reversed gas model for 80 kft.
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Fig. 2.11 Reversed gas model for 120 kft.
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Intersection of the SSME/SRBplumes also causes rcversed flow in the lower
base region. Properties and size of the reversed flow regions were conserva-
tiv,'ly estimated (l_el. II) fronl analytical predictions and experimer_tal results.
The estimated gas volunie and properties are illustrated in Figs. 2.10 and
2.1i. Components of the gas property model were considered to be a small
cylinder representing the reversed jet toward the base and a larger cylinder
representing the separated region aft of the ET base. Temperature at the
origin of the reversed jet (4100 R) is a prediction of the average stagna-
tion temperature of the reversed portion of the SRB boundary layer. Tem-
F'erature and pressure at the forward end is based on model measurements
scaled to flight conditions. Gas at the origin of the reversed jet is esti-
n_ated to be 66 percent SR_Iproducts and 34 percent SSMEproducts. This gas
is assumed to mix with sufficient air to lower the gas temperature to the
value measured at the forward end. A linear variation of properties is
assumed in the reversed jet and the properties in the separated region are






Predictions were made to many points in the base region using the
gaseous radiation (GASRAD) program to serve as a basis for adjusting pre-
dicLions made by the radiation view factor (RAVFAC) program and to provide
data on the effects of altitude on plume radiation. The essential features
of the program used and the results obtained are presented in this section.
3.1 PROGRAMDLSCRIPTION
The program (Ref. 12) is similar to earlier radiation programs developed
for NASA/MSFC, but it has been designed to handle specific requirements
of the Space Shuttle Nain Engine (SSME) plumes. The program has two sets of
subroutines. The first set prepares property data along lines-of-sight
through the plumes while Lhe second set performs radiation calculations
using a band model along the lines-of-sight and integrates the result. The
first set of subroutines were changed to allow additional flow field input
formats, reduce the number of radiating species considered, simplify input,
and reduce run time. The second set of subroutines were modified to provide
a separate subroutine for water vapor radiation with reduced output options
and to provide for performing calculations with band model parameters
averaged over large spectral intervals. Predictions of the SSME/SRBcom-
bined plume effects used the multiconstituent radiation prediction capability
and special modifications of the flow field handling subroutines to handle
the unusual data formats.
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in Ref. 12. The radiation equation for the ir, cident radiant flux at a point
which the program integrates is
Of ,i'f ,'f I.
Oi ¢i ("i 0
where 0 and ,_ are tile hemispherical elevation and azimuth angles, c_ is the
wavenumber and L is radius of a tlemisphere over the point (the upper limit
of the distance S along the lines of sight). The transmissivity T is determined
using the statistical band model described in Ref. 17 as the single-line-
group (SLG) model which uses the Curtis-Godson approximation to include the
effects of inhomogeneous gases. The spectral integration is performed using
int_grated values of the Planck function (,,\N_) to eliminate errors due to
representing it by a central value when large spectral intervals are used.
Tabulated values of absorption coefficient (kw) and line density (I/d)
for water vapor u_ed in the band model were obtained from two sources. Most
of tile data were obtained from Ref. 17, but in the 2500 to 4500 cm-_ spectral
range, later data compiled by Dr. Stephen Young (Ref. 13) was used for SSME
predictions. Dr. Young's date, haw_ improved representations of the absorption
cuefliclent at low t,elnperaLurcs while usinq data of Rcf. 17 at high te',llpera-
tures. The data are available at 25 cm-_ intervals, but they were usually
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where N ° is the Planck function and A_ is 25 cm-I The resulting values
are given in Table 3.1 for the I000 to 9800 cm-lrange used. Evaluation of
the results obtained with this procedure is made in the next section.
The only radiating gas considered was water vapor and the only identi-
fied foreign gas was nitrogen. The broadening effect of all other gases
was lumped together, so the collision line width (cm-I) becomes
Yc : P[(0"44(273/T)_ + 0.09) Fw + 0.09 FN
+ 0.05(I -F w - FN)](273/T)O_
where p is the pressure in atmospheres, T is the gas temperature in K,
and Fw and FN are the water vapor and nitrogen mole fractions.
During the spatial integration, the hemispherical elevation angle in-
terval, AO, is held constant while the azimuth interval, Z_¢,can be varied to
maintain a constant value of the parameter AeACsinO. This allows the spacing
between lines in the azimuth direction to be set equal to the spacing in the
elevation direction (selection of the values used are discussed in Section 3.2).
The length of integration intervals along the line-of-sight (_S) is also
varied by tne program. Initially gas properties are interpolated at constant
intervals (usually 3 to 6 inches) along each line-of-sight, but when the
radiation computation is made, the available property values are averaged
owr larger intervals before a step in the radiation integration is made.
This process is controlled by the input parameter TDIFF which is approximately
equal tc the change in temperature allowed between the first and final
temperature values in an integration interval. The interval length with the
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TABLE 3,1
BAND MODEL PARAMETERSAVERAGED OVER
400 cm-1 INTERVALS
H201(G] ABSORPTION COEFFIC]LNTS "atmI cm'! at indicated temperature)
WAVE NO. TEMPERATURES (DEG HI
{IICM} 7_0. 600. IOOD. I:'r_.` ?ono. 2_0_. x_O.
1200. 1,476-03 2.732-02 4.q63-U? 5.,95-C,2 5,39q-02 ,._34-n2 44.699-02
1600. 5.463-01 2._67-01 1.252-01 6.93Q-[_2 4.@n6-Q'_ _.2qq-02 2.q5S-02
2_00. 2.935-02 _.065-02 2.529-0 _ 2.036,-02 1.6o8-[ _" I.QI'-P2 1.2_7-07
2q[JO. 1.250-0q 1.591-{1Q 4.013-0_! 7.eQ[I-_L+ 1.774-0 _ 2._86-03 2.522-0 _
280,n. I._3-04 2.16,n-0_ 4.7_)2-0_ 1.331-"3 2.6_7-5X _.n25-q3 _.15_-0_
3200. 3. _ "_lw-03 q.2g7-03 1.126-02 1.69<-['2 2.12_-C2 2.q8_-02 1.727-0 _
36C0. 1.2_I-01 I.__57_01 I.u73-01 5.&q6-C2 3.3_6-0 "_ 2.766-n2 I._21-_2
4000. 1,867-01 6.o58-02 3.931-02 2.31FI-62 1.574-D? _.22_-02 i,,']00-02
_[I. 2.1q4-05 5.F86-05 2.331-0_ Q.qL_-CN 3.3_8-['_ 1.315-03 1.4o8-D_
_800. 5.262-05 1.6q4-04 6.U71-04 1.777-q3 3.1v7-0 • 3.Q62-03 3._[8-0"
5200. 1.437-02 1.377-02 1.24_-_2 _.B92-P3 6.527-C _ 5.18")-03 3.n3D-n?
5660. 2.127-02 8.697-03 6,r_71-03 ,.477-03 3.679-0X 3._11-Q3 2.831-0'
6000. 1.495-05 2.230-05 6.8oi-05 1.731-P4 4.1_8-04 _._,96-[1_ 9.,_5-D_
6h00. 4.118-05 1.Q62-D4 3.197-04 6.157-C4 1.2,6-D _ 1.qsQ-n3 1.67W-Z3
6800. |.308-03 1.965-03 3.261-07 _.333-q3 3.169-0 _ _.lOP-,n3 2.a18-?_3
7200. 1.72_-02 1.8!2-02 1,095-02 _.o56-n3 3.26q-0_ 2.r95-n3 2.192-DT
7600. 3.29_-0_ 5.191-0W 8.33q-0_ 7.1Zo-_4 G.2"I-C_ 5._6q-_4 6.153-0:
80_0, 3.3q0-06 6.010-06 2.121-05 T.?II-P5 1.91D-OU 2._97-P4 3.377-0q
84_0. 1,925-05 _.I07-05 9.499-0 e 2,17_-_% 3.799-0_ 3,"96-8Q W._3_-08
8800. l.qSq-05 1.396-05 6.58_-05 l.gG2-nq 3._98-0_ _,179-04 3.054-0"
9200. 2.558-06 2._71-06 5.72]-036 2.660-[][ 8.8q6-_ I.[_06-O_ I._73-03"
9600. 0,000 O.O0[l O.OeD O.o[q 1.076-D_ 1,152-n_q 1.IO6-0q
H201(G} FINE STQUCTUqE P_RAMFT[Q5 (cm "I)
WAVE NO. TEMPERATURES (DLG K)
(IICM} 300. 600. luBL. 1500. 2D o.r]. F_O0. 3000.
12C0. 2.739-01 q.151-Ol I.C,26.J _ 3.05_nD 1,065"01 _._99+_I 1.265.02
16C0. l.q61-Ol 3._55-01 7._75-0| 1.9_7.00 q.TOl*OP I,I15_01 2._63.01
2000. 1.161-,01 2.q92-01 6.7Cq-01 l.O61*[_O q.BP3,on I._8T+PI _.I]15,01
2400. 3,061-01 6.083-01 l.b21*O_ _.12_+qO 9.1_3+Cn ,.PS_RI 1.9_9+02
2_00. 1.8_2+00 2.77o+00 3.16o+0I: Q.63&*OO 1.0,9.['I _._5_+01 1.08:I+0 ?
3200. 8.936-01 I_23+00 2.263+0[ _ 2,6fo+00 5.231+00 1.757+01 2.558+01
_600, 1,509+00 I._20_00 I.S61+OP 2.65_+?0 3._65+0n 7.rB;*rlo 1.369,01
4000. 7.882-01 1,170.00 1,512+0P 2,241*n0 5._25+qr" 1.151+01 i._q9+01
_qO0. 9.408-01 I.]0_+00 I. ;56.0 r] q.qgg+f_G 2,852 € T.rOU+q]|.TR *O?
4_[,0. 2.771-01 1.051-01 3.1_I-01 1.23",'_0 5,8flS+_O 2.227. nI 8._13+01
5200. 1.163-01 8._IO-02 2,616-01 1.139.00 4.662.02 l.Q?P+Ol 1.0[_2+07
5600. 1.288-01 2.239-01 3,879-01 1.557+00 a.065+oq 3.636_01 2.704,02
6000. 3,8_7-01 1.2_9-01 8.1_5-01 5._61,03 7.212,01 2.787+q2 1.396,0 _
6_bo. 3.930-01 8._77-02 5.2Di-01 3.387+n0 Q.519.01 1.70_+q2 9.368+0.').
6@00. 1.529-01 5._07-02 3.075-01 1.917+D0 1.517.01 6.21C+[]I 2.7;I,02
72C0. 1,257-01 ".220-02 1.952-01 l.q(_%+?O 7.937+0q 3,556+31 1.3C0*07
76C0. 2.339-01 I._97-01 1.082+00 6.02_,n0 2.892+01 1.23c+q2 _.I15,32
8[_DO. 4.9_;2-01 I.C65_00 2.760+00 7._8_fl0 1._78 _1 3.'_OQ*ql 6.7,68.01
BqO0. 2,292-01 _.PSO-OI 1.27_+0_ 3.510-0,0 8.206+00 1.643_']I 2.727+01
8800. 1,161-01 2.585-01 6.794-01 I._31+00 _.577+Rq o,026,00 I.q_3,01
92[,0, 1.603-01 4.20F_-01 lol)3q,OC 3.10_*q0 8.696+00 1.76r*?I 2.913+01
96C0. O.O00 O.CO0 0.000 O.OOn 1.9q5+CI 3.P26+?I 6,273+01
26
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The geometric i11ethodsused in locating the points in the plumes at
which properties are desired on each line-of-sight are straight forward.
Once the point in the plume is located, linear _terpolation is performed
parallel to the plume axis, and, in the three-dimensional plume, at constant n.
Exceptions are made where a significant shock is present and can be located
in the flow field. In these cases, the points used in the interpolation
are forced to stay on the same side of the shock as the point being defined.
In generating properties in the low altitude plumes the distance from
a point on a line-of-sight to the axis of each of the three plumes is determined
and the property determination is made in the closest plume. In areas where
the plumes overlap because of the close spacing, this method essentially
discards the portion of each plume beyond a central surface between adjacent
plumes.
3.2 PREDICTED RADIATION
Radiation predictions for the SSME plumes will be described first followed
by predictions for the SSME/SRB impingement regions and the SSME/SRB reversed
gas.
Predictions for the SSME plumes were made at representative points in
the base region for the four altitude conditions considered. Predictions
for the vacuum plume were not significantly different form the results of
Ref. 5 which used a coarser mesh representation of the same basic flow field
(20 inch instead of 5 inch radius increments as in the present "_cuum flow
field). Because of the slight change in results, the vacuum plume runs
,Jpreonly repeated for a few joints. The current results for the SSME plume
radiation at four altitudes are presented in Table 3.2 along with the vacuum
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TABLE 3.2
RADIATION PRFDICIIONS AT SELICTED LOCATIONS
Incident radiation - Btu/ft2-sec and
Point (ratio to sea level)
Location C)_ No. Vacuum
Sea 20 40 Vacuum (Ref. 5)Level Kft Kft
Orbiter base heat shield
Bottom center 900 3.53 2.25 1.23 0.47 0.48
(0.64) (0.35) (0.131 (0.141
Center 905 2.35 2.03 l.26 0.74 0.73
(0.86) (0.54)(0.31) (0.31)
Bottom outboard 909 2.10 1.78 1.15 0.04 0.05
(0.85) (0.55)(0.02)(O.O2)
Bottom No. 1 bulge 27(; 941 2.47 1.83 1.01
(0.74) (0.41)
Top outboard 957 0.99 0.78 : 0.55
(0.79)i (0.56)
Upper middle outboard 961 5.02 3.23 1.79 0.42 0.46
(0.64) (0.36)(0.081 (0.09)
Bottom eng mtd hs 1 270 984 3.45 2.09 1.03 0.67 0.67
(0 61)(0.30)(0.19)(O. lq)
RCS Pod
Lower surface 807 0.86 0.38 0.20 0.04
(0 44) (0.23) (0.05)
Aft surface 837 12.1 5 87 3.05 0.69 0.70
(0 48)(0.25)(0.06)(0.06)
Outboard lower surface 851 0.45 0 17 0. I0 0.003
(0 38) (0.22) (0.01)
Inboard surface 862 4.27 1 62 0.77 0.30 0.32
(0 38)(0.18)(0.07) (0.07)
Top 874 O.030 O. 038 O. 034
(I.27) (1.131
Top 877 O. 105 0. II0 0.081 0.003
(I.051! (0.771 (0.031
OMSPod
Base 784 4.71 2.80 1.57 0. I0
(0.59) (0.33) (0.02)
Nozzle shroud base 7780 7.41 3.51 1.69 0.52
(0.47) (0.23) (0.07)
Body flap trailing edge
Upper center 233 11.6 3.99 1.89 0.93 0.96
(0.34) (0.161 (0.08 (0.08)
Aft center 241 II .5 5.28 2.70 O. 58
(0.46) (0.23) (0.05)
Fin t_'ailing edge
40, span aft 640 13.2 6.71 3.61 0.53 0.59
(0.511 (0.27)(0.04 (0.04)
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IABLE 3.2 (Continued)
RADIATION PREDICTIONSAT SELECTEDLOCATIONS
Incident radiation - Btu/ft2-sec and
Point (ratio to sea level)
Location C_I No.
Sea 20 40 Vacuum Vacuum)Level Kft Kft (Ref.
Wing trailing edge
60% span aft 360 3.51 2.35 1.34 0.063 0.093
(0.67) (0.38)(0.02)(0.03)
60,%span top 4699 2.17 l.29 0.70 0.075
(0.59) (0.32) (0.03)
OMS Nozzle
Aft facing lip 180 7150 ll.80 5.67 2.89 0.61 0.63
(0.48) (0.24)(0.05)(0.05)
Inbd facing exterior surface 1801 7152 5.93 1.96 0.91 0.42
(0.33) (0.15) (0.07)
Inbd facing inner lip 0 7201 10.6 4.42 2.13 0.63
(0.42) (0.20) (0.06)
Outbd facing inner lip 180 7251 0.005 0.007 0.010 0.007
(1.40) (2.00) (1.40)
RCS Aft Nozzles 8 and 9
Inbd facing inner lip 0 9502 8.90 3.57 1.72 0.59
I (0.40) (0.19) (0.07)Outbd facing inner lip 0 9652 0. I0 0. II 0.08 0.008(l.lO) (0.80) (0.08)
Inbd facing outer lip 180 9651 4.92 1.48 0.64 0.41
(0.30) (0.I 3) (0.08)
SSMENozzle 1
Hat-band 2 top - outbd 0 7402 0.33 0.14 0.08 0.05
(0.42) (0.24) (0.15)
Exit manifold top 270 7480 10.7 3.26 1.45 1.55
(0.30) (0.14) (0.14)
Hat-band 2 top - inbd 270 7482 6.62 2.00 0.88 0.74
(0.30) (0.13) (O.ll)
I Hat-band 4 top - inbd 270 7484 3.68 1.17 0.50 0.51(0.32) (0.14) (0.14)
Hat-band 2 aft - outbd 0 7502 1.12 0.28 0.17 0.08 0.08
(0.25) (0.15)(0.07)(0.07)
Exit manifeld aft - outbd 90 7530 17.0 6.80 4.06 0.79
(0.40) (0.24) (0.05)
Exit m,mifold aft - inbd 270 7580 25,7 9.61 5.03 2.98 2.86
(0.37) (0.20)(0.12)(O. ll)
Hat-band 2 aft - inbd 270 75£2 9.20 3.15 1.28 1.17 1.20
(0.34) (0.14)(0.13)(0.13)
Hat-band 4 aft inbd 270 7584 5.23 1.55 0.61 0.46 0.61
(0.30) (0.12)(0.09)(0.12)
SSME Nozzle 2
Hat-band l top 135 7741 5.87 1.80 0.89 0.76
(0.31) (0,15)(0.13)
Hat-band 2 top 135 7742 4.42 1.30 0.64
(0.29) (0.14)
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TABLE 3.2 (Continued)
RADIATI(JN PR[DICTIONS AT SLL[CTLD LOCATILINS
Incident radiation - Btu/ft_-sec and
Point (ratio to sea level)
Location 01! No.
Vacuum
Sea 20 40 Vacuum (Ref. 5)Level Kft Kft
I
SSMENozzle 2 (Cont.)
Hat-band 2 top 225 7762 1.20 0.33 0.17(0.28) (0.14)
Hat-band I aft 135 7L]41 0.3 3.54 1.74 1.68
(0.34) (0.17)(0.16)
Hat-h,_t_d 2 aft 135 7H42 7.06 2.04 0.98
(0.29) (0.14)
Hat-band 2 aft 180 7852 3.76 1.12 0.54
(0.30) (0.14)
Hat-band 2 aft 225 7862 2.63 0.5S 0.30
(0.21) (0 ll)
ET Base
C,mter 8000 2.84 1.88 1.06 O.047
(0.66) (0.37)(0.02)
57.1 Inch radius - top 0 8330 2.77 1.98 1.12
(0.71) (0.40)
- bottom 180 8339 2.07 1.41 0.80
(0 68) (0.39)
108.4 inch radius - top 0 8670 1.65 1 31 0.79
{0 79) (0.48)
- bottom 180 8679 0.87 0 68 0.40
(0 77) (0.51)
154.2 Inch radius top 0 8950 0.21 0 22 0.16
(1 05) (0.76)
hottom 180 8959 0.021 0.021 0.014
(I .00)(0.67)
ET/SRB Aft support
UPi_er linl,: - aft 775 1.50 1.19 0.72
(0.79) (0.4£)
Lower link - aft 825 1.71 1.28 0.75
(0.75) (0.44)
SRB Aft support post
Outer lip 30 671 8.98 4.84 2.49 0.33 0.36
(0.54) (0.28) (0.04)(0.04)
SRB Skirt
Outer lip - top 0 2109 4,78 2.41 1.21 0.19 0.21
(0.50) (0.25) (0.04)(0.04)
- side 90 2139 1.59 0.69 0.33 0.08
:(0.43) (0.21) (0.05)
Base '_eb - top 0 2500 3.28 2.56 1.57
(0.78) (0.46)
SRB Curtain (contoured aft)
: 67.5' (measured out from 45 2317 9.03 2.80
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TABLE 3.2 (Continued)
RADIATION PREDICTIONS AT SELECTED LOCATIONS
......... - i.i, .ii
Incident radiation - Btu/ft2-sec and
Point (ratio to sea level)
Location 0 _ No.
Sea 20 40 Vacuum Vacuum
Level Kft Kft (Ref. 5):
SRB Case/Skirt ring
Aft facing web - top 0 6503 3.70 2.68 1.53 0.032
(0.72) (0.41) (0:01)
Inbd facing rim - side 90 6535 2.27 I._9 O.61 0.092
(0.52) (0.27) (0.04)
SRB stiffener at XB=1733.56
Aft facing web - top 0 6303 2.86 2.12 1.23 0.024
(0.74) (0.43) (O.0l)
- side 90 6333 3.11 2.18 1.24
(0.70) (0.40)
Outside rim - top 0 6305 3.33 1.78 0.95 0.10
(0.53) (0.29) (0.03)
- side 90 6335 1.49 0.80 0.41
(0.54) (0.28)
........................
NOTES: l) O is measured clockwise from the axis of the surface in the neqative
Y direction for the Orbiter. For the SRB and ET it is measured from
t% top (positive Zo).
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results was at Point 7580 on the SSME engine exit lip at sea level (25.7
Btu/ft2-sec). Many other relatively unshaded aft facing surfaces near the
SSME cluster have radiation rates in the range of lO to 13 Btu/ft2-sec,
but shading by the SSME nozzles limits the peak radiation for the base heat
shield to 5 Btu/ftZ-sec. Peak radiance for a single line-of-sight through
the plumes reached 47.8 Btu/ft2-sec-sr for the aft facing nozzle lip on
SSME nozzle l (Point 7530).
Although the effect of engine gimbaling was not covered as part of the
thermal environment, sensitivity of the radiation rates to gimbaling was
sampled by predictions of radiation to Point 7852 (the aft surface of hat
band 2 on the inboard side of engine 2) with the lower engines gimballed
2, 4, and 6 degrees toward the left from flight null. The results indicate
an increase in radiation of about 12 percent ;er degree of yaw gimbal, so
any flight conditions which are expected to have a significant gimbal de-
flection for a long period of time should he evaluated to determine if the
environment based on the flight null condition (shown in Fig. 2.1) is adequate.
An evaluation was made of the effect of several parameters on the pre-
dicted radiation. It included effects of thc modified band model parameter
data, the spectral integration interval, and the spatial integration inter-
val along line-of-sight. The revised band model data in the 2500 to 4500 cm"l
range gives slightly lower radiation predictions as indicated in Table 3.3,
so when it is combined _ith the previously used data outside this spectral
range the result is to reduce the predicted radiation for the typical SSME
plume conditions considered. The 400 cm"_ integration interval used for the
predicti6n in Table 3.2 produces a slightly higher radiation tl_anthe 25 cm"l
interval in all cases. This offsets the apparent reduction _n predicted
radiation when TDIFF* = 200 R is used. The TDIFF parameter extends
* See page 25 for description of TDIFF.
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[ABLE 3.3
RESULTS OF BAND MODFL PARAMETER
AND PATH LENCTH INTEGRATION INTERVAL VARIATIONS
Nozzle Lip
Wave ET Base I Normal to Fin TE
Number Center ' Enq Ctrl Side
Absorption ,, I/cm Point 8000 Point 7480 Point 6499
Coefficient "
--c_ Ii ..........tTF! 20 140 ;it ] 20 40 2"0 40
Date _" Ini nal A SL kft kft i SL kft kft SL kft kFt
.... _ ,,
NASA 20011I000 9800 400 2.91 1.93 1.09 i11.0 3.28 1.43 1.67 0.95 0.55
(Note 1 ) jjI I000 9800 25 2.87 i 89:].06 4
i 2500 4500 25 0.96 0,72 0.43
Young 2500 4500 25 0.89 0.67 0.41 1
(Note 2) I I '
Combined II I, I000 9800 400 2.84ii.88 1.06 10.7 3.26 1.45 1.63 0 93 0.54(Note 3)
I 2.80
'I II000 9800 25 1.84 1.04 10.5 3.16 1.41 1.60 0 90 0.53Zi 0,,,000 soo
i H i
NOTES: 1) Data original provided bv GD/C (Refs. 20-22) and included in NASA SP 3080
(Ref. 17)
2) Data from Dr. Young (Ref. 13) usinq half-widths from Ref. II
3) Combination of Dr. Youngs data (2500 - 4500 cm "i) and NASA SP 3080
dat_ (I000 - 2475 cm"land 4525 - 9800 cm "l)
4) All thermal environment predictions use the combined absorption coefficient
data with IL)IFF = 200, '_'i = I000, (._f = 9800, and ._,,I=400
33
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the integration ir.L,rval by aver(_ging the property d_ta which are available
at 6 inch intervals. When TDIFF = O, the averaging procedure ir not used, so
a step in the radiation integration is perfor ed at each 6 inch interval along
a line-of-sight.
All of the errors apparent in this comparative evaluation are insignifi-
cant in comparison to other uncertainties in the prediction and use of the
radiation environment, so tile use of a 400 cm i spectral interval and TDIrF : 200R
are considered satisfactory.
Angular intervals used in integrating over the spherical angles are more
difficult to evaluate since errors incurred are likely to vary siqnificantly
with point location. Therefore, the intervals were chosen to be approximately
equal to the 6 inch integration interval along the lines-of-sight at a distance
of about 200 inches. The cora length represented by the azimutl_ angle increment
(.',_) is a function of the elevation angle (0) and increment (A_). At a radius
or line-of-sight length (S), the cord (C) is
C = S A:, sin G
for small increments expressed in radians.
In making the SSMEplume radiation prediction the procedure followed is t
to use a constant value of AO and vary A,_,with _ to keep C/S constant _. The
values chosen were .',o = 2 ° and r/s = AO , so when 0 is 90', A# : AO. The
resulting cord length is
C = 0.035S:
so for LS = 6 laches, C is equal to ,kS at S = 171 inches.
Radiation predictions for the SSME/SRBplume intersection region were made
at only 4 points in the base region because the indicated heating rates wer_
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so low. The results are shown in Table 3.4 in comparison with the current
predicted rates due to the SSMEand SRB plumes at the same altitude. The results
for the intersection reglons are conservative (high) estimates since they neglect
absorption by the SSMEand SRB plumes. In all cases, radiation from only one
(the closest) intersectien region was predicted. This was doubled to give the
results for two intersecticn regions for the two points on the vertical plane
of symmetry. For the two other points, it was estimated that the second inter-
section would increase the radiation by no more than 50 percent, so the single
region prediction was increased by 50 percent for the comparison in Table 3.4.
The integration intervals used for the SSME/SRBplume intersection regions
were thL same as used on the SSMEplumes with the exception that the increment
along the line-of-sight was reduced from 6 inches to 3 inches because of the
small thickness of the initial high temperature region in the intersection flow-
field (described in Section 2.3).
Predictions were made at the ET base center and lower body flap trailing
edge to evaluate the impact of radiation from the reversed gas from the SSME/SRB
plume intersection. The results shown in Table 3.5 compared with the current
environment indicate significant radiation could result from the reversed flow
at 120 kft. Since the reversed flow radiation increases with altitude while
most other radiation decreases with altitude, the altitude adjustment schemes*
used do not furnish the necessary trends to define the effect.
The lower body flap surface receives no SSHE plume radiation, so the SSME
environment assigned is intended to recognize a small contribution cf the reversed
gas radiation. A full description of the radiation predicted would have required
either artiFically raising the lot, altitude heating rate (presently 0 up to 40 kft)
* Recon_end altitude adjustment procedures described in Section 5.
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WITH THE DESIGN ENVIRONMENTAT AN ALTITUDE OF I00,000 FEET
i
Predicted Radiation - Btu/ft2-sec
0 Point _ironment SSME/SRB
Location (Note I) No. (Refs. 1-3) Intersection
_B I SSME Estimate (Note 2)
Fin trailing edge 640 1.84 I 2.64 0. I0
[T base center 8000 3.15 I 0.65 0.05
I
SRB skirt aft rim 0 2100 17.71 J 1.02 0.12
SRB skirt _nbd rim 45 2119 O.CS J 0.85 0.02
........... I I
NOTES: 1) 0 defined in Table 3.2
2) Predictiens made for the closest intersection region were doubled
for points on the vertical plane of symmetry (pts. 640 and 8000)
and increased 50 percent for the other two points to give an
estimate for both regiom,.
TABLE 3.5
COMPARISONOF RADIATION ESTIMATESFOR THE REVERSED
GAS WITII THE DESIGN ENVIRONMENTAT 80,ODO AND 120,000 FEET
t
I Predi('ted Radiation Btu/ftr-sec
Point Alt , EnvironmentLocation
No. kft (Refs. 1-3) Reversed Gas
lSRB SSME Estimate
Body flap lower TE 213 80 2.24 0.04 0.II
120 1.79 0.07 0.60
FT base center 8000 80 3.51 0.81 0.12
120 2.89 0.45 0.53
36
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or ashiqnim, l special altitude adjustment factors for this surface. Neither
al,proach wa_ deemed justified _ince the _hermal protection system intended for
the body flap lower surface is likely to be de',,igned by re-entry heating loads.
A similar al'qUIllent was Ilklde for the lowt, l" StJl'fac_, of tIi_' lower SSMEnozzles
where the thermal protection system is designed by hiqh radiation and impinqe-
ment heatin9 at other locations on the iaterior of the enqine cluster.
Radiation from the reversed qas to the IT base and the inner surface of the
SRB wm'e considered in a,_si,,niml the SStI[ altitude adjustI!lent factors and slight
adjustments were made to the 160 kft heatin9 rates in some cases to cover
possible rew, rsed 9as radiation prior to the SRI_separation. Surfacr, s other than
those discussed here are not expected to receive siqnificant radiation from
the reversed 9as.
_ntegration intervals u:,ed in the reversed gas prediction were the same
as those for the SSM[ plume_ except that the an(lular int('gration intervals
were increased because of t.h_, relatiw, uniformity of the (]as and the cl(;se
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Section 4
VIEW FACTOR PLUME HODEL
In order to allow rapid prediction of radiation distributions, a model
representing the sea level plume was developed for use with a modified version
of the RAVFAC program (Ref. 19) which sums the products of computed view fac-
tors and emmissive powers for plume components to arrive at predictions of in-
cident radiation. This section will describe the development of the plume model
and present a comparison of the RAVFAC and GASRAD predictions for surfaces in
the Space Shuttle base region,
The modified RAVFAC program can handle either opaque or transparent shapes,
so portions of the plume believed to have relatively high transmissivity can be
modeled as transparent while those with low trans_:lissivitycan be specified as
opaque, Because of the success achieved with the model of the previous plume
predictions (Ref. 5), a similar model was chosen initially for development of
the current plume model. Ilowever,it was difficult making the nozzle lip pre-
dictions high enough without forcing the upper body flap point too high. A
new shape was tried with a disk inside a cylinder to shade it from view for
directions approaching normal to the plume axis. The resulting model is de-
scribed in Fig. 4.1. In general, the size of the shapes decreased while
emissive powers increased in comparison with the model in Ref. 5. In the present
model, the disks were made trarsparent to save shading calculation time since
they would primarily shade the interior of the cylinders which do not radiate.
Ratios of RAVFAC to GASRAD predictions for the points used in developing




Distance from the exit-inches
J,,, i i
Emissive Distance
Shape power from exit Radius B-elements Y-elements
Btu/ft2-sec inches inches
Disk 1 - Transparent 150 50 25 2 8
2 - Transparent 120 350 20-50 3 8
Cylinder 1 - Opaque 60 50-350 20 6 16
2 - Opaque 60 300-600 50 6 16
3 - Opaque 40 600-1200 50 6 16
Cone - Transparent 12 120-1200 40-100 II 8
Fig. 4.1RAVFAC model for the TKE 2 sea level plume
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to test sensitivity to element size. The goal was to achieve ratios of 1.0 to
1.2 for the points used. The largest error (22.7%) was on the body flap upper
trailing edge which seemed to be difficult to model. It was surmised that in
the GASRADprediction cooler portions of the lower plumes absorbed more of the
high radiation levels from the upper plumes than could be duplicated within the
RAVFACmodel limitations.
In designing a RAVFACmodel, an attempt is made to minimize the number of
surface e_ements, so that more computer memory will be available for surfaces
receiving radiation and computation time will be reduced. At the same time, the
elements must be properly distributed to allow a reasonably accurate repres-
entation of shading effects. This also usually satisfies the requirement of
having elements small enough for the necessary nu,;erical computation requirements.
The number of elements for the surfaces in the design plume were assigned
considering these factors, then checked by varying the element size to deter-
mine the sensitivity and detect errors due to improper sizing. The results of
varying element size presented in Table 4.1 indicate that increasing the size
(reducing the number of elements) does not produce a significant deteriation
in the plume model accuracy. However, no reductions in the number of elements
were considered since the number of elements in the plume model were not con-
sidered excessive and there is always the possibility of larger errors at other
locations. Increasing the number of elements did not result in any significant
increases in the indicated RAVFAC plume error although the maximum error increased
from 22.7 to 24.7 percent. The largest percentage change due to increasing the
elements was at Point 8670 on the ET base where the RAVAC prediction decreased
5 percent when elements in the axial direction on the cylinders (6 - elements)









]esiq_ Note 1 Note 2
ouble I Halve !_ks I Cyl's
..................... . ...... _ .......... ,, .......... _ ....... 16 iI 8} gOrbiter heat shield IBottom outboard 909 l.n91 l 085 l ll9 !.066 ll.102
{Ipper middle outboard 961 1.09! I•055 l.l?8 1.096 l.ll5
RCS Pod
Inboard facing surface 862 1.14, 1.142 I 1.124 l.iG2 1.142
Body flap trailing edge
Upper center 233 1.221 1.247 1.211 1.226 1.227
Fin trailinq edee
40c' Span - aft 640 1.031 1.026 1.046 l.Ol41 1.040
- side 6499 1.06; 1.061 1.071 1.046 II•096
Wing trailing edge
60% Span - aft 360 0.991 0•999 l.O00 l.OOl 1.002
SSMEl
Exit manifold - top 7480 1.054 1.069_ 1.000 1.055 1.058
- aft 8=90 7530 G.991 1.0091 0•953 0.995 l.Ol2
- aft (_=?lO 7580 1.061 1.0701 I•032 I•059 1.072
ET Base
I I•070 1.058 I1.068Center 8000 l .05 l .054 l
I08.4 inch radius - top 8670 1.16 l.lOOi 1.139 !I.153 1.159
ET/SRB Aft su;_port I
tlpper link facino aft 775 1.13 1.129 I•129 1.123 1.122SRB Skirt
Outer lip - top 210C) l.ll _ 1.105 1.136 I I•106 1.107
Moan 1.09 1.084 1.0£8 II.085 1.094
Notes: Changes described are variations to the "design" RAVFACplume in Fio4.1.
])B-elements are the axial elements on cylinders and cones and the radial el-
ements on disks. Since some surfaces have odd numbers of B-element_., the
halvinq procedure followed was
(B-elt)NFW=((B-el t)OLD+I)/2.
with the result truncated to an integer
2)if-elements are the circumferential elem,ents. The _(-elements on the disks
were increased to 16 to give 16 elements on all surfaces but the transparent
cone. In reducinq elements, the cylinders were reduced to 8 elements so all
surface; had ,e _,-elements.
41
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points can have to the element distribution, but it was not considered sufficient
cause to increase the elements in the plume model.
A comparison of the available RAVFAC and GASRAD predictions using the plume
model are shown in Table 4.2. The indicated errors in the RAVFAC predictions
are less than 20 percent for all significant heat rates with the exception of
9 points on the SSME nozzles.
Analysis of the errors indicated that too ,nuchemphasis had been placed on
the disk located 50 inches from the nozzle exit which represents the beginning
of the high temperature region caused by the plume Mach disk. This had been
done to reduce the number of elements in the plume and the indicated error at
the upper body flap point (Point 241). A better plume probably could have been
achieved using two disks with lower emissive powers, but the eYrors caused by
the use of one disk were not apparent in the sample problems used in developing
the plume.
The possibility of increasing the number of elements on the first disk was
investigated to determine if this would improve the agreement for the nozzle
points. Increasing the elements from 16 (2 x 8) to 48 (3 x 16) caused significant
changes in some of the predictions with poor agreement, but the trend was not
always toward reducing the error.
On SSME nozzle l the agreement is good at the exit plane (Points 7XXO),
but apparently to much radiation in the RAVFAC prediction comes from the near
portion of plumes 2 and 3 while the mixing region of plume l contributes a
negligible amount. Moving forward on the nozzle to hat band 2 (Points 7XX2)
causes the GASRAD results to drop apparently due to shading of plume l by the
nozzle exit manifold and aft most hat band, while the same location on the RAVFAC









Location 01 No. RAVFAC GASRAD GASRAD
I
Orbiterbase heatshield
Bottomcenter 900 3.74 3.53 l 06
Center 905 2.63 2.35 l 12
Bottomoutboard 909 2.31 2.10 l lO
BottomNo. l bulge 270 941 2.61 2.47 l 06I$
;I Top outboard 957 1.07 0.99 l 08
! Uppermiddleoutboard 961 5.50 5.02 l lO
!I Bottomeng mtd hs l 270 984 3.18 3.45 0.92
RCS Pod
Lower surface 807 0.77 0.86 0.90
Aft surface 837 13.4 12.1 l.ll
Outboardlowersurface 851 0.38 0.45 0.84
Inboardsurface 862 4.88 4.27 1.14
Top 874 0.02 0.03 0.67
Top 877 0.07 0.I05 0.67
OMS Pod
Base 784 4.90 4.71 1.04
Nozzleshroudbase 7780 7.08 7.41 0.96
Body flap trailingedge
I
I Uppercenter 233 14.2 Ill.6 1.23i
Aft center 241 12.9 ll.5 1.12
:Fin trailingedgef
•! *40% span aft 640 13.6 3.2 1.03
*40% span side 6499 1.73 1.63 1.06
Wing trailingedge
*60% spanaft 360 3.49 3.51 0.99
60% span top 4699 1.79 2.17 0.82
OMSNozzle I
Aft facing lip 180 7150 13.1 1.8 I.II
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TABLE 4.2 (Continued)
RADIAIIO,_'.PRL[)ICTIONCOMPARISONS AT SELECTED LOCATIONS
Incident Radlation Ratio
Point
Location 0_ No. !I Btu/ft2sec RAVFAC/
I 1 RAVFAC IGASRAD GASRADInbd facing exterior surface 180 7152 6.66 5.93 1.12
Inbd facing inner lip 0 7201 Ii ll.6 I0.6 1.09
Outbd facing in:_erlip 180 7251 I_ (l 0.005 --
RCS Aft Nozzles 8 and 9
Inbd facing inner lip 0 9502 9.75 8.90 ].lO
I Outbd facing inner lip 0 9652 O.Ol O.lO O.lO!
q! Inbd facing outer lip 180 9651 5.82 4,92 1.18
_h'SSMENozzle 1
,_ Hat-band 2 top - outbd 0 7402 0.31 0.33 0.94
!I *Exit manifold top 270 7480 11.3 10.7 1.05
i I Hat-band 2 top - inbd 270 7482 9.14 6.62 1.38
Hat-band 4 top - inbd 270 7484 3,63 3.68 0.99
i Hat-band 2 aft - outbd 0 7502 1.59 1.12 1,42
*Exit mar,ifold aft - outbd 90 7530 16.8 17.0 0,99
*Exit manifold aft - inbd 270 7580 27.3 25.7 1.06
Hat-band 2 aft - inbd 270 7582 II.0 9.20 1.20
i
i Hat-band 4 aft - inbd 270 7584 5.20 5,23 0.99SSMENozzle 2
Hat-band 1 top 135 7741 7.56 5.87 1.29
Hat-band 2 top 135 7742 6.21 4.42 1.40
Hat-band 2 top 180 7752 1.02 1.39 0.73
Hat-band 2 top 225 7762 1.64 1.20 1.37
Hat-band 1 aft 135 7841 12.6 10.3 1.22
Hat-band 2 aft 135 7842 9.28 7.06 1.31
Hat-band 2 aft 180 7852 3.93 3.76 1.05
i' Hat-band 2 aft 225 7862 4.00 2.63 1.52
J
,I ET Base
IL1 *Center 8000 2.96 2.84 1.04
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TABL[ 4.2 (Continued)
RADIATION PREDICTION COMPARISONS AT S[LECTED LOCATIONS
................... - IT ........i
' I
I Incident Radiation RatioI
Point ! Btu/ft2sec RAVFAC/
i
Location I 0_ No. I RAVFAC GASRAD GASRAD
57.1 inch radius- bottom I'-180 .... -8339-- 2.20 2.07 1.06
"108.4 inch radius - top 0 8670 1.92 1.65 1.16
- bottom 180 8679 0.93 0.88 1.06
154.2 inch radius - top 0 8950 0.13 0.21 0.62
- bottom 180 8959 0.02 0.021 0.95
ET/SRB aft support
rl
;I *Upper link - aft 775 1.71 1.50 1.14
ii Lower link - aft 825 1.72 1.71 1.01l
i_ SRB aft support post
i Outer lip 30 671 9.23 8.98 1.03
i I
I SRB skirt
tI *Outer lip - top 0 2109 5.3i 4.78 I.II
- side 90 2139 1.40 1.5a 0.88
*Base web - top 0 2500 3.68 3.28 1.12
SRB base curtain 45 2317 9.04 9.03 1.00
SRB case/skirt ring
_[ Aft facing web - top 0 6503 4.14 3.70 1.12
Inbd facing rim - side 90 6535 2.23 2,27 0.98
SRB stiffener at XB:1733.56
Aft facing web - top 0 6303 3.13 2.86 1.09
- side 90 6333 3.16 3.11 1.02
Outside rim - top 0 6305 3.54 3.33 1.06
- side 90 6335 1.53 1.49 1,03
.................... , , t ,,
* Points used in developing the RAVFACplume model.
NOTES: I) 0 is measured clockwise from the axis of the surface in the negative
Yo direction from the Orbiter. For the SRB _nd ET it is measured
from the top (positive Zo).
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2 and 3. This results in an over-prediction by the RAVFAC model. The success
of the RAVFAC i,odelat the fourth hat-band (Points 7XX4) is fortuitous.
On SSME nozzle 2, the over-prediction at hat-band 2 (Points 7XX2) is similar
to that of nozzle ] except for the points at @ = 180° (Points 7X5X). At this
point, nozzle 3 is so close to nozzle 2 that tke initial disk surface of plume 3






The recommendationsresultingfrom this study havebeen i_,corporatedin
the radiationenvironmentpresentedin Refs. l thru 3 to providea sea level
predictionwith multiplyingfactorsto accountfor _Ititudevariations.
The adjustmentsto the sea levelpredictionsmade using the RAVFACprogram
and plumemodel were generallyminor excepton the SSME nozzlesas indicatedby
the comparisonwith GASRADpredictionsin Table 4.2. The adjustmentswere
judiciouslyappliedu_ingcomparisonsat knownpointsas a guide to pointswith
similarorientationsor lucations. Becauseof the p_cT agre.,,entbetweenthe
RAVFACand GASRADpredictionson the SSM[ mozzles(Table4.2) it was necessary
to increasethe numberof GASRADpredictionsin this regionto assurethe RAVFAC
resultscould be properlyadjusted. It is recommendedthat the RAVFACplume
model be revisedbeforeit is used for furtherradiationstudieson the SSME
nozzles.
Altitudeadjustmentswere dividedinto threeranges:0 to 40 kft.,40 to
160 kft.,and cver 160 kft. Doublelettercodeswere providedfor each point
with the first letterdesignatinga curvedepictingthe variationin adjustment
factorfrom 0 to 40 kft and the secondletterdesignatinga heatingratec¢
160 kft and above. Between40 and 160 kft a linearvariationwith altitudeis
assumed.
The altitudecurvesfor 0 to 40 kft were detemdned by plottingthe altltude
to sea levelradiationratiosfor data in Table 3.2 whichwere O.l Btu/ft2-sec
or greaterat any altitude. The rB_ultis shown in Fig. 5.1 with the solid
curve selectedto representthe currentdata,while the Jashedcurve shows the 1976
47
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trend (Ref.5). The curveof altituderatios was used to determinepointsfor
constructionof the familyof altitudecurvesillustratedin Fig. 5.2. The
highercurvesgenerallyapply to pointswith low heatingrateswhich are shaded
at sea leveland get a betterview of the plumeas it expands. Pointswhich have
a goodview of the plume at sea levelare characterizedby the lowercurves. The
lotvercurvesdecreaserelativelyslowlyat low altitudeto representthe per-
sistanceof the largeMach disk and shock structurein the plume. One of :hese
curveswas assignedby the firstaltitudecorrectioncode letterto each point
in the baseregionbasedupon (1) its viewof the plume,and (2) the results
reportedfor a similarlylocatedpoint in Table3.2.
The secondletterin the doubleletteraltitudecode specifiesthe radiation
at IE0 kft. It representseithera fractionof sea levelheatingor a fixed rate
as shownat the top of Fig.5.2. These are the samealtitudecorrectioncodesas
used in 1976for the environmentat 160 kft,and are determinedusing the vacuum
plumepre;ictionsin Table 3.2. For pointsreceivingsignificantradiationfrom
the vacuumplumemodel,one of the ratioswas used,while for pointswith
neuligibleradiationone of the fixedrateswas useddependingon the predicted
heati,lgor the uncertaintydue to recirculatingas and other undefinedplume
features.
Althoughthe SRBsare separatedbefore160 kft,an environmentwas specified
at 160 kft to allow interpolationbet:veen40 kft and 160 kft. In assigningthe
160 kft correctionfactorfor the SRB, the predictedheatingof the inboardsur-
facesof the SRB by the reversedgases from the SSME/SRBplume impingementwas
considered,and in some cases,thisconditiondeterminesthe environmentspecified
at 160 kft ratherthan the anticipatedradiationfrom the vacuumplume. Radiation
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'3.r_O0 1664.qq3 114.5o20 .7560
In. 00_ 1687.760 I?1.2N30 .7560
, l_'.,_OO17l 3.9t,3 130.973_ .7560
! 2n. 000 17° 1.7_0 16q.3o90 .7560
25. hOP 1906,710 222.7_00 .7560
3_. oor) 2035.0_0 302.2750 .7560
i 3_. rO0 2151.520 395.9320 .7560
= q_. qo0 2159.060 q_5.2530 .7560
qS.qOO 186q.2uO 262,125_ ,7560
i 5D. _00 1429,7_0 01,0¢20 .7560S'r.DO0 961.970 1q.2450 .7560
6n. r,oo 608.1_0 3.37U0 ,75_0
- 6_.nO0 56 7.31¢0 1.17.20 *7560
l.O210 .75607_.OO0 525.2_071.q47 513.070 .90|'3 .7560
71.457 391U.W_O 72.1 _50 ,6900
|" 7f.m3_ _87@.8P0 19.5560 .6910
L INNE'_ SH(",C_ POTNT 15 NUMBER 16





" _"L Ckl F | [ LO ( C'ONT]NUE 0)" !
* ...... Z ETA n T P Fl
2_,330 7b. 2P.O 5,C00 1677.830 108.8_00 .7560?
: .......... 13,300 1686,000 120,2_90 ,7560
J 15, _00 1709,530 128,8920 -7560 :
.... 20,, OOD 17e6,,4_0 161,33_0 ,7560 .......
- 2¢, O00 1895,070 Z25.3760 ,7560 _;
- 3q, OOO 2025.900 294,9280 .7560
-" 35,000 21q6.50Q 391.5340 .7560
q_, 000 2169,670 q13,1330 ,7560
_S. 000 1906o0_0 275.488n .7560 i
.... -............................ 5_, 000 19.89,060 97',1 370. ,756.0 ....... :
55. riO0 1031o210 17,7110 ,7560
.............. 60,000 730,5_0 3,8060 .,7560
65,000 580.760 I =lSqO ,7S60
-- 70,000 540.200 I ,0S70 ,7560 :_
75.C00 999.550 ,9S90 .7560
L. -......... .80_,OQQ 956,790 ,8610 ,756,0 ......
;-
85.r_00 ql7.gTo ,7630 07560
9_,noo 376°980 ,6650 ,7560 ...... , -
. 90,399 373.710 ,6570 .7560 P_
• 90,409 3530,8T0 3,8920 ,7130
9_.18q 3486,030 3,6260 .7170
................. .....___4_oINNES_.$HOCK POTNT_ 7S NUHBE_. 20.. 2-_:3"30 91 ,nO0 1199olZ0 qO ,9_20 • 7S 61_-- ;"
R,000 1585,710 102,1590 ,7560
t 10,_00 1689,920 1 19,315(I ,7560I_,000 1709.960 126.7260 °7560
• 20. 000 1776.0_3 156.2010 .7560 ............
...................... 25,000 188 1,9_0 20b,9590 ,7560 ..
t 3_, PO0 2015°1_.0 285,2?60 ,,7560 _ '35,000 ?lqO.6_O 386,2_70 .7560
_9.no0 2188.1330 427.4130 ,T560 ..... ,,.
" 4c..000 19_.7,790 281,9700 ,756050, 0 537.810 l.rll,2R30 . .........
.................................55,000 1100,0_0 21,4P.30 ,7560
, 60.nO0 905,8150 22.7630 .7560
)r 6 5 0 " 4 _ 0 2 _ 5 2 4 0 ,7560
65,000
7r,nO0 555,810 1,094r] ,7560 .............
7_.• 000 516,870 1,0000 ,7560 _:
Ji 80,900 477,830 .9070 ,7560 .........
................ 235.000 100,0_0 ,0010 ,7560
13r_,029 lnO,OrtO ,0010 ,66_0 ..... :
l i 136,188 100.000 ,0010 ,6611011. ZNNEI_ SHOCK POTNT IS NUHBEI_ 18 ............ :
23,330 9_.450 ,000 I199=110 _0,9_20 ,7S60
_ 5.'700 2582,7R0 Ini.6980 .7560 ._............. I_,000 26Rq,_0 119,2580 .7S_0_ ._
Ir,.900 170_,660 126,5_50 ,7560 .....
2P. 000 1775,3=,0 1_5.8 _90 ,7560






• 7 ETA P T P FI
23.330 92,q_O 35. _130 21q0.270 3@5.9160 .7560
* qP. 000 7198.010 427.3_10 .7560#_ 0 1960.2_ 283 6950 7S60
.................... EO. OOO 1541.210 I01._620 .7560
- 5c. nO0 llR4.qf, o 21.7370 ,75606tl.(_00 900.570 12.3730 .756065.900 646.2n0 2,4490 ._560
70. _00 556,8"_0 1.0960 .7560)
] 75.000 517.9';0 1.0030 .7560
_C. nO0 479.0P0 '.9100 .7560
23.330 l@C.O00 .q00 1149.I10 40.9420 .7560
i c. PO0 1383.990 70.5010 .7560. 10.000 6 P2.q..nO 117,2830 . --
1E.O00 1689.qq0 119.8530 .756B
20,000 1736.1c_0 137,1q70 .7560
i ..................... 25, DOO 1838.q70 1 82.0280 .7560 ..............
3'_. qOf] 1968.790 256.9780 .7560
35.000 2098.4.00 3F1.6_90 .7560
4_. DO0 2170.860 q11,8970 ,7560 ......
45. 000 2078._0 357.5800 .7560
5_. PO0 1700.110 127.5210 ,7560
i _ ...... 55. ?00 12_ 7.3F.O _q.0710 .7560
! 6_._00 965.1r_0 15.q. 310 ,7560
6_,000 7_9.710 5.3 _90 .7560
70._00 64 7.5t_0 3,2330 .7560
i 75,r00 5P.4,5_0 1,8750 ,7560
80.000 521.0"_0 1.1?70 .7560
32.500 O_O• .nO0 1471 9_,0 78.4370 .7560
_.40_ 16f_8.2"tO 119.2e20 .7560 -- "
! In. _O{_ 1676.3Q0 115,9220 .7560
It,000 1727,5_0 133.7170 .7560
i 2n. R00 1822.410 175.2720 .7560
2' .000 194 3.1r_O 241.6_50 .7560
"_ ..... 30. 000 2067,4?0 326.2170 .7560
3c. nO0 21_2,720 305.9_40 .7560 .............
J 4n.000 2126 5_0 3_3.0730 ,7560t
" _c;. nOn 1779,4?0 168.1_10 .7560
5n. _O0 1392,q?0 64.2_40 ,7560
i 55.000 I0_0.170 ?I.1560 .7560. 6{1.000 788.8n0 b.9160 .7560
6c.000 65 1.7._0 3.1_2t_ .7560
,- 67.707626.3,0 2.9,70 .TS_O
1 67,717 4891,7F3 307,5000 ,7560
7_., 162 q891.7_0 307,5000 ,7560
INNEP SHOCW POINT IS NUMBER 15
I" 3_.'00 _.160 .000 1q21.9,0 78.q'_70 .7560
L
_.r_00 1688.2P0 119.2o80 .7560
1_, no0 1676.310 115.8950 .7560








Z ETA P T P FI ..............
32,500 5,160 2_. OOO 19q2.nO 2_l,S?qO ,7560
r _ 3_. _00 2067.2A0 326,0620 ,7560
|, 3_; PO_ 2152.710 395,9250 .7560 ................
qO, OOO 2127,020 383,3230 .,7560 .....
_ q', _00 1779.960 168.qe90 ,7560S_. 000 1393,150 6k,3860 .7560
5c.,CO0 1050,8_0 21,_80 °7560
6_,.000 789.qn0 6.9400 .7560
6q._OA 653°920 3,1670 ,7560
...................... 6q, Ple _891.750 307.5_00 ,7560
71,73n _891,7_0 307,5n00 ,7560
i ..... INNER SHOCK POINT T$ NUMBER lq32.500 5.660 .COO lq21.960 7fi._ x70 .7560
.... 5.000 16C 8.290 119,2990 ,7560
10, _OO 1678,290 1 1S.8_00 ,7560.......... 15,nOQ 1727,qq0 133,6_5f_ ,756Q__
20,C00 1822,2_0 175.1880 ,7560
25,000 19q2,850 2ql,q990 ,7560i "3_'- nO0 206 7.21t3 376,0310 ,756035,000 2152,7_0 395,9210 ,7560 ....
qn, r_O0 2127.11Q 3_3.373Q .7560
......................... qS,OOO 1780,060 I 68.5360 .7560SO° n 0 1393°3_0 6q°q150 .7560
5_, OOO.. 105 1,070 21,2180 ,7560
69 •rlOl'] 789.570 6.9_50 .7560
, bqoS03 656.870 3.1920 ,7560 _f,q, 513 Z81 3,0_0 58.8[_6n .7260
_ .. 71.qqq 3778.q'eO $7.1720 ,7250
I INNE_ ¶HOCK POIN _ IS NIJMFE f_
;. 32,500 13.820 .POO Iq21,960 78,4370 .'/560
R.PO0 1688.390 119,3350 ,7560
j I_,DOO 1677,860 115,7_Z0 ,7560 ...... r.',{1DO 7 01 33 528
........ 2D, 00_ 1821,2A0 1'/q,7710 ,756Q
- 2_. QO0 19_ 1.6_0 2qO,77qO .7560
I 3_, OOO 2066,1n0 375,1120 ,7560 .....
35, nO_ 2152.b_0 3o5,8080 ,7560
qO, _00 2129.6_0 38q,85W0 ,7560[ _. nO0 17_3,270 1 70,_820 ,7560
- 50.000 1397,6&0 65,2570 ,7560
5S,nO0 1_.._5,280 21,52q0 .7560
," bP,_O0 793,|?0 7,0A50 ,7560 _ _
I. 60, 52_ 777,9_Q 6,45q0 °7560
60. 530 381 7,320 90.q220 ,7280
67,777 38 3 q,'_OO 83,2300 ,7270lira
j | ...... INNER SHOCK oOTN_ Z$ NUMPI[P lint
32,500 22,qR0 ,DO0 lqSl,_O 78,_._70 ,7560
&
_'.OOO 1688.5_0 119.qOqO ,7560
I 'Z0,_00 1677,0P0 115.qSIQ ,7560lr_.O00 7 6,1r' -_3.219_ , _
;: A85 :I -
1980019914-144
!
FL_W FIELD (CONTINUED! ......
Z ETA R T P rl
3?,5D0 22,qPO 2D, _00 18 1 9,q'_O 173.9520 ,7560
_" 2_,000 19'9,2_.0 239,3_10 ,7560|.
_,_0 r] 2063.8_0 373,313D .7560
.............................. 35,000 21 r. 2,550 395,6060 ,7560
i q_. qO0 213q.710 3.q7.7q30 ,7560q5, _ O 1789,qq0 ] 7_,2nOO ,7560
5n, 000 lqD6.170 66.9050 ,7560
55. OOO 1063.510 22.1770 ,7560
i 5_, P.06 e77,670 9.8870 ,7560
! ........... 58.n16 _'_X829,3XO 111'.2860 .7290
6 r_. 656 38_I.890 Ir9.2770 .7290
I INNEP SHOCK O0TNT IS NUMBER 13
32.5_0 31.140 ,_OO IW21.960 7c] ._ "_70 ,7560
5._00 1688.8°0 119.5060 ,7560
I 10. _00 1676,0Cv0 115,0600 ,7560
} ..................! 5._..QO0 17Zq.8o0 132.7660 .7560_ ......
20. DOO 1816,730 172.7560 ,7560
2_. f_OO 1935,7°0 237.2750 ,7560
30.000 2060.610 320.7020 .7560
35.000 2152.q_0 395.3_60 .7560
40,000 21 3q.qqO 387.I_70 .7560
i ............. 45,000 1798,3Q0 I79.7f_00 .75605",. _OO 1q18.4_0 69,2960 ,7561] .....
55. n0O 1OTS.q r0 23.0100 .7560
i 5_,94D 956.360 15._660 ,7560
5&. o50 3806.7_0 129.TF.OD 7310
65, 10t4 _806,710 129._770 .7310
IN_,EO _HOCK POTN? IS NU_BE_ 13
32.50(] q7.2r]o ,no0 1q?1,9_0 78,q_70 7560
5.000 1689.6RO 119,7_10 ,7560
In,o00 167b.8_0 115,3_60 .7560
I ] s, nO0 1721.570 I 31,56q0 ,7560
i 20. nO_ 1809.610 169.5960 ,7560
2-_. PO0 1926.660 2_I,8210 .7S60
- 3"-.no0 ?OS?.l_O 313.9050 ,7560
I 35. _00 2152.620 39q,9_50 ,7560
i qf),'_0O ?I 30,7_D 383,89q0 ,7560
45.n00 1821.q_0 193.8_60 ,7_60
i 5_. _OO 1q50,2_0 7..5,5100 .7560
5_._00 1106.5_0 25.3530 ,7560
60. OCO 837.130 8,8810 .7560
60, .RBr_ 81q,670 8.1060 ,7560
I 6r_, _9n 3776,390 98,563Q ,73q0
68,139 "_777.6P0 03,0'_60 ,73q0
INN[_ _HOC_ POTNT IS NUMRER 118
1 32.50_ 63,77G ,C_OO 1_71,960 78,q _70 ,7560
! 5,_00 1690.7_0 170.1 _590 ,7S60
I_. DOP 1677,970 115.7390 .7560
1 le,O00 1717,060 129,9360 ,7S60
I 2n, n0fl I800,O&O 1 &S,3e;WO ,7560
A86
1980019914-145
[ ................... .... v !
[ rLC, ZCLOtCoN .........
if, .... Z ETA D T P rl
32,500 63.270 25. D00 191 q,5nO 22_.5q60 .7560
.... 3_, 000 20q 1,0_0 30q,9910 ,756035, _.00 2153,5_0 3oq,9q2_ .7560
qO 000 2126,7_0 380.2_90 7560 ....
q r. nO0 185 l.q?O 211,9q60 .7560IV-
I 5_].000 1_91._0 _.6_60 o75608. 5_. no0 11q7,1qO 28 o526_1 ,7560
60o r]00 872.q_0 10,q180 ,7560
Iii 65._00 70q,690 q.q760 .75607_0 _]00 659.2? o09qO ,
70,628 653,5?0 q,Oq70 ,7560
" 70,638 %59,780 q5,1360 ,737077, _6 36qq,210 31.3590 .7380
• IN_EP SHOCK POTNT IS NUHR[P 16
32,50_ 79.330 ,_00 1q21.960 78oq370 ,7560
I 5,9U0 1681,510 118,9010 ,/5_O
• In, 000 1679,300 1 16,2290 ,7560
150C00 1711,590 127.9600 o7560
,J 2n,000 1788.6'0 160.2620 ,7560
1 2_, r100 1900.060 215.8930 .7560
3rl, O00 2028°050 29q.6050 .7560
t " ............ 35._00 21q0.670 38q,q670 .7560
_ J, _0,r)O0 2123,3qO 376.8_00 .7560
_r;, C00 1885.790 2_20_3q0 07560
5_. P00 1538.550 93,0600 ,7560
55. r'00 I19_,170 32,3650 ,7560 ...........
6% r_00 913.770 12,3__20 .7560
_ 6=,000 780.3e)0 10.1P20 ,7560
I 7n, _00 6_5.870 _,7_30 .7560
_ 75, _0fl 596,1_0 2o2360 ,7560
"_ 8_. _00 51q.570 1o1600 .7560
8';. _00 qS3,Sq0 .7920 .7560
90,000 _01.le,0 ,6060 o7560
93,397 37q,qO0 ,5_q0 ,7560
93,_07 3255,8_0 qo7650 .7q80
_NN[R SHOCK oOTNT _S NUHB[D _0
32.500 95.390 oO00 1q21,960 78,q 370 .7560
c,_00 16_0.8_0 112,5750 .7560........ !0,000 168 1,070 116,7010 ,7560
15.000 1705.1l_0 1 75,7500 .7560
2_, 000 1776.000 1_._o6_10 ,_560 .....1-| 2_._oo 10_,.2oo 206.,360 .1560i. 300 _00 2013,7rl0 283o8020 o7560
35, rJO0 ;_12502_0 37200?50 07560
................ _0_ 000 21_1.2_0 37q.3630 07560r,, 1971.8n0 253.56_0 0
5r_. triO0 15A7.760 IC3.0580 0?560




Z ETA P T P FI
32.50_ 95.300 6._, _00 77_.140 6.66_0 .7560 ........ '-
7_, OOr_ 71q,3_0 5,q _60 .?S6075, _00 616,670 2.5020 .7560
........ 80,OOQ 526.9'0 1,2'80 .7560 ....
,- 155,68' 167,2R0 .l_.qO .7560
L 155,7811 1013,0_0 ,00|0 .Tqqo156.788 1(]O,OrlO .O010 ,TqltO
lhlN['O _HOCK POINT IS NUMREP 18
_" 3 2, 50C? 9F_. 390 ._00 lq21.9F.O 78,Y _170 ,7560
t. .............. R.O00 16_8.1q0 112",1610 .7560
I_*CO0 IER 1,170 I 16,8280 .7560
" 1_. _O0 1705.000 175,6080 ,7560 .............2(_, tO0 1775,2_0 1 5q,2820 ,7560
2r,, _00 188 3.200 205,8-_60 ,7560
i 3n, noo ?012,6o0 283,1950 ,7560
1 _............... 3%e_OO 212q,260 371,2q80 ,7560
_, PO0 2121.150 37_,2k70 ,7560
q_, 000 197q,o_O 2_11,8610 .7560
[.r_, _O0 1590.8N0 103.b_2D ,7560
. 55, P.O_ 12q6.9_0 IJ6,9_90 ,7560
6_. _00 965.160 15,2Q50 ,7560
........... 6_. _00 777,110 6,7780 ,75e07_, _00 716.0Q0 5.qBO0 ,7560
7r.. OOfl 617.910 2,5180 .7560
8_.'_00 527.7_0 1,2_20 °7560
i 37.50_ 1_.Or_O 1_?1.960 7B.q 37rJ ,7560e_O_r._O0 lq60.,?O 8q .51_60 .7560
1_. _00 1687.5o0 I 19.06q0 ,7560
1=,_0_ 1682.610 117._690 ,7560
, _-_,nO0 17_3.8_0 136,0_50 ,7560
2_, _OC 1835._13 1P1.1120 ,7560
j 3"_. _OQ 1957._o_J 250.1570 .7560r. 013 2373 9q0 33 .9_qD ,
_ _', '_00 2126.000 37_,7670 ,7_60
q_', COr'J2036.3"0 318.1600 ,7560
t- 5_1, _QC l?UO,6.e3 1 _3.71qr) ,75605 r,, _00 lq21.97C] 65,q610 ,7560
(;t_• _(30 11 _ 7,6.'?0 29.5_20 ,TSEO
I 6r, nOl_ 933,S?0 13°690D ,7560. 7_, OO_ 810.R70 7.815fl ,?560
7r.p(JO 6.q8.0_0 3,_q]_ ,7560
," Bn,[_OD 6'9,270 3,0720 ,7560
_1.67_ .OPO ,_OP 1608.7_t0 1Q9,3q9[1 ,7560
£,_00 16o0,7_0 1 20,188D ,7560
10, (_00 16R 3.6_0 117,9130 ,7560
1_,_00 17_l.l_g 1 38,8_5_J ,7S602"_, _00 18_5,5o0 1 86,363() ,7S60
2r, 000 1965.570 25q,9730 ,?S6O
 I"_P,(_O0 2073,390 329,9270 ,7560









Z £TA P T P rl _
41.670 .OgO 40. 000 1991, .670 207.9300 .7560
45. 000 1727.9o0 136.2150 .756059.000 1426.970 55.0700 .7560
....... $5. DDD 1155.600 30.0960 .?son
63, .000 93_,6G0 1306P]60 07560]-
I - - 0',000 0040310 7,6S50 ,7_60
"S. 132 8 02.8rJO 7.6300 .7560
6r_,lq2 4633,3_0 q13,3330 ,7S60
li 75. 162 46 IJ3.310 413.3330 .7560........... ]HN[P SHOCK POTNT T$ NIJMPEP 15
41,670 7.0_0 .000 1608.700 109.3B90 .7560
J- S._O0 16'0.870 120.2090 .7560
1 14o 000 1643.460 1 17.6_20 .7560
1_ 000 1740,940 1_8 7820 7S60 ....
2". t_O0 18_5,2n0 185.8900 .?S6O
] ............ 2_ O00 1965.110 254 6430 7560 .......
30 P00 2073,020 3?9 6270 7560
35. OOO Z104.410 357.5_8rJ 7560
] qO, _Of_ 1995,q°0 298,3.1;60 ,7S604_.nO0 729,01 1 36,7940 , 5 _;
50.nO0 1428.370 6S 3600 7S60
| _ ............................ 55.oa0 1157.030 _O.Z?30 ,?_50_
J. 60._JL)O 935,9_0 13 7_00 7S60
61 n91 89q,9_0 11 Sq30 7S60
610101 _6 S3,3'_0 413.3330 07560! 7", 586 46 3 3,31J0 413.3_30 ,?S60 .........
INN[_' 5H0CK POTNT ]$ NUNB[R 14 ,
.... 41 67n 7.5S0 ._lO0 1608.700 109.3l=90 .75_>0
"• r'O0 1690.870 120,2120 7SGO
1'_. _00 1683.430 117.8320 , ?SOt:)
lSef'iOO 17_00910 1_8,7710 07560
200 P.O0 154£0150 1R5081_50 07S60 .......250")00 1965.0a0 254.6020 07560
............... 30,._00 2072.9G0 379 Sa30 07560
. 35.P00 2144,4q0 357,5690 ,7560 .
I 40. _00 1995,610 288,4180 ,7560
_'50 _00 172'9,160 136o8790 ,7560
5_ 000 1428 S?O 65 4930 o7S60
1 .......... 5L_._00 93601?0 1307590 .7S60
60, _2r1 905.350 12,1000 ,?S6O
_ 60,430 3533,720 I r1408250 ,?SSO .. .... :_
1- 7_ _29 352S.840 91o6700 ,?SSO
INN(_ SHOCK PO]'NT TS NtlM_[l_ 1_ ................
41 670 15 21U rlO0 16r18 7tO 1_9 3_90 7560
. _._]Ol:l 1691 0_0 120,,,20_0 ?S6Q ........ :.
1 _00 1602.7r',0 11705840 07S60 :-
! l_,OOt? 1741302rY0 138,$160 ,?SOO
_ 1" ?_.rlOf_ 18_3.810 1n5.2600 .7560 -_







Z ETA _ T P FI
q 1.67r' 15.210 30, _0_ 2071.640 328,5_70 ,7560 "- +
+ 3r, "Or1 21r15.2eO 3_8,3770 ,756Jq.n. ']0_ 1998.970 289.898n ,7560
..................... q_. _O0 1732.690 138.8950 • 7St,0
• S_, "0_ lq 3'3.qqO 66,q 1Sf_ ,7560
1162.2"10 30,6850 .7S613Sr._O0S", _70 107r,31rO 19,1750 ,TSKD
5 ?. qSt_ 35 3 3.911(] 132.2110 ,7550
i+ 67, _22 35_o1_0 175,q170 °?SSD
..... I_*J[ I_ SHOCV POTNT ]$ NUH_Er_ 1 _,
.
ql,679 23.3"/0 ,_DD 16rt8o7_0 lr9°389f] ,?S6O
_, oor] 16(_1._1 _ 120._IS0 .?S6Olr], nO0 16R 1,5?0 117,1_89 ,?t.6O
I r,o0_ 1738.950 1 _8,0_80 ,7560 :
20, OOtl 18q1,_10 lPq,l?S_ ,1560
{ .......................... 2_,_DO0 1960,5°0 251.8690 ,75613 ....
3", _OO 206 9,2_. 0 326,6700 ,?560
35, ODO 2106,770 3_90013D ,?560 ............. :
_r]• [_O0 2DO 3,5._0 292,5210 ,7560 +:
• _, _00 1738,9o0 192,9680 0?560 +
5"3, rlO0 Iq_2.1')0 68,2?00 ,7560
5_,000 1171.110 31._e10 ,7560
t 5_._12 115_.900 29,968r_ 7560 -
5_0 322 351 3.569 15_,5950 ,75S0 +
65,5_9 ._516,q_0 ISI,_ISO ,7SS0
INNE_ SHOCI( POTNT IS NUHI_ER 1_
' ql.67_ 31.5;0 . _nO_] 160_ ,Trio I r_9.3 _19t] .7560
r. PO0 1691.9_0 120.6f100 .7560 _
"10. '_00 16 ? 9 ._"_r_ 116,5_9[_ ,7560
lr. _0_1 1737.170 lY7,9120 07560
20. _Or] 18'_8.U30 1P2.6970 ,?S_O
?r,_O_ 19560_$r0 2q9o_OS_ •7560
; _. "00 2065.9_3 329.3620 0?560
35.000 2108.870 360,3_1_ o1S60
_0 _CO 201006?0 29601950 0?560
k _. 00r_ 17q7,7_0 lqT.q11D .7S60
_1 r_O._'00 lqS_.130 73 •737_] .?S6O
Sq. _71 1215.870 35.6660 .7560
! I r,,_.381 ,qg_6.39_J 1'5.7,6_1 .?SS0
_ I
, 6e0115 399q •S_O 175o0360 +755D
]N_[_ SHOCK POTNT _S NUHB[ n 17
_- _1.67_ qe.l_O ottO0 16_8.7_3 1r1903890 .7560
r._OD 16o 3,SqO 121.1e09 07560
ln., _OC 167_•7e_ 1 lq oblqlO 07560
1 ¢, _.0_ 17_20070 1 350539tl ,?S6O
|° ?_._'Ot_ 18_8.3'0 178.2_,f1 .?S6O
1. 2 _, _10tl 19_q.7_0 2_203_00 07560
3 _0 _1:[_ ,"OSb 06e_0 31606_q0 e7560
]_ 3e o_O0 ?11Soq_= 36_ .6_70 •?S6O_". D 2028.6_0 0S,2720 , Q
.......
i A90
] 9 00] 9914-]49
! !
rLrw rX(LO iCOTINUrOI
Z ETA o T P Ir1
ql0670 qS.l_O 41_, 1_00 1772.1_0 1 61.0q21_ ,7S60 ............
S_, _C_/ lq 97,700 77,837.0 ,7S60
! _] 5r;'CPOO lZlS,_c;O 35.85qrJ ,7560 ............
..... Sq, 35Z 10c. 2,160 20,1._Z0 ,7560
| 50,x62 3503.8'0 135.07400 .7550
&°, TO_ 35_5,670 177,_1q0 ,75S0
ZN_[o _HOCX POINT 7S NUMBE_P 1_ ...........
ql.670 6k, 770 ,000 1608,7qD I09°319_ o7560
i r,_O0 16o5,670 1 21,8_10 .7560l_,oOO 1675.3_0 11_8_6r) ,7560
1r ° _(_ 1775.0|0 1_2.9_90 ,7580
} 2_,_0C 1815,190 1 72,396fl ,7560
, 2_.._0 1929,1o0 232,8920 ,7560 .....
3_. OOO ?O_q,q?O 3r_7,_020 e7560
• _ r. _101121 25.,3_0 371.1720 ,7560 .......
...... _, gO0 2033,310 3_7.8_00 ,7560
qs, _100 1803,_10 178.2720 .7560 -
5_,_00 1510,6_0 87,_20 ,7560
i _S._O0 1263.760 qO 266_ .7S60
' 6_, 900 1033,0.')0 1_,95!n .?_L9
6_,_00 86502_0 9.2100 ,?S6O
I 6_,199 815.1o0 8,2E_ .7560
i 69. ?09 3_qO.lXO 65.5_10 .75S0
7°. 739 3393.6?0 _1,1620 ,7S50
]N_[_q _,HOCK r_OINT TS NUHP[9 1_
ql,GT_ 81,3_0 ,_0 160_ .7_0 1 09,31_9_1 .TS60
r. _CJ0 1698.390 1 72.83S(1 .7560
l_,_OO 1676,370 115,882q .?S6Q
lr. PO_ 17160_nO 1 79,8_80 ,?S6O ......
3S, r_O0 21;71,360 361,2eOr_ ,7560 _ -i:_.
_, _O0 20_0,690 31Z,281D ,7560 -(;/j'_
q _:,nOl_ 18 3'8.q&O 1 96.9q60 ,7560 r_/_,,_
S_,PO0 1315.5_3 uS,_q ,?S6O
6T, _Or'J 9ql,O6D 19.7160 ,?S6O
In, CO[_ 83q.3o0 8.7_30 .?$60
7Y,'_OO 6B6,qioO 3,6'q10 ,?Sf, O
" 8",C0_ 5_6 ,$'_0 1 ,q 5_r_ .75150
, 8_" _00 q6809e_O *?r_8_ ,7S60
9"0?00 309,2C0 0_ cSf'J .7560
9_,710 360,_0 03600 .?S6O
9qo?Z9 ?0_60860 9._SO ,7560
"* ICq, _OS Z958,360 q ,q|6fl 07_60 ......
_NN[q SHOCK POINT T$ NUHB£D 2Q






" i ...... FLOW FIELD (CCNTTI_UED) k.
6 Z [TJ P T P IV1
ql,670 980010 100P00 16_q1,7RO 1 17,0A2(1 07560
IS,O00 170609_0 126,q!90 ,7560 ..............2to _OC' 179_. ,lqO 1 ._'P03100 075_0
2_000L_ 18900500 2090_70 07560
3_,r_O0 20130c?0 21e309eqO 07560
21'J_0793 3Sq,l '_SO 07S6035.O0Oq"_0'_00 205008m0 3180725L0 07._60
_q,00O 187_0110 21503650 07560[ ......_'_0 _On 1627,_Q0 1080535('J 0756055. _00 1369036rl Sl _,_910 .7560
6.'.0000 11 _7,qnO 2509610 07160
j- 6c,,_Ot_ 95_.2_0 1302780 07560
|. 770 nOt_ Po502_ "_ 9,qSSrJ 07560
750000 111;o200 3o9_80 07560
8'% rOD 57109S0 105e70 ,7560
" 17209qq 17209_3 01cJ60 0756C177095e 22600970 0301_ 07320
1730R07 22q 5,3!0 ,Oral 0 07_70
11 INNC, SHOCI( P0TNT 1S NUH,£O 18q 10671"l 990010 o(100 160807_0 10903_90 .7560
c.t_OO 16910050 12003510 07560
," .... l,,r_Ol_ 16A__00_0 1170157_ 0756_
1_ 1c, _,0_ 17n60370 12602P.qO 07560
2_0 000 17810110 15608?60 075_0
• 2_ • _'C,P 18_90363 208,7_'0 075(,0
_0 _00 ."01 .*.2"cO 2e.301 o_0 07S603_, .r,CO 21_ 307'_0 3530371r' 07560
_0 r'O0 _0_ 1 .S?O 3190171_ 07560
|" _e,,_O0 1976.2_0 2160_76r_ 07_60
_", _00 16 _.3'_0 1 r_901l_r_ 07S60
5'_0 r'OC 137205?0 TI 08q30 ,7560
6_000_ 11_100_0 76,3 e_St'J 07560LS, r_OO 9T90._0 13,qcqO ,75607"_0t_Ot_ 8670Ce0 9,5020 ,7560
750r_00 71107_0 309_90 07S60
Be, _01') 57209_0 1.5c30 07560ql067_ 18000_0 ._Orl 169807_0 1P903_9_ 07560
r,, r_O0 ISOl.310 10606610 07560
_ 1'_0_00 169q089_] 121,6220 07560
....._L It. • OOD 157 306'e0 1 1_,2730 07560
Z"I,'_O0 17_30270 136,_160 07S60
i ;_r • PO0 18_10313 1 7906e30 075603_ • "0fl 19e 707"_0 2eq.O?60 07560
3_0 _or) 20qq0910 31qo9eSO 07S80
_0 _.00 2L39707('0 3 S_)00r190 ,7SIbO
. _lr,, '_OC_1973,270 2 62,3"eSrJ 07560
Srl, ,,gO 17_80290 IS102730 ,7560
S_0 _Of_ IS 37.0900 q3,_q30 07560
i O_0 _00 13170610 q_06S_0 075_06_ • eJO0 llSS,3eg ?305100 07560
I A92
1980019914-151
I ..... _....... !
I FLOW FIELD (CONTINUED)Z ETA P T P rl _
ql.67t _ 18C.OOO 70. DOD 968.9Q0 12.123D .756D
7 r.'. ODD 85q.870 7.9_90 .756080,000 6P3,0_0 3,23q0 .7560
50,830 ..... ,UO0 ,000 17C 3,Of)O 1 2q,qgqO ,7560 ........
5,0DO 1691,610 1 20,5560 ,7560
j In. _00 1697.6Q0 173,2650 ,7560IS._O0 1766.510 I q9.9090 .7560
20. PO_ 1872.2_0 1 99,0690 .7560
" 25.000 19_6.9_x0 267.7930 .7560
. ........... 30.000 2071.710 327;6330 .7560
3_, r_OO 2038.5,0 306.6720 ,7560
i @O, nO0 1883.q°0 209.0750 .7560
; q_, DO0 1695.7.0 123.7890 .7560
I 5". _OO 1q85.110 69.2630 .7560
55, CO0 1273.5_0 38,0_q0 .756Q
i 6O.OOO I08 1.6_0 19.7610 .7560
62.557 1056.240 19.6880 .7560
62.567 qwq6.670 t;gS.OO00 .7560
i 7e. 167 qqq6.670 W 95,DPOO .7560
; INNER SHOCK POINT 15 NUMPEP I.
50,830 9,000 ,PO0 1703,000 1 2_,qo40 ,7560
i" - ................ ", OOO 16QI.710 120,5_90 ,75_0
13. nO_ 1697.2o0 123.1180 ,7560
' lr. OOO 1765.8_0 I,9.5q70 .7560
2_. _00 1871.560 198,7q10 ,7560
1 25.000 19_ 6.0'_0 267.2760 .7560
. _. PO0 2071.060 327.1_70 ,7560
3_. {_00 2039,qi0 307,1080 ,7560
: qn. pO_ 1884.610 209.5210 .7560
i _. nOD ISQT.3TO l?q,l_90 ,7560
50. OOO Iq87.160 69.7380 °7560
;- 55. [300 1275.900 3"8,3210 ,7560
i 57._54 1176.510 26.9290 ,7560
: 57..6, qqq6,670 _95,00DO 7560
6o, 72_ ,q_6.670 q 95.0000 ,7560
i INNEP SHOCK POINT I$ NUMBEq 13
] 50.83'I 9.5_0 .flOO 1703.000 I2w.wgqo .7560
¢,_00 1691.720 I2D.5930 .7560
i l_.nO0 16oT.2_0 123.1010 ,756D
_ I_,,ODO 1765.7_0 I_9.5500 .7560
20, _O0 1871.qq0 lg8,7030 .7560
i 25. PO0 19_5,9e0 267.2170 .75603_. OOO 2070.9_0 327,0@00 ,7560
_" 3_, _OO 70"_9.510 3_7,1P00 ,7560
q_, _00 18@q,740 209,5720 ,7560
" _,O00 16'_7,510 17_.2,60 ,75605_. OO_ lq q7,300 69,7930 7560
55.m00 1276.1"_0 38,3510 ,7560






_ FLoW FIELD (CONTINUED!
Z ETA R T P F'I
50.830 9.500 69,q92 ._291,1 eO 133,2000 ,7550
INNE r} SHOCK oOINT IS NUMRE_ 17 ............50,83P 16.6_0 .ClO0 170 3,0I_0 l?W,qgqO ,7560
............ 5,000 169 1.9_0 120.6700 .7560
10._00 16o6.3q0 122.7630 .7560
I lCJ.O00 17_f4.1._0 1148.809" .75_0
,ooo,9  o o
...............
3_. DO0 206 9.qQo 325,9q80 ,7560
.............. 35. FJO0 20_ 1.570 308;bqlO .7560
_r, riot_ 18"7._n0 210.72q0 ,7560
] 4r. 000 1701.1c0 125.1850 .7560[ 5_. PO0 lq92.070 70,8e20 .7560
5_..39 1305.270 _2.1080 .7560
5q,q_9 3282,3r_Q 172.C}°DD .755D
" (" ..................... 66.fl98 3288,7_O 16q.5qqO .7550| INNE_ SHOCK POINT IS NUMBER 12
50.830 74.310 .nOD 1703.D_0 124.qgqo .7560
_. _Of) 1692.370 120.7970 .7560IC_. O 7q.SXO 2.1Q80 .
15,900 1761.510 1 _7.5730 .7560
l ....... 2O._O0 1867.0a0 IQ6,6_?0 ,7560
I 25, _DD 19q0.8_0 26q.o61D ,7560
30, _OO 20fi7,0_0 32q.OR80 ,7560
Z_. mOO 20qW.BmO 3]I,0590 .7560
qO, _O0 1892.0'_0 212,8910 ,7560
Wr,. _OO 17f_7.1_0 126.7370 .7560
5_. _00 1q99.810 72.6800 .7560
] 52.617 13oG.370 53.4020 .7560 ................
J 52.627 3265.9?0 1q1.3680 .7560
br_. 01_ _268,7_0 1 _8.04q_ .7560
INNEQ SHOCK °OINT IS NUMREq 1250.830 31.960 .900 1703.0P0 l_.qOqO .7560
_.OOO 16q2.870 120,97CD .7560
In. _OD 1692,760 I ?I.q76"I .7560 C_
! Ig._.O0 1757.910 lq5.8_C_0 .7560 C;o '20. r_O0 1863.3_:0 1 qW.977C_ .7560 _f '/_
?r,.f_O_.1976,5P0 761.3_60 .7560 ",' ;
I" 3'I.n0_ 2063.7R0 321.612Q .7560 " ,_
z. . _. 3_.nO0 20_9.370 31q.3?70 .7560 _,:_ .......
"0. _00 1898,210 215.8130 .7560 _L_ _
,- q5.O00 171",8&0 179,D750 ,7560
5 _. l_O0 I51G.I?O 75.0970 .7560
51, _05 1q35.1_0 59._720 .7560
51. _1_; 3250._10 209,b_qO .7560
br. 12¢ 325U.570 2PB.6PSO .7560INNE_ SHOCK POTNT IS NUMBEq 17
50.830 _5.550 .mOO 1703.0P0 l?q._o_O .7560






Z ETa _ T P FI
50..939 45,550 lq. OOO 175Z.170 I 43,6340 ,7560
29,000 1854,470 1o0,8720 ,,75605. DOD 966.210 255.0710 .
............ 30.no0 2056.3_D 315.9?0D .7560
j 35. PO0 2060.110 322.0500 .7560qP. OOO 19 12.920 222,7n10 ,7560 ...........
qS,_DO 1730,670 136,6B00 ,7560
50, qO0 15 mIl.qqo LqO.3R9n .7560
5_, "27 1341.140 qb,2380 .7560
............ 54,737 3254.840 1 79,3030 ,7560
6 _.565 x255.970 1 71.2204 ..7560
INNER SHOCK POINT IS NUMqE c_ 17 ....50,830 59.140 .000 1703,0_0 12_,4440 .7560
5, .r'Qo 1695.6"0 121,919_] ,7560
IO,I_DD 1681,160 117.,0750 ,7560i
l ............. l_.OOO 1745.450 141.1680 ,756020, OOO 18_2,870 IP5.5190 ,7560
25.000 195 3.070 246.9590 .7560
| JO. _00 ?C;:o7.31D 3_8.9980 ,7560 ........
3¢, {?OO ?073.950 3 ]I.8QO0 ,7560
4fI.r,O0 1930.970 231.7_80 .7560
i 4 c,._00 1750,6o0 146,3570 .756050. nO_ 5 5.440 _6.6X60 7560
" 5_.OOP 1356.060 48,2')80 .7560
60. ODO 1165.830 25.5f_30 .7560
i 61.65P 1107.980 20.9070 ,?560
_I.&6R 323e.8_0 1 31.8764 .7560
7_.526 3225.4_0 108.3590 .7560
! INNEP SHOCK t_OINT IS NUMBE_ l_
5'_.83P 7Z.730 .POD 1703.0_0 124.4q40 .7560
':'. _00 16o7,4_0 122.5590 ,7560
] l,"].OOO 1680.6_D 116.8180 ,7560
15,000 1737,2°0 138,1570 ,7560
I 2r], OOO 18 L)8,9PO 179,1050 ,7560
25.',00 1937.5_0 2_7.4_30 .7560
3_. P,00 20"_ 7.570 3P,I._ 120 .7560
35. r'OO 2090.2_0 3_3.3_6D .7560
40. ,_00 1947.660 2_4.116O ,7560
_" _._00 1774.050 15705130 .7560
! 5". 000 15R3.240 43,8460 ,7560
5':.,'100:38b.100 52.4770 .7560
_ 6".ODD II,4.750 77.9_80 .7560
6". 000 10_2.7_0 14.1710 .7560
70, OOO 860,1_0 7,3_80 ,7560
7_,_00 701.160 3.5110 ,75_0
]" 7r._3_ 637.3_0 3.2_40 .7560
7_'.4q5 IJl 3 {'.6_['] _|,086_ *7560
8_,617 3066.400 35,3300 ,7560








L Z ETA _ T P FI
_: 50,830 86,330 5, qOP. 1699.610 123,2870 ,7560 ...............
1_, t_O0 166 3.670 117,8610 ,7560! IF, O t_ 727.9&0 3q,688 , .......
_ 2n. riO0 181 3.q80 171.8780 .7560
I- _ c, nOf_ 1920.550 226,9q90 ,7560
]. 3n, 900 2027.7_0 293.7350 ,7560 ....3_. qO0 208q.q30 338.651_ ,7560
_0,000 1966.0q0 257,51q0 ,7560
li
L 65,000 1056,520 16,7750 ,7560 :[ .. 7n. 000 895.6P0 8.8970 .7560
75,000 739,120 _,qOqO ,7560
l lli ......................... _8_n,_Ql_O_. 609,860 2,10_80 o75608=;,P00 51_,1_0 1,1190 .7561)
9 1,000 _30,300 ,5850 ,7560
! |! 100,000 329,3_0 ,2110 ,7560 :
10q,690 279,890 .1200 ,7560 •
[- lOq, 700 27R 5.890 7,6020 ,7550 :I 117, _88 2700.720 5,86q0 7530i
INNE_ SHOCK POINT IS NUMBEn 2;?
50,830 99,973 .CO_ 1703.0_0 I?q,qRWO .7560 .......... :
I r".'_0r} 1700.970 1 23.7_80 .7560 .............I0. riO0 16_6.7_0 118.9250 .7560
l_,nOCi 1717,810 l,O,SqqO .7560
,-" 2n. POO 1797.070 16q.16qO .7560
I 25.000 1902.8o0 216.03q0 .7560 .....
3m..000 2013.900 2Pq.361n .7560
3_. 000 2071,1_0 328,5240 .7560q,_. noo 198 5,1_;0 271.2110 .7560
....................... qS, f_0O 1825,500 181,7100 .7560 :_
-_ s_._on 16_,,.16o 1o9.511o ._s6o
1 5_, r)O0 145 1,860 61.6920 .756060. PO0 1260,570 3_,71_30 ,7560 .....
65.000 10°1,270 19,5690 ,7560
" 7_,?00 931.6r0 10,5370 ,7560' .......... 75,_0_ 777,710 5.5700 .7560
8_.000 641,820 2,6150 ,7560 ....
85,00n 5WW,SRO l.q33r) .7560
( [_ 9_, 000 _59,8_0 ,8160 ,7560 ......
18_,217 lql.5_O ,0120 ,7560
1Be._27 216a.SlO .OOLO .737o
,[" _ _ _e?._,..s_S._2Zs6.e_o ,onzo ,7370
IL INNER SHOCK POINT IS NUMBER 20
_ 50,850 100,920 ,000 1703,000 124,4_q0 ,7560
" r _.roo 17t11,020 123,7730 .7560 .......
1 I0.000 1687,010 119,0030 ,7560
' f ............ . ......
: i A96
] 980019914-] 55
I | rLC,rIEL6 COTINUE J ......
_, Z ETA R T P FI __
_ 5_.830 10C.970 15.000 1717.0_0 130.6,970 .7560
I [ 2_._0020"0001775.7Q0 163.5,80 •75801901.5Q0 215.2300 .7560
! .......................................30.000._2012.530 283.5180 .7560
| 3¢;. 000 2070.260 377.8170 •7560
_O. ?no |9_J6.560 272.2100 •7560
J" _. 000 1877.500 1 _2.5950 .7560
i" 5_._00 16_6•410 110,0_150 .7560
I 55. _00 1q5_.2_0 62.0330 .7560
......... 60,200 1263.2P0 35.1q70 .7560
6_. 000 10¢ 3.7_,0 19.7790 .7560
| 70. nO0 934.2?0 10.6590 .7560
[ 7r_. ['JO0 780.510 5._q20 .7560
80,000 64_.1_0 2.65110 .7560
:_ . 8C.0005q6.810 I._570 .7560
! i .................. 9_o000_.462,1_0 ,8360 ,75_60 .....
_ 50.830 180.000 DO0 1703.000 12_._Q_O .7560
_.000 170_,q50 125.0280 ,7560• . =
i lO. 000 1698.500 122.90q0 .7560] 15.C00 168_._n0 118.1760 .7560
20. r_o0 17_3.B_0 I q0.9_90 .7560
- t _ -.................................... 25.,000 J838,q?O 183,8e410 ,756_0 ......
l 3m. 000 19_5.670 2_2.1980 .7560
35, CO0 2033.970 299.0950 .7560
, q_1.nO0 2056.310 320.1230 .7560
: i _5.gO0 1915.670 226.3790 .7560] 5_. O00 17q8.930 I q5.9170 .7560
....... 'J_. _07 157G.O_O _9.7860 .7560
i 6_• PO0 13¢_8.2n0 52.6610 •7560
65. _00 121q.O_O 30.I_30 .7560
70. _00 1058.370 16.8520 .7560
- 75.000 913.660 9.7680 .7560 _8_. _OL'I 77q.100 5.5_90 .7560
.................. 8_. DO0 663.6?0 3+2100 .7560
9_.nO0 57_.4D0 1.9q60 .7560
60._0_ .000 ._00 16_9.6_0 119.8_70 .7560
_ nO 8.2 .0 23.115 .
l_._OO 1737.270 138.8200 .7560
" 15.000 181b•lflO 172.9550 .7560
......... 2_. non 19 1S,_r_O 272.7090 .7560
:_ 2_._00 _008.373 2P0.9750 .7560
_| e" 3_.000 7078.3_0 298._n10 ,7560
, 3_.roo 1950.710 251.3390 .7560
_ _i. _n,_]O0 1808.8_0 173,79_0 ,7560
'_ _.000 16q6.150 108,909n .7560
: _" ......... 5n,.O00 l_?O.3nO 6_.3_;I0 ,756_q .........
=., 5e;. 000 1292.070 ._8•9160 .7560
_.o, 982 I129o7_0 22,71_0 .7560
• I" 5_.992 4370.0r10 5¢¢0.0fi00 ,7560
1 7_,167 _320,000 5_0.0000 •7560
INNEq _HOCK POTNT IS NUHBEP 13




rLCW FIELD (CONTINUED) i
. Z eTA P T P rl60.000 11•000 50000 16980160 I73.0730 0?560 -- i
_- [ . _ lO._nOt] 1736.570 13805120 07560 [
• . ........... l_,nO0 18 Iq.9o0 17203950 ,?S60 ............... --_
...... 20.QQO_ |9!q.370 22200280 •7560.
2s..noo2oo7•I_O 2eo•Is_O •?sso.... 3q• 000 2028•070 298•1370 07560
- 351P.00 1952•120 25202q80 07560
qO..000 1810•710 1 7q06050 07560
q_,_O0 16q8•340 109eqT5_ 07560
........... 5_.,_00 lq'72.69{'J _q07070 07560
57.• °13 1333•540 qq 08260 07560
," ......... 5_.q23 q320.OPO 5qO•O,O0 •7560
L 6P•_q? _320•OqO 5,0•0000 07560
...... INNEP SHOCK POTNT IS NUH_EP 12
- 60.000 11•500 •rJO0 16P.9•6AO I 1908_70 07560...................__0_0001698•I._0 12300h90 ._ 075 6.__..0.0. . ....1_0 _00 17360q50 138o'8'0 075_.0
. 1._"CO0 181'•8_0 172.3q30 07560 .... ]
_i 2,._00 191q.2,0 221.9650 .7560 I
....... 25•000 20C7•0_0 28001 150 07560 ..........
3_. nO0 2028•0_0 29801120 07560 !
l-_ ............. 3_0_._001952•250 25203320 •7560
'0. 000 181008_0 1 7,,6800 07560 ...... II:
'5.pO0 16,8 •.5'0 1{'_9.5[150 07560
] . 5_.705 13'1.210 ,5o9710 .756053. 715 30,_,710 19,.9250 •7560
6e0_38 30_ 9.7_.{3 1 76•2'6_ 07560
i ....... . .............
INNEO SHOCK POTNT IS NUHREI_ 12
6C.0;30 1_ 150 •[1013 16_9•6o0 119 8.7n 07560
_•_00 1697.970 12300000 07560
" ," 1_•000 17'5.2_0 137091_50 07560 __
I. 1_•_00 1813•070 171o'350 07560
_. .......... 2q, _0_ 1912.,30 2?009160 07560
300PO0 2027•6"_0 297,b070 07560
3 r',. _00 195 q.5'_O 253,7o. O_ 7560
qn rO0 1813 8,0 175o9,70 •7560|* ,'_.non 16s20oeo I|O031_5o 07,60
I.
................. 5_o _00 1,76o770 65.7,60 07560
; 51o,,1 1_25.7o0 570902P_ 07560
':![" 510_51 .'00310600 211o,270 07560
L 66. SIC 30370900 20305'70 07560
INNER SHOCK POTNT IS NUHqER 12
L c,O00 1697,6_0 172 8)10 07560
_. I00OO_ 1733,3{10 13702010 07560
1 .r,o000 1810.230 1 700;311n 0?560
[ ?"l.,qO0 1909.q50 219 q,90 075e,0
. 2_.nO0 2002 .lsJO 27700,90 075_0
...............
A98
I ...... " ......
-._._ ........ ,. _....... "7
1980019914-157
l.... -;L drI LOtCO.TINUEOJ
Z ETA P I P F1 i
bO.300 26.290 3D, _Or 2026.940 247,075Cl ,7560
I 3_. ODD 195B,OqO 256,3n20 ,7560Wqo 000 818 540 I78,019D
45, DO0 1657.590 III,7530 .7560 .....
qo,927 1q85.340 67.9?60 .7560q'},037 3018,750 227.8930 ,7560 ........
65.317 3021.260 22q.bBqO .7560
IN_I[_ SHOCK POINT IS NUMBE@ 11
i 6_._OO 32.q40 ,ODD 16e9.6_0 1 19,8dW7_ .7560• r. DO0 1697.310 122.7450 .7560
I_, ..OrlI7 _L].7':10 I 36.1640 ,7560
t 15.DO0 1806.400 168.1330 .7560
]. 27, nO0 19D5.530 217,5170 ,7560
25, ODD 1998,230 27W.6_20 ,7560
3D, OOO 2026.2Q0 2o6.3100 ,7560
.............................. 3_,OOO 1962.760 259,0630 ,7560q_. PO0 1B2_.beO l_O,b670 .7560
qS, _00 16_,q.7_0 1 13.5X7'} ,7560
q(7,743 1517.110 76.3030 ,7560
i 49,753 _O06.q'_O 243.6320 ,7560
b_, 15_ 300b,SlO 242,0900 ,7560 t
i
_6.2301NNEO SHOCK POINT IS NI,fMPEP 11' b3. OOO ,_OO 1689,6P0 119.8470 ,75f_0J
c.qO0 16_6.2o0 I?2,3TSD ,7560
1{', DO0 1724.143 133.q&2D .75,_ 0
i 1'_ • OOFI 1796.8X0 163.276_ .7560
' 2'_._Ol')18o5.q':0 212,5_I0 .7560
2_.000 19B8.2°0 268.3660 ,7560
........... C
i Zn. _00 7024.710 2'_4.6 130 .7560
.' 3'::;•DO0 1974.710 266.bI9D ,7560 :
qn, nod IBqO.l_D 187.3520 ,7560
i 45,000 16_2,_'_0 1 18,382r] ,7560Sn, ")DO 15 1 o.,qr_O 7q.2 77D ,7560 :'
5.".29? lq'_O.TnO _8.6e80 .?SGO _
_., 5", 302 3007.8RL) 215.1160 .7¢_60 '
! b?, ?92 30_8,370 2r}5,2 790 .7_60
INNEr' SHOCK POINT IS NUM_EP I?
b 3, ZIJ.'l 6C.O_O •PO{'}16R_9.6_0 I |9,847F} .7._60 :
i r. _130 169q,8QO 121.8280 ,7560
. l_.._OO 1715,37D 129.8780 ,7S60
15. _OO 1787.010 1'59.0680 ,7560
2_.000 I_82.3_0 206,0730 ,7560 _,
i 2r, _OO 19 75,6_0 260,3_60 .7560
_ 30. 000 20?3.530 292.9700 ,7560
_R. 9DO 199C,0_0 276.1930 .7560
T W_. _00 1859.870 195.7660 .7560 _ ;
•, 45. _00 1703.9_0 I77.7980 ,?S6O ;
5'1. _00 1535.570 80,5 _qo_J ,7560




FLO_ FIELD |CON-TTNUEn) .... __
Z ETA R T P It1
t 60.000 60.020 59. qOq 3002.900 16702_60 ,7560
75,173 2997.660 135,1150 .7560
ZNN[ _ SHOCI_ POTNT I5 NUNBER 13
60.000_ 730810 ........ ,000 1689,6n0 1 19,8q70 ,7560
5,_00 1693.110 121.1510 ,7560
1tn, 000 17_6,270 126.1560 .756015.000 1775.900 1Sq.s6qo .7560
20.000 1866.7_0 1 J.21_ .7560
2r. r:o0 1960.770 ZSI.OqqO ,7560
................................ _3__,o__o_n_2o ? 3,z._o 291;7990 ,7560
3_,0o_ 20080110 287.2630 ,7560
_0. _00 1879,510 20701890 .7560
qr. 000 1778,3_0 1_8,5_20 ,7560
5",000 156_0_10 87,7910 ,7560
_r,, riO0 139q.900 53.5190 07560
............... _, [_00_I;_;_?,3"10. 31,732_ ,7560 .........
6 r_.{100 1078.210 18.2620 ,7560
70.000 936.200 1007_R30 07560
7?,6qi 83q,770 7,2950 .7560
t 73.651 29qq,q_O 8q,5500 ,7560
9 _,19q 288000_0 _3,0760 ,7560 ............... :_
j ......... SHOCKr,OINTISu.eE. le6-0"0C0.....87,6C0 .....1_00 1689,6110 11908q70 ,7560- ....... "
_, rlO[] 1690,9q0 120.3290 .7560
l_J. 000 17nq.l eO 125.3_70 .7560
I 1_. _0_ 1763,1_0 1_9.378r] ,75602_, r100 18_9.1_0 1 89.qOqO 07560
2_. 1100 19_q.5_0 2q0.7960 07560
I 3rl, _00 202_.370 291._20 .7560_, rlo 1q,26 0,1720 .
_0. q00 1899.7q0 270.1000 .7560
i q-_. 000 175q.760 1_9,9700 ,7560So. 700 1595._70 9504810 .75605 _,. nO0 1q28.700 _8030L0 .?560
6_. r_O0 1262,3_13 3_.8_;t0 ,7560
i t_, .nO0 1113,q_0 21,0_10 ,75607n. _ 973.1o0 12.6q3,_ .7560
75.000 836.710 7.3_,30 ,7560 :;
I 8r), _00 717,_90 q,2050 ,7560_,000 620.760 2,5 9 .
90.000 5 ];6.2P0 1,5020 ,7560 _
9 r_, _00 q71.7_0 ,93_0 07560
,,m
! 1{:00 rl00 q11,173 ,5al70 ,7560
-- 1Gq.829 ZS3.3q0 ,3150 07560
_" I0_, _3_ 2673,_0 909160 07560 ........
I_lNE_ SHOCK POINT _$ NUHI_ER 2;'
60,000 101,3_0 .000 1689,6_0 1 19,8_70 ,7560
| ._,_00 1688.910 119o5_90 07560






.: |. 25,1100 1927,760 230.1700 ,7560
.......... 3-_*000 2015.8n0 2R5,6150 ,7560
- 35, nO0 2012,6Q,'] 287,9330 ,7560
J qO, 000 1920,770 233,1530 ,?550qS.000 17AI.670 161.qlO0 .7560
50,000 1676,9"_3 103,21100 .7560
1 55, qO0 lq63olnO 63.3570 .7560..................... 60,_00 12980q10 39",q G90 .7560
6r,nO0 11q9.710 2q.36qO .7560
, 70. 000 1010.q_0 1,.7060 .7560
I 75.n00 876,600 8.6330 ,7560
i 8 O.P.O0 753.130 q.9180 07560 ....8c,0 nO0 65_0310 209_q0 ,7560
" ]- -D.OOO 5590610 1,8q80 . .75.6.G_! 95. rlO0 501.550 1.1600 .7560
201.n16 188.3_0 ,0290 07560
" 202.036 1879o220 00010 07q6020 _,92_ 1818,740 ,DO10 07 60
INN[I_ _HOCK POINT IS NUHAER 21
j _.............. 60.000 102.390 ...... .000 1689.680 119.8q?0 .756__5,1300 16q8.970 119.56'60 .756010.000 1701.370 12_,26q0 .7560
lr.o00 17q8.260 I q3.,_e30 .7560
l- 20, _.00 1829,1r)0 179,2930 ,7560 ..........250n00 19260540 27904q00 07560
........ 311,000 201q0570 2Rq.8070 ,7560 .......
I 3_.'00 2012.6q0 :97.8200 07560. q'. DO0 197 ,2e 2 3q.0850 ..........
45. '100 17R 3.600 162.2220 ,7560
5_. _O_ 1629.1q0 103o7490 07560
55. nO0 1q65.5_0 63,7130 .7560
................ 6."1,000 !301,060 39,8q90 07560
65.00_ 1152.3P0 ,"q.6010 .7560
7_, 300 1013,170 1q,8_30 ,7560 ........
?r_, 000 879.q"0 8..7?70 07560
8_._0C 755,710 q,9710 .7560 ..
;" 8q.000 656.7?0 2.9770 .7560
...................... 9n,_O0 572.1n0 1.8760 ,7560 .....
9_.000 503.7?0 1.1770 .7560
_. IOO._PO q_O.500 ,6c)80 .7560
|_ 60.0_ 180.0.'10 .000 16A9.6'0 119.8_70 .7560
! l. _.000 16')0.520 1_0.1750 .7560 ..........
I r", _00 1688.170 119,2860 ,7560
_ ! |; ....... 1=.P00 17q5.7_0 125.9220 .756Q
L 2_. flu' 1768085G 151.7580 ,7560
2_0000 1858,820 19q02210 07560 ..............







Z ETA _ 1 P Fl
b_], OOfl 1 ._0,0.'10 _0, {]00 1990,290 273,9370 ,7560
I qr_,000 1868,670 202,37Z0 ,7560 ............_. OOr_ 1727.900 1 38,45_0 ,?560
....... 5T:O00 1577,q_0 90,3030 ,7S.60 .....
6r], _00 1_ 2 3,03'0 S7,_ 860 ,7560
I 65,000 1271.380 3b._360 ,7560
4_
7_, 900 11 _/S,2_0 22,.5320 ,7560
75o n.O0 I01 0.0_0 I_o383P ,7560 ......
8P, I'TO0 889,3_0 8,89q0 ,7560_ _0r1 7R2,0_0 5,4!'6 e7560 _
9_ ° i'lorl 690.0q0 3.3980 .7560
-- 9r_, riot'1 610,21_0 2.132rl ,75_0 .........
542,6{t0 1.3370 ,7560100.000
80,00{1 ,OnO ,000 1692, qnO 121,0690 ,75_0 ....
'5, oor_ 17?1,790 1 54.4_50 ,7s60
" In_,000 18q9,!so 190,=s70 ,T s601 r_, nO0 191 7,_20 27_,9120 ,7560
2.'1° 000 1967o0F_0 2_.3 °5700 ,7560
:" 2.r,000 1977, lrlO 262,7520 ,7560
] 3r_,000 1Be 3.8_0 207 oOr_20 ,7560 ...........
3_ ° 00['I' 1782,560 1 58o3qqrT .7560
- _tl, _00 1673.5_0 116,8620 ,1'560 -_
i _r,_O0 155b.SPO 83,6990
e7_60
5.". _0{1 lq 33o2_0 _d,7_JOr 1 ,7560 .......
5_, _6_ 132 3,u_.O q2,0_70 ,7560
5_._73 _I07o5n0 520.0000 .7560
- "/¢:. 162 _1q7.5_3 570,0_00 e7560
INN_ o SHOCM POTNT 1'$ NUPIPLR 12
* 8_. _C,n 15,570 ,3011 169Z,qO0 171.0690 .7560
_O0 1770,270 153,7750 ,7560
1n, QO{'T 18_7.2_0 I 89,2n10 .7560
IC,O00 1915.7n0 223.9660 ,7S60I"
2c, ?00 1979o790 26q.3s3r} .7560 .....
3rI_nO_ IS96.610 208.6o10 07560
I" 3r.no0 17'5,6"0 IS9,8'00 ,7560 :
_r_,rlO0 1677,1? ,r'} 118,0970 ,7560 * :"
_._0o IS6O.S_o e_.5_lO .7560 _-
"" _6. 559 1522.q69 76,0760 ,7560 _L "q.15._69 _107,500 S?O ,0000 ,7560
6_, 72'_ _107,5"10 S?O ,0000 ,7560
IN'_J[q _HOCK POI'N7 TS NUHR[_ II !
i 16,030 ,OOO 169 _._P,O I?I ,0690 .7S60
80030C
r_, _00 1770.110 1 $3,7120 ,7560
Ira, f_O0 18_7,11_0 109,1_30 ,TS&O
I 15, rgor_ 19 1 .r-.,SmO 223,90_g ,?S_O20,000 66.3_0 5 ,0?50 ,7560
2_ • 'T0{! 1979.970 26q ,_SBO 07S60





..... Z ETA q T P F|
8_,000 16,010 40, gO0 1677o350 | I8,1 770 ,7560
q_, 000 |56D,8_.0 _,6_90 ,75606,qlO 1576.]70 76 °9_Or) ,7560 ...........
q_, q20 269q 09_0 21300780 ,756[}_ .....
_. 67, _Tq 2701,7_0 205,1680 ,7560|TcNE_ SHOCK POTNT IS NUN_EP 11
8_,DO0 21.5A0 ,OOO 1692,_0 121,0690 ,7560 .........
c;. _O0 1768,7_0 153.1_20 ,7S60l-
, lO.OOO ]845.5_0 1R8.3,00 .7_60|.
...... l_o_Ofl 191_,110 223'o095N .7560
2_° _OD 1965.7q0 2 r_2.5950 °7560
I 2 b. O00 1982.2n0 265,8_1_ ,756030.000 18n.9,1_3 210,2q70 .7560 ..........
]_, _O0 1798.5._0 |61 o2_70 ,7560
_.9,_JDO 16_D.3eO 119,2_30 ,7560 .......................... qS, CO0 56q,2_0 8S,qllO .........
qT,O_3 156].1q0 85,1790 ,7560 •
q_,_S3 2688.680 22.0.3|q0 ,75601 6g,801 2692.8"@0 215.5q70 .7S60INNER SHOCK POINT 75 NUNBEP 11
80,.OOO 27.62D ,OO0 1692,_0 121.0690 .7560
) -..................... _,_O_ 1766.870 1_2.35Dr) .7560I_, _.0_ 8q 3,2_0 I 7.2950 , 0
15, _00 1912.D70 221.951D .7560
- _'I, _OD 1965.OlO 2c;2._D10 .?S6O .....25, F_OD19_5.5_0 267,7730 ,7560
3_, PO_ 1872.q_ 212,2')11"J ,7560
..... 3c.000 1792.3_0 163,3_00 ,7_60i _n. _00 168_,670 12O.7?OFJ ,756D ..............
_. _]97 lSgl.O_O _1.3_30 .7560
_. I07 26q2,1_0 277,73S0 .756D
l 6_. lq7 2683,3_0 226,3e20 .7560• INNER _HOCK POINT _$ hlUNRE_ 10
........ 8_,000 33,6"_0 ._OO 1692,_0 ] 21 ,_.690 ,756G
I" _,r_O0 1'6_.,_i?O 151,3'10 ,7560 .............
1 "I, 000 IBqO,UTO 1 85.9_90 ,7560
1 _, nOD 19_9,_60 220.5emSO ,7560
2'), POD 196_.|e0 2S1.2910 .7560
1i 2_, _00 198q,070 2_6,7120 ,7560
......... 3P, _O0 1896,600 21q,8Oq_ ,7_60
3_, _On 17')6.9e0 165,2_1(1 ,7560 ..............
J" q,._Oll 16,9.950 |,2,S_Srl .7560
1" q3,666 16_17._0 95.0160 .7560
q !. 67_, 2675.910 2._q.8S70 .7S60 •
65. 725 2676.330 2 32,6_90 .?SbO
........ |NNI_V SHOCK POTN7 IS NUNBIrR I0
80.OGO _7.670 ,_00 1692,qrlO 121,D_90 .7S60
r,000 1757,060 lq8,_q90 .?560 _-
_'_., 10, r_Op18._1,860 IAl.Bq80 .?S6O "
_'.'_.. I r., '_00 19010800 216,3e80 07560
•".'Z_ A103
!
] 9800] 9914- 62
]_ V LOW F iE-LD-((:ONTINU£ D )-...... - .....
Z ETA _ T P FI
80. 000 q7.670 20. 000 1961.610 2q9.3110 .7560 ...........
|- 2c.000 1979.5_0 263.q730 .7560] 3_. 900 19_8,9A0 272,3180 ,7560 --
................ 3c;. 000 18 10 o9r_O 1 71°7930 °7560
j c'_. _00 1705.6c_0 127.9F30 .7560qr_.0 592.8'_0 91.717P .
q6. q72 15_,7.5_0 81.6580 .7560 ............
q_.. R82 _679,3_Q 216.7170 .7560
i 6 _.._1 _ 76_ 1.2t, O _-2n6.sego 07560
" - .- |NNEr_ %HOCK POTNT ]$ NUI_I_EQ 11
80.OOO 61.6'_0 ._ON 16_2.q00 1 21.0690 .7560 .....
i c. r?O0 17q7.270 lqq.1720 .7560ln. OOg 1820.550 1 76.q_00 .7560 "
It,. _00 1892.020 2 10.99q0 .7560
2r. OOO 19Sl.lnO 2q3°q690 .7S60 .........i
1 ........................... 25.000 197_, .SrlO 259.775fl .7S60
' 39. _00 192q og,Zo 2 _1.9f_70 °7S60 -
3_,POrt 1828,7r'O 1_0.a950 .7560
_m. O00 1725.670 13q.7980 .7560 .....
qS.CO0 1615.200 96.9510 .7560
5'_. r)o_ 1q95.070 70.0120 .7560
_, ......... 5_,. 056 1396.010 53.0370 .7560
1 s*,.r,66 26",6.s9o ze3.7,,o .7S60....
76.,,80 266 5.2'_0 1 _2.6,11 _ .7S60
, ]NN[O _,HOCI_ P'OYNY IS NUHBED 12 ....
1 8_.300 75.690 .000 16o2.qPJ 121.0690 .7560
" fi._O0 1735.170 1_8.995D .7S60 _
,. lO.O00 18_6,7q0 1 69.7q60 ,7560
15. r,O0 1877.9S0 20q.OA20 .7560
"_' 2_. _O0 19_8.0q0 2 %.3790 • 7Sf, O
_'r,• _00 19t_9.6 _9 2'_6.0620 .?S6Q ---
_ 3 ._00 19_3.8r0 2_,3.1_S_ .7560
3_._,C0 18_,9.600 199.7750 .7560
kP.O00 17 '_8. S'_O I t;3.2080 .7560
l _,5.r_Or, 16_9.2_10 105.3150 .7S60] EO. _Ofl 1522.2e0 76.0?70 .7560
5_. _O_l lqO 1.5e, O r,3. b c_80 .7560
6_. _or_ 128_.5_0 3702_00 .7560
]" 6r.r]O0 1170.1tl0 75.0000 .7S60
-- 68.662 10o 3.8'_0 19.3_30 .7S60
6°.677 26_ o.#rlo 1 13.2q00 07£60
, ]" 91:.177 256t_.770 62,1160 .7S60
|_ JNNEI_ SHOCK P;JTNT _S NUNOED IS
80. "}0_ 8'_• 700 ._00 1692._10 121.0690 .7560
__ _ '_.PO0 1720.7';0 13Z.9190 .YS60
" I- I*")._Oc 1789.6_,0 162.0810 .7S60
1_.QOQ 1860.7AG 1 95.89q0 .7S_0
2". ,'100 192q.0_0 2?806360 07S60






FLCd FIELD ICONTINUED)Z rTA _ T P FI _
80.00_ 89.700 35.P00 1871.810 201.0o60 .7560
..... _'_. 000 1771.91g lSq.l_lO .756[I .....qr_.O00 1665.q70 ]1 ,2790 .7560
....................... 50.000 ISS 1.7qO 82.q 770 .7560
5r. _0C 1_ 32.q9;3 58.519:) .7560
1312.7r10 q0.6550 .?$606!]. ,DO6_._00 1200.5_;0 27.9810 .7560
70.000 1096.390 19.218q .7560
|" 7"._00 996._80 12.9q70 .7560
I
............... 80. _OO $99.3?0 8.5470 .75611. _
Pr_. q00 807.090 5.5_20 .7560
1- 9._.000 72S.3'0 3.7?80 ,7S60
1 95, _00 6qg.000 2,q 78r] ,7S60
IO0.OGD 57_.q_0 1.6120 .TS_O
107.,30 539.9Q0 1.2690 ,756D
i 12o.993 2_ rS.040 7.5P20 .7560
I_NFR 5HOC1( PO,NT *$ NUH_ED 2,
| S_'gOO 103.700 .000 1692.qr_0 121.o690 ,7S60
1 t.. r_O_ 170q.350 125.9_60 .7560
I rl. O(]rl 1769.0_0 153.39q0 .7S6D
200 rT00 19090680 27D,78_0 ,TS60
250_00 1962.670 25001060 .?SbO ..........
3_0 _00 19 7 0,_11,'3 2_8._380 .7560
3_. _00 18_3.8_0 21_.1_50 .7560
_1. rlOfl 1796.070 165.2_20 .7560
_r. _:)0 1692.2o0 173.3300 ,7S60
5_. _DrJ 15_1.9_0 88.9900 ,7_60Sr . OO(_ I_3.RTD 63 316_ _S *r
6q. _OP 13_5.0_0 _S.21_70 .7S60
65,_00 12_2,_'C 31.5690 ,7S60 _ __
7rJ. _or) 11?7.1_0 ?1,6_J70
..... 7 r.. _00 1027.6_0 l_.6r)lO .75_0
8_,_00 9_J1,810 9,7280 ,756D
]- 8_._00 817.770 6.3'80 .7560
1 g'.POP 756.5q0 qeqZSP ,7560
• _,_00 679.7_0 7..,9890 ,7S60
1" IC_,eO0 6_5,9'0 1,968_ ,'S6O
1 ....... ?Z?.?3_ 2_8,3o0 .1720 ,7560
2_. _q9 12S3.810 .D_110 .7560
731.a36 1276.q_10 ,or_lo ,7560
Ii ZNN[, ,HOCK POTNlr IS NUN,E, 2?8g.300 _0q.700 .:)OO 1692.q00 121.069D .7560
r_. _00 17r)3.1DO l?S,l1380 ,7S60
10. OOD 1767.q70 152.7770 .756Q ....
_.r00 8_0.7_ 86,2 _ .?$ 0
2r_, _00 190f_.670 22'0,2?80 ,7560
I" _':, r)00 1962,570 2_9,9_9r1 ,TSt_O





t ..... rL_ FIELD ICCNT]NU_P) ..........Z []t o T P FI
8.%000 10,,?_0 3._."00 1895,370 215,0420 ,7560
T qP, 000 1797,7q0 166,3x60 ,756D
, _ rJ, OOr_ Ibgq,lqO 123,9660 ,75_0
......... 5L_,O00 lSRq.O'tO P9,q_70 ,7560 . _
5 _, r/O0 1_66,060 63,7970 ,7560
6_., _00 13_7,]_0 qS,6:_q.O ,7560Oc, n.OO 12_q.700 ]1,6720 ,7560
7e, .nO0 1i29,2o0 71.8080 ,7S60
...... •am
i 7 r_, .nDO 1079.870 1_,771D ,7560
......... 8_,00C 93_,0_0 0,6130 , ?SF.O
8 _,.'_00 8qO.l_O 6._700 ,7560
i 9.q. 00_ 75_,760 _,_77_ ,7S60 ......
J 9r., .nO0 6_ 1,910 3,0260 ,7560
' IP_O,O00 f)OS,lr_ 1,90_0 ,7S60
; 10r,flO0 S_O,090 1,2960 ,7560
1 ._ 1 l_er-OC _81,370 .8_10 .7S60
......... m
' 80,000 1 e,L;,000 ,nO0 1692,qr10 121,0f_90 ,7560
_, ._OP 166 7,6Q0 112,3790 ,756D
l 1_, r,OP. 168 7,8_0 119,q650 ,7560
!. I _,000 1758.660 lq9,1OqO ,7560
2 r,'_O0 18_q,310 188,1_50 ,?S60
............. Z_,O00 191S,O_O 223,8710 ,7560 ............
3", _Or_ 1963,110 2.';0,_ _0 .7560
3r, ._00 19_8.9e0 ze1.172_ ,?5$0
: _r'. nO0 18."5.0_0 20q,5990 ,7560
i _':. r_O0 1777,6_0 1 =.7,2_'90 ,7560
r,Q. {_00 167q.7_.0 1 17,36q0 ,?L_O
S=., _OP. 1566,0o3 *.S,Z_50 ,7560
: b_, nO0 I_ -r0,700 _l,lSO_ ,7560
hr. 00_ 1336,6_ _3.9_8g ,7560
7_, _O_q |2_9.0f,0 ?l,llSO ,756G
- 7¢J• 000 1179olO0 2101750 07560
i _.,_..too0 10_508_0 15.1510 0?560
_r.o00 9_6.6_0 lO.q?_O .7560
9"_, CO0 8_t_.273 6.9'_10 ,?560
9_, "_00 7_1,?_0 q,9700 ,7560
ICr. _0 6?b.S'O 2.3730 .7_60
1 l._,rO_ S?0,S_O 1.6760 ,7560
! 10_,00_ ,0_ ,CO0 1807,860 1 73,6_50 ,7560 _..
c. r'O0 19 ?7,1rio 2 76,979ri ,7560
-- |0, _0_ 1976,3"_0 _901820 ,7560
! 1S. r_{]O 196P.170 2S3.9_k0 ,7560
" 2r. [,00 19_e.6_0 _?O,l?SO ,7560
Z_.,_.O[' 1823.1_G l?S._O0 ,?S60
__ . 3".000 17_1,$10 1._,7120 ,7S603r,mO0 1660,0o0 IIJ,OSOP ,7560
_30000 157 3.6c;0 _6,0700 ,7560






Z ETA P T P rl
100.000 ,,0 rio 4,9.75@ 3917.500 @25",0000 ",,7560
............ 75.162 3917,5r10 @25,,0000 .7560 ....INNEq SHOCK POINT IS NUMBER 1]
._LO_.O00__ 20.260 ..... ,,DO0 1807.860 173,,655D ,7560
':;.nO{) 1932.4q0 23q.6710 .,7560
1974.370 258.0350 .75601 ?,, 00015.000 1969.2X0 25@.5990 ",7560
20.000 1913.910 223.1120 .,7560
25,,n00 1828.2,'10 177.*.7q60 .7560 .
................ 3_. 0 17 q606.f" O 141.5o00 .7560 .... i
3r',.nOO 1665.360 112.0100 .7560
.- 3o,,?18 158q.260 88.9@50 .7560
L 3q. 728 3917.5_0 q 75,,0000 .7560
66. ,")4@ 3917.500 @25.0{')00 ",7560 ..................
INN[ P, SHOCK POINT IS NUMeE_ 9
- 10 0,, OOtl__._2O, / 60 , :r).o0 1807.860 1 73.6_50 ",.7._5..6P_5.C00 1932.210 2 _@,,5_90 .7560
10. OOO 197q,270 257.9780 .7560
! 1 c,, _OO 1969.2q0 25_.6320 .756020.000 16,170 23 261 7560 ...........
2_.QOO 1828.@cj0 177.8610 .7560
, ........ 3 .00017@6.90161.6830 ,,7560
1 3c. n.Ofl 1665.670 112.1080 .7560
. 3_,61_ 1586.2q0 89.5@50 .7560 ..............
39.628 2@67.9Q0 197.6000 .7560
ii £5.9@7 ?@510870 193,,6650 ",7560 .......INNEr_ SHOCK POINT IS NUMBE@ 9
I_0,ODD 25,260 ,,n.O_ 1807,860 173,6550 ",7560
I. It). DOO 1973.270 257.4090 ",7560 ....
15. qO_ 1969.8q0 25q.9690 .7560
• | 2_."JO_ 1916.820 224.7_60 .7560 _ _
.. | 2S._OO 1831.0n0 179,01@0 ",7560
" ................. 3m. 000 1749.570 1 _2,,6210 ,,7S60
3._.OOO 1668.260 1 1",,,0850 .7560
i _" 39.869 1602.Cq0 c)3.9180 .7560
|. 3°.s7Q 2qqS.l_O 200,5160 .7560 ....
6_. ?15 2qq7.1?O 108049q0 ,,7_60
"_ F INNER SHOCK POINT IS NUM.qER 9
I00,000 31_.2 60 .._,_r)001807.860 1 73.6._50 .7560
c;,,000 1926.7_0 231.9100 .7560
IO,000 197 1,,890 256.65q0 .,7560• 15. nOD 1970.5B0 255.a¢280 .75602"_, 000 19_0,3_0 226.7._00 ",7560 ..............
2'_,, DO0 183q.3eO 1 80.5(+90 ,7560
-_]r .................. 3o.,_oo .17S2.96o 1@3.86SO .7560
& 3r. 000 1671.760 116.3860 ",7560
3_. _@2 161@.990 97.¢, 820 .7560
3_.352 2@q2.110 203",6360 ",?560 .........65.092 2_q 2,,010 203.7q60 .7560 ..............
INNER SHOCK POINT IS NUMBER 9
I00.000 3_.200 ,,000 1807,,860 1 73,6._50 .7560
i AI07 ........
1980019914-166
........... FLOW FIELD |CONI"INUED) ....
; Z ETA R T P rl
100.00D 35.2F0 5.000 1923.0Q0 Z 30.1300 .7560
i 1_. OOO 1970.3'_0 255,7760 .7560I _. q l'l 1 qe0 .9 7
ZO. 000 1924.570 229,0_60 .7560• .= ........
i 2_,.nO[ "] 1878.34_ 1_2.3_60 .75603,r'J.000 1757.010 145.5270 .7560 .............
3'_..000 1675.870 115.9010 .7560
3q. Ilq 1623.3_0 _9.7_20 .7560
i ......
3q. 124 2439.150 246.6R00 .7560
• 65.366 24 39,6q0 20_.11 70 .7560
INNE"t SHOCK POTN7 IS NUMREI_ q
1 I03. ODD q_,. 2 TO .ODe 1807.860 1 7_.655r_ .7560
] r._OO 19nQ.QPO 223.7560 .7560
10, PO0 1964.940 252.7080 .7560
i 1 _,, qO0 197_.850 2 58.C].X84 .7560
! ........ 20. OOO 1939.370 237.3R70 .7560
2 r,. _00 1852._q0 1,a8.7350 .7560
,_n. _0_ 1771.410 lfi2.1qqO .7560
; 3_, r_O0 1690.3°0 121.2400 .7560
i qP.._00 1b06.4q0 95.1 _90 .7560
41._56 15q3.170 88.789t"1 .7560
ql. _66 24_ 1.1"_0 1o6.3010 .7560
i 6_. 052 2442.8_0 lg7.1210 .7560 _
INNEr? SHOC_ POTNT IS NUMPEP It')
100.000 63.2_0 .PO0 1827.860 I 73.6c50 ,7560
i r. O00 1892.8_0 215.4240 .7560
19. nO(I 1958.110 248,8670 .7560
1 _,. _,Ot3 19"_9,610 260.9X50 .7560
i 29. PO0 1957,760 247.6910 07560 ---
1 2_. '?On lB 72.1¢JP 199.9030 .7560
3r?.PO0 17FI9.8#0 I_0.5670 ,7560
i 35.000 1708.9"_0 127.9480 .7560qn. por_ 162b,qUO 100.6560 ,7560
4_. nO0 1539.370 77,8_70 .75&0
_n._4 1474.290 65.7_40 .75_0
i q_._5_ 24 39._40 178.2640 .75f,0
7".456 2470.710 135._330 .7560
INNEP4 ¢_H_CK POTNT IS NUM.nE_ 11
i ]OO, 00 C'. 77,200 ,OOO 1807,860 I73,6¢.50 ,7560
r. P00 1872.0_0 205.2670 .7560
1 ,"?.000 195D.I,XO 244.4190 ,7560
I 15.000 198_+.310 2_3.8?00 .7560
] ()_, zn. 000 19f_ 2.970 250.861n .7560
" O,: ',_fi,,, 2¢. _no0 18_5.670 213,1150 .7_60
-""_-¢_'_'_ 3r'.rlOO 1811.760 170.4590 .7560
_ ]i c,_*_..___> 35.000 1130.7'0 135.8790 .7560
@OdG'_..I_ qD.r]o0 1649.7e_0 106.96:30 .7560
"_¢i_ 4r.poo 15_,4.o_,o e3.815o .'t56o
i I _ 5o.non 1_69,4,0 64,8580 .7560




_ FLOW FIEtD (CONTINUED)
........ Z ¢TA P T P rl .........
1130.000 77.290 60. 000 12_J30720 37.2370 07560
b?,670 2q13,860 1Z6,6700 07560
INNEQ SHOCK POINT IS NUMBER 1_
I ..... 1000000 91.3QQ .QOQ 1807.860 1 7306550 07560 ...........
i _.DO0 18q 7.91_0 19309_30 .7560
_ .. 10.000 19,1.270 23905,50 .?§60 _.
1_.000 197 3,SqO 257.7560 07560
................... ZO 000 1969.750 255_.0220 ,?5(z[]
25 qOO 1972.090 22708S50 7560
3-'0000 1836.1_0 181.3990 .756035.000 175 S.O._O 1_S.2310 .7560
90. l_00 167N.110 115.68_0 07560 ....
"c oqO0 158 9.9._0 9008790 07560
g. 55 nOD lqOq.OBO 53,7610 07560
........ 60o_00 13120690 90.6090 07560 __
|" 6r.900 1223.2_0 30.1_90 .7560 i
1. 70. rJO0 1139.910 22.9310 07560 ....... i
75o 000 10620700 1606_10 o7560
" .............. _8_nt_.DD 986_090 12,!260 07560
908o210 8.5_20 0756085 _00
90.000 836.120 6o1780 07560
r 95. 000 769.630 q.9530 07560I 97,73_ 735.5_D 3o8q00 o7560i 9_.2_8 229 S.6aO 78.659n 07560 ..............
• ................. 13_,525 !9e49.6?0 5o3_30 .7560
" INNEr_ SHOCK POTNT IS NUMREI_ 21lOO. OOO 105.310 .000 1807.8_0 17306550 07560
: r'. eJO0 1820.9F10 180.103n 07560 ................
;" 1_.000 190".6_0 221.61" rj .7560
...............
l_onO0 1962,610 25107050 07560
" _..... 20. _00 1978.170 260.1190 o7560
_, _00 195 0o3I_0 2q3o_680 07560
l-i 3 000 18_ 3.3_0 1 950_900 07560 .........3So DOt] 17900?_0 15607790 07560
_ 000 16c_903_0 1_,07_50 07560
l" "_'_OLP_ 1616.6_0 98.0_70 07_60
I ........................... S__,nO0. !S_9.7_0 75.97,0 _ 07560_ ........
S_o 000 Iq33,760 5803600 07560
6_. 000 13q2.620 _q.8380 07560 ..650000 1253.qo0 33.6910 ,7560
7_o000 1168 570 _N.gu80 0?560
7SoO00 1089 SO0 18 N360 0?$60
.......................... ,_:t,_00,..101 5."'0 ! 1.570_ _7}__
85. 000 937.0_0 906980 .7S60
..... 9r3. 000 865.160 701770 .7560





!! | rLc,r CL 6-,Co.T1.UCri. .........i .. _ Z [TA P T P F'I
100.000 105.310 105.000 6?O.qqO Z.6940 .7560 "
T .............. 110.000 614.950 1.91_0 .75_0
_" J[ 115.000 567.1t'10 1.3990 .7560
', ..... !?q_,._oO....s16.T_o .?_9s_9......7s60
: _ 125.n0['I 972.050 .7090 .7560
;. _ .... 1 30.000 q32.010 .5|00 ,7560_ .....250. 133 39q,0_0 ,3620 .7560
750.193 1058.q_0 .0060 .7560
_' _" 256.619 1028.750 ,0010 07560 ....
|. INN EQ_SHO.CK POTNT IS NUMAE_ 28
100.000 lo.slo .000 1807.860 iS.6 s6 .7s60
i _........... 5.qOO 1818.960 1 79.1970 ,756_0 ...........In. 000 1901.810 220.2300 ,7560
1¢. DO0 1961.8X0 25!.2800 .7560 .....
20.000 1978.830 260.51q0 .7560
• 30. nO0 1865._0 196.6180 .7560
3_.000 1782.5_0 157,6020 .7560
| q_. q00 1701olAO 125,3990 .7560
] q 5. 000 1618.590 98.5_20 .7560 .....
50.000 1531.900 76.3690 ,7560
i ......................... 55. _00 1_ 35.9S0 _8e7650 .75606_. 000 1399.7_0 q5.1_qO ,7560
65.000 1255.610 33.9370 .7560
79. _OO 1170.5_0 25.1250 ,7560i
I 7F. _00 1091.3q0 18.5630 .75608_. r_O0 1017.q_0 13.69_0 .7560
.................... e_,q0C 939.160 9.80._0 .7560
i 9_. r]00 867.190 7.1960 .7560
I' 9S.PO0 ?f)7.On0 5.2970 .7560
IO0._OO 731.570 .].71_80 .7560
I IOr.{?0O 672.360 2.7220 .7560
110.000 &16.6_0 1,9350 .7560
II_.000 568.850 1._180 .7560
12('1,, ,nO,r) 518,6_0 1.0100 .7560
!00. 000 leO.O00 ._O0 1807,8_0 1 73.6S50 7560
' _.000 1718.770 1 3q.7190 ,7560
1,"1.000 1739.210 1 _13.5900 .7560
t 15.000 18_5.3_,0 1o2.9510 .7560
i ...... 2n,oon 1956,850 2_9,.]260. ,?_560 _.
ZS. P00 19q6.370 265.0q60 ,7560
; I 3_.001"I 19_2,070 2qq,6160 ,7560 .......
i I 3_,000 1872.7"/'0 201.1570 ,7560
_ _", 00_ 1786.230 1 ._9,5100 ,7560
q_, norl 1703,0u0 I76,1560 ,7560 ...............
• _ 55.nOO 153_.100 76.7900 .7560
: 6"I,qO0 lq 39.3_0 _9.5200 .7560
i ._* 65._0{_ 13_9,6_0 _5.8560 .7560








rLOw FIELD (CCNTINUEDI _
Z ETA o T P F1 ............... !
I00•000 IPO.O00 7_•_00 IIA0•1_0 25.9570 •7560
I _0. tO0 II02.8_0 19.3580 .75_0
4 85.000 1031.470 14.5030 .7560 _ !
9_.OO0 956.930 10•6590 .7560
l "95.n00 887.7"_0 7•904 r} •7560 i100._00 871.760 5•89q0 •?560
10_._00 759.1_0 4.379fi •7560
_ llO.!]OO 700.8a0 3.2090 •7560
115 • qo0 6_7.260 2.3570 •75_0 •
• o 120.000 5q9.660 1.7610 .7560 :
]ZO•O00 .0_0 .r_O0 2U4q.2_O 3,q6 •6550 •7560
|" 5•000 2067•1_0 373 •8_160 •7560 _
_ I0. 000 19Rg•B50 267•9_20 •7560 -
; I_•000 1879•970 203.5970 .7560
20.mOO 1791•8_0 161.2_30 •7560 ;
j ........................ 2_•000 1712,1_0 129•0800 .7560 ....... _
[ _ 3n•no0 1636•2_0 I03•4_30 .7560
3_•OO0 15_ 1•073 82•8_50 .7560
qO•RO0 14Sq.lqO 67•0190 .7560 _
i _,]26 lq32.q_O 58•3070 •7560 ....
q_.136 37q5•000 337.5000 •7560
i 7_. 162 ?7q 5.0nO 337•5q00 .7560
i ] INNEP SHOCK nOINT IS NUMBEP 10 ....
120.000 25.120 _00 2044 •2_0 306•6_5_ 7560
_ r. rtO0 2071.8nO 327.2750 ,7560 ....
_ I l,q. COO 1998,8°0 273.4770 .75A0
• 15. f'O0 1890.810 209.9';q0 .7560
_ 2P.,nora 1800.910 165,4130 •7560
j 2_..,Ot_ 1720.7_0 132.2_50 ,7560 ,_3_. 000 16qW.7&O 105.9360 ,7560 :
33.350 lS_q.Br_O 91.1570 ,75&0
i i _ 33.T6q 37qS.OnO 337.5000 .7560
6_._2_ 37_ 5.0f)0 3_7,5D00 ,7560
J INNER SHOCK POINT IS NLIMBER P
120.000 35,b20 .nO0 20_q.2&O 3R6.6_Sn .7560
r,Po0 2071,993 377.4120 •7560]O,?O0 Igq9.1_D 273.(>660 ,7560
lC,9OO 1891.2r0 210,2100 .7560
2n. 000 1801.2B0 165,5790 .7560r,. "O_ 72 .0_ _2.3610 ,7560
3_. mOO 16qS,InO 106,0350 .7560
_ 3_.789 1596.110 91.5310 .7560i 3X.799 226 3.3"_0 171._820 ,7560(:,=. _52 726q.530 170.0050 ,7560
INNE r> SHOCK _OINT IS NUMBE_
" 120, OOf. 29.210 ._00 23_q,260 306,b550 ,7560
_ r. _Ot_ 7073._q0 328.476_ .7560
IC'.OOO _O01.1_O 275,1300 .7560





"I I ............. )
FLOW FIELD (CONTINUE_)
Z ETA R T P rl
120,000 29,21G 25.000 1723.6o0 133.3330 ,,7560 .i
30. _OO 1647.730 I06.8_I0 ,7560
!
7. 928 _ 04.160 93,9150 .7560 _-
37.93R 2262,3_D 172.7_20 .7560 _
6_,098 2262.5Q0 172,{1740 ",7560 '
INNE_ SHOCK POINT IS NUMBEr_ B 1
120.000 33.390 .OOO P0_4.260 306.6550 ",7560 ]
'_, OOO 2075.310 329,8_5fl ,7560 i[ lq, riO0 2003.700 277,0320 ,7560 !
.._ ic. 000 1899,010 2 14',7610 ",7560 _'
- 20,000 1807.710 168,5300 ",7560 " i
F 25,000 1727,,100 13q,5880 .7560 ] "'L 3_. 000 1651,130 107,7890 ",7560 - ----) :
...... 37,681 1611.290 96,0710 ",7560 i :
32.691 2261.200 I7_,147n ",7560 _
I ....... ,7560 ............. :
65,!99 2260.4_0 175,2690
INNER SHOCK POINT IS NUMBER 8 _ -Lr
120.000 37,380 .qOC 2044,,260 306",6550 ",7560
I _.000 2077 4xO. 331 qllO, .7560 ........... :
1 I_, 000 2006.620 279,1840 ,7560
1_, .n.oo1903,960 217,6670 ,7560
- _..................... 2O,__DO 1811,8_0 17o,401n .75602_, 00_ 1730,950 135,9970 ",7560
t 30, POD 165t¢.950 108,897D ",7560 •
°_ 33. _02 1616.330 97,5030 ,7560 ......
I- 3_, 612 2260.210 1 75,5._0 ,,75 f',0 ..... _
65o635 22_ 9.9c_0 172.5750 ,7560
INNE@ SHOCK P OTNT IS N UMqED P.
] ............. 120,000 51,210 ._D_ 2Oq (i,2f_O 3_6,6550 ,7560
I
lP,_OQ 2018,990 288,3110 ,7560
• - ir,ooo 19P_,9UO 229,9f40 ,7560
i 2n. ,"10L 182_.910 I 78.2_420 ,7560 i
........... ZS,_OO 17_5.99_ 141.8510 ,7560
3_.OO[_ 1&70.9_0 113,7410 ,7560
I 3_,•,nOn 1596,9_0 91.7420 .,7560
'_ - 3_.789 15B 5.2r"0 88.2910 .7560 ,:
3_, 799 2259.73Q 169,_qI0 ,7560
," 6c._19 2257.Bf_O 159,7190 ",7560
I
120,000 65,O3E ,,_OO 20_ ,2_,0 306,6550 ",7560 _
l- r,9orl 2091,5n0 33q,3630 ",7560
1. I._.rOD P035,2_0 300,2"_50 ",,7560
I_. nO0 1952.3r_0 246,0030 ",7560 ...... ;
2P..qO0 1850,7o0 I_8,1190 ,7560
' F ............ 2_,00_ 1768,2n0 150,,3120 ",7560
3r,mDO 1691,8"0 171,q380 ,,756d ':
3r,_O0 161 7,.X&O 97,7120 ,7560






I ................... "-- - -- C*
FLOw FIELD ¢CONTINUED} }
Z ETA n, T P F'I
120,000 65,030 42,398 2258,8_0 |6[.qqo0 ,,7560 :.
7q, q9l 223q,sQo l ?l ,,b290 ,7560 ................. _INNE'# SHOCK POINT IS NUMBER 10
............... .]Z O, 000 .... 78,860 ,tlOD _04_,260 306,,6550 ,7560 ....
Z" r..CO0 ?07 l, 1.?.0 3_6.63q0 ,7560
! 10, OOO 205 5,2"_0 315,_160 ,7560
,I l _, POD 1985.7_q0 265.6220 .7560 _
20, _nOD 1881,670 2t}q.b180 ,7560
2_, DOO 1795,150 162,6C10 .7560
.............. 3_, ODD 17 16.N.XO 1 30,q070 ,7560 .
3=,000 16_ 1,370 l Oq,6r_qo e7560 :
q O,OOO 1567,3f_0 83,6_50 ,7560. t_5,r100 lqgl,9qO 68 q 720 , o
5r', _00 lq 11,860 54,9240 ,7560
5_,_DD 13_6.770 _3.9050 .7560
I ...................... 55, e_13 1323,1_0 q2.059(I ,7560
• 5_.o53 22q O.O_O 128,q_80 ,7560 :
9Q,927 21qS.7qO 65,3580 ,7560 _
j INNEP F)HOCK r_OTNT IS NUMBEP 1_ ..............120,000 92,690 ,_OO 20qq,260 306.6._50 ,7560 :
r. r]OO 2059.260 317.7570 .7560 _
I_, OOC 2078,9_0 3_2.qO9D .?560
15. C103 _Olb.OlO 2_6.053_ .7560
20, rloo 1921.760 228,1480 .7560
2c.nO_ 18_5,470 176,291'} .7560
3_. _OD 17q 3,8&0 1q0,2890 ,75603_. mOO 1668,0"_0 112.6q30 .7560
..... qO, OOO 15q4.0_0 90.8_80 ,7560
I qe,_O0 15 19.2r_0 73.8610 ,756D
, 5n, ODD lqq 1.4_D 59,7_50 ,7560 .
._,5, _00 I Z6 3,3r'0 q7,q850 .7560
i 6_, OOO 1292,130 37,9170 ,7560 ....
1 6e, nOD 1221,5_D _9,9260 o7560
........ 7 P.O.Ot_ 1153,q10 23.qo20 ,7560
75,_00 1087,6_0 18,2990 ,7560 _-
8C). _O_. 10_3,010 lq.O870 ,7560
8_.000 959,210 10,6750 .7560 !
8e,_97 900,150 8.1240 ,7560
1 8_. 907 211_.6_0 q3,3q 5{'J ,7560
_. |q l,.ql o 1767,8q0 7.2{100 ,7560 ... _.
INNEr? SHOCK POTNI' IS NUM.qEP 19
,- 120,00. r} 106,500 .r)O0 _'Oq,.2_O 3r)6.6_5c1 ,1560
i. _.nO_ ,"Oq 6 • :'.rlo 307,9?80 ,7560
l_d, _O_ 2079.9_0 3_2.9610 ,7560 .
15, _O0 20_ 5.830 307.9560 .75_0
2_, DO0 1966,210 2_q,lglO ,75(,0
_, "_OP 1858.2o0 l 9l,O_q3O .7_60
C,, 3_, _00 1775.qq0 l 53,5o7r_ 7560
/ _r. OOO 16°7,qrlO I23,39qD ,7560 _,






Z ETA r_ T P F1
120,000 lOb•500 45•1_00 1597.800 79,5100 ,7560
I 50,000 1972•030 64,7220 ,7560 ........... :5• 0 391,9_ 51•688
60• 000 1119.590 91.5@00 ,7560
65•000 1299,200 _3.0530 ,7560 - "
I 11@0.390 25.9220 .7560 _70,000
• 75•000 111 _,970 20,1P30 •7560 - ;
80•000 10q9,9_0 15•5990 •7560
I 8cJ, 000 986.020 12,0110 ,7560 -............... 90:o 0 25.690 9'•2290 •75.60_...........
95•000 868.950 7,1690 .7560 - :
lO0._O0 812.4_0 5,5670 ,7560 ..............105.'I00 75_,83 _,189 ,7560 :,
llP.O00 703.560 3,1660 .7560
115,000 659.6P0 2,399P. .7560 -- _
' I ...... 120.000 610,6¢0 1.8?8r1 .75E0( 12f.f_O0 570.1_0 1.3950 .75G0 -
131,000 571,690 1,0600 ,7560
26R0 176 uqq 09_0 .7000 ,,e,,e, .._. 8 898,7_'0 ,01q ,7560 .........
2790901 896.970 .0010 07560
INNER SHOCK POINT IS NUMBE_ 2R
120.000 107.590 .BOO 2044•260 306.6';50 •7560
5.n00 2095,210 307.1870 .7560
'1_,000 20 78.4_,0 3_1,8910 •7560
15.RO0 2098.0m0 309.5550 •7560
?_. f_OO 1969.510 256.1190 .7560
2r,._00 1861.570 192,9990 .7560
3_. noO 1777,860 159.7020 ,7560 _
3r. 000 1699.6_0 1211•1820 .7560 ....
4P-•000 1629.3_0 99.5780 .7560
qR.0OO 15q9.8"Y0 79.97.00 ,7560
j 5_. nO0 IWTq.230 A5.0790 .756055. 000 13Qq.I'_0 _2.0r10 .7560
b._. n00 1371.5_0 _1 ,Sq(,fl ,75&0
I b=,, 000 125 l.lt_O 33.2750 ,7560
.| 7_,_00 11a2.Ir10 _6.0940 •75(_0
7._.000 11 15,8_0 20.3170 .7560
• ,! 8_,000 1051,860 15.7310 ,7560
i _ 8r,. 000 987,9P0 12.1210 ,7560
9'_..qO_ 9?7.5?0 9•3060 .7560
: 9_•000 870•7110 7•22511 ,7560
. IO.q,nOD 8 19,11190 5,6150 ,7560
105. DO_ 7'_ 6•670 11 2250 .7560
1 10,_00 7_5,qP0 3,2030 ,7560
!. ii 1 It. nO0 656,_30 2,11780 ,7560l?O.nO0 12._?0 1,8u9_ .7560
12_._00 571,7_0 1,11110 ,7560
:- _i 130.r_O0 533.2_0 1.0720 ,7560










Z ETA q T P FI
12q,000 18{3, ODD 5,000 19q5,880 2qq,1720 ,7560
I lrY, 000 1905,210 27.q,1210 ,75601'-, qO0 2032.97 99,0720 ,
.......................... 20,000 2086.630 338,0050 •7560_ .....
2 "., nOr_ 2016,9_0 2@7,0_30 ,75603_. 000 19|0,2q0 221°7q10 ,7560
3_, 000 1808,0_0 1_8.5170 .7560
qO. O00 1722.990 IT2.716r] .7560
| _¢.{100 16_q.q,O 105.3100 .7560
J 50, OOO 156,e,2uO 9_,1120 ,7560
5_,_OP 1491.5q0 6.8,5870 .7560
] 60,000 1q12.910 '_5,1 700 ,7560 .............5,0 337.970 qq,0750 ,
7.0,000 1268,060 35o1_50 ,7560 ___ ,
_ 7_. 000 1199.6q0 27,6360 ,7560
I 8P, 000 113q.500 21.78q0 .756085. P00 1071.9_0 17.1_80 .7560
9_, 000 1010.210 13.3620 .7560
; 95.00_ 951.020 10.3400 .,7560
!. 100,000 804,9_0 8,0290 ,7560 "
lO5.qO0 8q0.260 6,2900 ,7560
I ln. o00 7P_,6_0 q,8710 ,7560
I 11_.000 734.5q0 3,796{'} ,7560
12"_,_oq 6Q7._70 2.9_20 .7560
12=.300 6qJ.q_O 2.7700 .7560 _i- 1 30.000 60Z.Tr'O 1.7¢30 =7560
• 140.OO_ .JqO ,nO_ 21 3q.570 3_8,2050 .7560 :
_.qO0 2009,600 2R3,6_00 ,7560
{ IO, qO.n 1900.9_0 216.3840 .7560
15._00 17q7.950 159,0970 .7560 :
2",mOO 1700,@60 1 ?q.2q30 ,7560 -
: 2_,000 16_5,@'_0 99,9190 ,7560
i 3P.. mOO 1551,6_0 _1,226q ,7560 _
" _ 3_, 000 I@ 79,0c>0 66.q_90 .7560 :
37.507 Itl tl ].080 ._9,9A30 ,7560
! 37.517 35.qO,OnO 266.5P00 ,7560
75,16_ 35_U.000 26,6,5000 ,7560
INNE m 5HOCR POTNT TS NUM¢_EO 9
1 l_O,O00 3C, 0_0 ,'100 _1._,570 3@8,2050 ,756,0
. r. OOn 2019.000 2o0.0r130 ,7560
1*q,"_00 1916.6n0 22q.5220 .7560
1 _. _0_ 1802,2"0 16q,9_10 .75_0
I 2P.,qO_ 171 5,6'10 130.2_20 .756,0
" 2'_. PO0 1639.0n0 10_,2_90 .7560
: Z'7.3'8_ 1603,9T0 93,1 ¢_¢t{1 .7560 i
i . 2._, _90 35@ _J,OmO 266,5000 ,75606_.n91 359_3,000 266.5300 .,7560
I,NNER' ¢;HOC_¢ nOTNT _S NUMPEO 7






It 2' ETA I_ T P F'I
1/4O. 000 3G.560 1_. nOl'l 1917.120 2?/4.79/40 .7560
15. nOl:l 18_2.820 165.2750 .75602_. 0 716 1_ _0./4930 ,
2toO00 16 _90/4_0 10/4o3920 .7560
_ Ir ........................ 270_/4_ 16nq08_0 930/4020 0?560-
J[ Z?, _58 2],17,150 I q60313r'J ,7560
65.09q 2117.120 1_601690 .2560
INNEt_ SHOCK PO'I'NT ]5 NUHP.EI_ ?
lq O. OOO 33./490 .000 213/4.570 388.2050 .7560
........... *',tO0 021.3110 221.528 .
1_.. _00 19200370 226._ "/'70 .7560
15,P00 1806.66Q 1_702R30 ,7560_. 000 17 1202:_0 1 31.7_Q_ .7560
2c, _00 16q2.250 10502_20 .2560
27,706 1609.700 9/4.9200 .7560|-
I ................................. 2.'T.?16 ,11700,0 1/46.6030 .7,6_0...
65.212 2116.7R0 1 q7.5820 ,7560
INNEP _Hf)CK POTNT IS NUH#EP ?
|- 1/43o000 3(_.9_0 .300 213q,520 388.2050 ,7560
I. r._O0 2023,830 203.2130 ,7560
'" ................. lf_''_O0 1'1 1.5 '0 I _'._rqO0 .?560
1 20.00(I 1723,2_0 133,3370 ,7560
75 • not1 16_5.8 _0 1 06,/4 ?2r} .7560
2"o131 161q,5_0 96.qqO0 ,7560l-
I 2701/41 _116.8 0 lqTo2.TQ ,7560
6c,, 570 21150770 I _6,/4_60 .7560 .....
• ,NNE_ e-,HOCK POTNT IS NUHnEI? ?
| lqO.3QP_ qi30570 ._00 213q.5,0 3P8.2050 .75bO
i _0 POP, 2026.5zt0 295,OqqQ ,7560
1_0000 1929,0o0 2 3009_9_3 ,7560
," 150_00 1816.9q0 172.6770 07560
1 2P. 000 1727.6_0 1 _J5.ORSO .7560
7-r._O0 16q9 ?uO 1C706660 .7560
2". 15_ 161801_ 9706_5Q ,756Q
" I 2'.16q ?116.6 _'_ I_'.96'C ) .'56_Ji. t e.. 172 21 1 _..5'_0 1_/4 .q_50 .7560
; INNE_ ,l'lOC_ PO,N, I5 NUHREI_ ?
: lJ" 1/40o000 57.1q_ 0_00 213,.520 3'8.2050 .7560
!.
_. L_QO ?0_ 3.0"0 306.21_0 .7560
,! l.'l.nO0 1955.D90 2_6.6,10 .7560
_ [ It.nO0 18_9.810 1'907710 .7S60_00 mOO 15/4.220 I qs.6q_.'l 075
2_, _O0 1673.360 115.I_oo ,7560
=r 3n, _O0 1600,8_0 02,3_20 0?560
310_11 158 1,0_0 _708790 ,156031 781 21130810 lq3 2960 7560
'_ 7%Iq2 21r!3,1QO 127.2_q0 ,7560








Z FTA P T P F!
lqO•OOO 73.910 5._00 _O6q.q_O 320.7280 .7560
10, _O0 1987.4"0 2_8.5_70 .7560'_. O E' 892,7o0 12.DA60 •
......... 2n, 000 17RB.B_O 159o3qOr} t7560
2 _, '_OO 17_5.970 126.4730 7560$q. 000 632 21 P..2.0710 ,7560
" 3c._00 15(_0.0_0 83.059r_ ,7560
_I. _Oq 14 _8.2_,0 68.0320 ,7560
i ql, _96 14G9.9_0 64,7790 ,7560
.... _1°306 2107.2_0 1 33',2 "e50 ,7560
9_. 343 205C,OxO 82,9?3.0 ,7560
i INNLR SHOC_( _>0INT IS NUMBEP 1O14D•000 9_,670 ,mOP 21_4,570 3P8,2050 ,7560
_.000 2099.8._O 354,3630 ,7560
IO,POD 2027,1c;0 295,452r1 ,7560
i ............... 15,.000 239,4290 ,7560 _
1944.360
20, _OO 18_ 1._70 1R5,4_20 ,?560
2 _;, OLeO 17_8,9¢;0 1u3,4940 ,7560
_" _O._OP 1669.110 113.61_70 .7560
! 3r.._00 1547,0"eO 91,2750 ,7560
qn,OOO 15 ?_ •6'?0 75°_q00 •7560
q_,O00 1_53,650 61 ,sqo0 ,7560
! 5_, non 13q_.9"PO _.0.8570 ,7560
5n._O0 1319,6_ _1,6180 ,7560
b'.nOP_ 12_ /.8_,0 33.871_ ,7560
i (.n•nOD llO_.l_.O 77.4910 .7560
6_.o8& 11_ 3.2_;0 23,4350 .7560
6_.q96 20_9.3_0 73.06ND .7560
" 13". _9_ 1751,77q 14.23111 .7560
) INNEr_ <;HOCK POINT IS NUHnE_ 15
IwO,OOO 107.440 .mOO 213q,520 388.2"_50 ,7560
_,_00 21qi,510 395,0090 ,7560
] 10._00 2076.160 371.3110 .7560
'1_, _00 19o7.71D 27S,5_80 ,7._0
2 f'1, CIO0 190_ .e4_'O 218.0040 ,7560
25.m00 1796,9¢s0 1 62.q570 .7560
• _'_ • _00 1713.210 129,3_20 ,7560
3F ,?OO 1637,3R0 103,65_0 ,7 5f_O
i" _0, _C0 1564,6o0 83,9430 ,7560
.' 45,000 1_92,1_0 68,0370 ,7560
5_,_00 1421,1_0 56,1680 ,7560
T_ 5_,000 13_q,3_0 q6,3_60 ,7§60
6_. 000 1291,4_0 _8,0090 • 756..
• 6_.,DO0 1231,I_0 _I ,0020 ,7560
700P00 1173,3_0 75,1 _70 07560
t 7_, f_OP_ 1118,1_0 20,4 _00 ,7560
, eC, DO0 1063,q_0 16,5010 ,7560
(,_/,'_, 85.000 I010.2_0 13.3_00 •7560
' _'/ 9_, OOet 959,810 10.7P.70 ,7560







" I FLOd FIELD (CONTINUED) ....
+_ Z ETA _' T P Ir1
lqo,o00 107,qqO 1 Or'J,00_ 85q.6c;0 6,7080 ,7560
._+ J_ IOc,OOO 806,890 $,3_09 ,7560
11(!.000 760.6q0 q._ lOeJ ,7560
......................... !IS,nO0 716,210 3.q._qO ,7S60.
I" 12n. O00 676,1C)0 207?60 07560| 12'_. _0_ 636.160 2.1390 ,7560
: 130,000 599.7q0 1,6900 .7S60
2820085 565,950 1,31t011 ,7560it .o,,o .,,o
299, "f66 637,070 ',OPlO ,7560
|_NER SHOCK POTNT IS NUHB[_ 28
IqO, O00 '-06oqqO ,_00 213q,5?0 38.],2P50 ,7560'_0 0 ?l_q,llO e705_9
1_,_00 ?08n,qlO 335,qq_O ,7S60
15,900 2001,090 277,8180 ,7560................................ 20e QO0 19_8,37 20,022 07S60_
2c0 _O0 1800,910 1 6_0S020 07560
30, _00 1716.1q0 1 30,t;3qO ,7S6Qf-
| 3To,On 163908_0 10q._17_ 07560 --Jl,+ 40,000 156 7.0q_3 8q,ct 700 0+560
_ _., PO0 lqgq,S_lJ 69,0.'490 07560 .....
_" _ Sn, 00_ Iq23._JqO _6,6720 ,7S60.
1- 55. _OG 1356.Se10 46.65q0 .7S60
6_, _00 1293,q_0 380265_ ,7560
6'_, qOn 1233,090 31,2_e.O ,7560 +T+
. | 7n.ooo 1175,1s0 25,3c_80 .7560
7_,edo_ ilSO,oqo 2005o50 ,7560
8P.,O0 1065.300 16.658_ .7560
|" 8_5-_00 1012.1_0 13._120 ,7560
90, _00 961,6a0 |0.79_0 ,7560
9q. _D(_ 909.6q() 8.59q0 ,7S60
+ lO_,_O0 8S6.tloo 6.7600 07560
,. IOC,o00 8['18,760 5,q230 ,7560
11.'1o000 76_05_0 qo3q3_ ,,7560
,- 115.000 770.0_0 3._890 ,7560
L 12rl,_O0 677,9A_ 2,7550 ,7560125,_00 637,8_0 2,1610 07560
130. _,0_ 6010370 107_6_ 07560
r 1035q0 075_013'_. oon 567.7P0
,*.. I _0. _Dn 5 32.070 100q10 07560
1_, 3o0 18f].O_O • .,'JO021 _.S?O 388,St_St_ ,7S60 ............
S. ']Ol_ 2290.1r)0 565,3P00 ,7S601% _ Cl qq2.940 811.0f, lO 0?5
I_0_00 2286,800 S_3,2_00 ,7S60
_0 PO0 2125,6110 379.q860 ,7S60
_ 2'_, '1or) 1996.3 _0 27q .J?6rl ,7S60
_; 3'_. _00 16 q_.slqo 206.q 3_0 ,7560
_- 3r..• 'lOCI 1769.510 1 _1,209r_ .7S60
+++Jr _t_._O0 167907_0 11605q90 .?S6O






I FLOW FIELU ICONTIhUED!
Z EIe r_ I' P rl
14_.0_C lqG,O00 5_o PDD 157_o360 "_5,_250 ,7560
5r.,DO0 IW5W.bOD 61.9760 .7S606q. 000 13_ _.7"_0 ";O•?P20 .7560
O_.O00 1319.5_0 41.5__30 .7S60
?'."Of) 12E 8,3f10 _3,8"_OO .7r.,6075, _.OO 12q0,1o0 77,7190 07SCO
80.mOO 1lk $.Sr',O 22,7_90 .TSf_O
... St, n.OO 1OQ2,0mO 18,5560 ,7560
i 9 _. ('On. lO 3_' .q?O 15.020C ,756095.000 9B8,6o0 12;1020 .7S60
l _. "00 9_C.690 9.7480 .7S60
_ 10_, 000 8q7,2_0 7°7U90 ,TS6O]I_,POO 79 810 6,2780 7S60
115,_00 79N,5_0 5.0970 .7S60
7 120.'1D[I 7S 1,2f.O _,114D ,7S60
+. l?r,._.O0 710.3_0 3,2o6r_ ,7560
" 1 3r_._O_ 669._0 2.bPlO .?Sf_O
l 3'_. PO0 632,7Q0 ?.0o10 ,75_0
1'_. [:00 599._60 1.6o2rl .7S60
lb f). 00_ .000 ._OO 21_8.B_0 3A5 .LlOSO .7560
='. _0_ l?_ 1.3_0 2_1.7r_6_ .7560
lr.oOO 1819.7_0 17_,71_0 °7560
1 _, _.OP 1720.070 1"_2.11bO ,7560
_0. POn 1679.5=;0 101,1q70 °7S60
• ? r', tqO{_ 15_0.2/'.0 q_,1170 ,7560
i _. _00 )_77.I_0 e,5.963q .1'560
31. ettB 1_._ _,7?0 f_l ,2.630 ,7560
31._9_ 3_27.5QD 2{!5.5000 .75_,0
, 7_. 167 3_77.5_0 2r_5.5_.00 .7560
INN[ n e_HOCw POINT IS NtJMnE_
]bO.OO_ 3k.9_0 ._OO ?I'_8 .SvO 3_,5,308_ .7560
" _'._00 1960.670 2._4,212_ ,75f_0
{ 1?, mop, 1839,7_0 1P_.1780 .7560
lr,_OO 17ql,9vO I 39.9_kQ ,75_0
2_,"OC 165_,,600 IP7,IF90 ,7560
_1.71_ 1673.370 e9.S,ZO ,7S60
2_.72_ 3W27.5_0 2PS,SnOO ,75_0
6s._r3q 3q77.5_0 2_5.5000 °7560
I,%i_{"_ SHOCK POINT TS NUMRF.e I_
IbO.OOC 35 .WeO ._00 21 _..8_0 365.;3n80 .?Sf, O
c, "10P 19_ I._70 2 _t .5f, 60 .?560
_ I _, r_O0 18_L;.3_0 l_q.q"80 ,7S60
l _,. POP, 17_2.6n_ ] _0.2_}90 ,7560
?'_. '_00 lb._ I ,300 lnT,q090 .7560
.. 21,?_, 16?_,I_P '_9,7_$0 .?S_O
:' 1. "_lU 7301.1',0 l?5.Ze30 • 75f, O
" (,r°"_91 ?OPC .970 1 ?b .It'll) , ?5e, O
l',IN['o_HI_CW POINT ]._ NUMB[O
- ]b_,O0_ _'_ ,9 lO ,_O0 ?IQ_.P_O 3 e..T,,OO60 ,TS&O
- =,?On 1@60 ,q_'O 2m1.eg|2f) ,TS&O
l
All9
"lQ_Ftd OCzd A ,t"7o
i l r.0,, -....
• 7 [T_ _ T P It1
.,_ 160.900 39o910 10. nO0 18q5.77_1 l 86o9qSP ,75151]
i I r._OO 17q8,510 1 e2 .";'_00 ,7560
• ?n. 000 1657.920 I r'9.765rJ .75_0 i
................... 71._8q 1630.170 101.3350 .7._60
_" 21._9q 20r11.210 125,773n .?S60 :
_. 66._77 1998.7_.0 174,.0910 .7560 ,-|
: 1_q[? _.HOCK r)OTNT IS NUHB(P f,
160.000 qa** 8 TO .00_ 21 08.890 365.Q_8_ .7560
I _.000 1972.8Q0 262.0?10 ,7560 ""
6 1'_. _00 18_7._70 1 9_)'.I _3[1 .7560
__
15. _00 175 5.S_IC 1qq.9720 .7560
;'_._OO 1666,C_0 112.6970 .7560 *21,:hIS 75,17 0 , 72rl . .....
21, ct2_ 20(_ 1,260 126,36_*0 ,7560
67. 335 J996.210 1 ?l.7'r)9D .7560 _.......................... ]'NN[_ SHOCK POTNT TS NI,*HB[Q 6
160. OOC (,0.6qO .P.O0 _108.890 365.0"80 ,7560
r.. 000 1998,3_0 2780q260 .75_40
| 1_.000 18790070 20206690 07560
I r._O0 17*7.710 1S9oS_S_l .7560
ZO. ODO 1698.210 121*.2590 ,7560
' " _ 1 " 2F- _'00 161'*.6°0 07.2180 .7S60
1 2r.. 725 16_3,_90 Q**,2730 .?S60
;'5. 735 1998._0 1 23.**1_30 .7560
]- 7_.681 1978.8'_0 105.9580 .75_9
]N_l['e SHOCI( P(_]'NT TS NUNB[._ ?
160, 30_ 76.5,"0 ._O_ _108,8o0 365.0080 .75(_0
r._O0 70 3(3,270 298,9190 ,7560Ir-
1_. t'.O? 1926,2_0 Z72.1770 .TSekO• 1". _00 1828.U10 1 78.7860 .7S60
_._00 1738.8_G 138.8'_70 .7560
]" Z_,_O_ 16S2.0_0 107.6o70 .7S,03_. _00 1575.200 86.7590 ,?560 - -_
...... 3_,, ._39 15_8.9_0 72,1P.50 .7560
,- 3_.5_,9 1992.7_0 118.7_60 .7S60
1. 9_. q91 191 3.9"0 7i),1 _20 .TS6Q
INNEr_ SH_CK POTN T TS NU)_RER
16u _00 92. 360 ,_00 21Pc.P.90 3e5._8_ ,7560 .:I"
1
,PoCO_ 19_601n0 270o5O7_ 07S60
1_, P.O_ 1876,6_0 201,q790 ,7560
Z_,_OO 179907r?O 1¢0o5390 075602c. r_ 0 0Z.2"*0 75,713 .7560 "'
3"'. '_Of_ 161 8.8_00 _8.2730 07S60
_ 3_, 000 15_, _.6c0 78.5*,30 ,7360
:: | _,_._on 1_,71.6e0 (&q,9S20 .?S60
'_ er.." _0 lqnS.l'eO '_3.978D .7_60 ";
_:_. OG_ 13_ 3.1"0 _***.8120 .7560








Z ETA r> T P F1 ._
160.00_ 9Z.3_0 59.410 19_4.6_0 77.2n70 .7560
i 140.510 1,313.6o0 13.4210 .7560 ........INNE n SHOCF POINT IS NUM_,E_ 1]
............. 16:3.000 lOb.2OO .nOD 21{')8.890 365.0080 .7560 +
_. L"lO0 21"0.4_0 387.215D .7560I'?.DO0 2054.9_0 314.8190 .,7560 ......
IS. _00 1955.3P0 250.97_90 .7560 !
20. OC'O 18Q8.540 1 B8,196O .7560 +
2' .'_00 1757.9"_0 145.6290 .7560
........ 30. COn 1670.7"_() 114.4_50 .7560
3_._00 1590.170 90.7760 .7560 !
" 40.000 1515.140 73.2570 .7560 +45.000 1444.550 60.1780 .7560 ]
SO.ODD 1378.8_-0 49,7620 .7560
55. POD 1319.1_ 41.5290 .7560 iF ................ bO. I]OO 1263.8_0 34.6610 .7560
,e
6r'.nOD 1211.4"0 28.9f12D .7560 "!
70. OOD I161.010 24,0550 ,7560
?c. O00 1112.4_0 19.9880 .7560
1 8_. OOO 1065.0';0 16.6140 .7560
&5. r,O0 I018.5_0 13.7610 .75o0 i
i" .......... 9_. nO0 972.3?0 ll.2qBO .7560+
9S._DO 927.040 9.2400 .7560
100, COO 883.300 7.5900 .7560
ICC.,,On 8qG.lr-O 6.2.640 .7560
| ]1_.000 7'_7.9_0 5.1730 .7560
ll_.OOO 757.010 4.2780 .7560
_ IZO. nO0 717.910 3.4_90 .75&0
_" 125.r0 r] 6B0.7_0 2.7030 07560
+
I3_.I_DO 645.6QD 2.2&DO 07560
13c,.000 614.1_0 1.8Slq .7560
-- 290. e69 75 1.4aO .O_O0 .7560
?I_.78m 42 .2r)o .001_ .7560
"+ ............ TNNE r) SHOCK POINT IS NUMRER 2_
160.000 I09.200 .OOO ?IO8.8qO 365.3080 .7560
c._O0 21XW.6PO 391,4_30 .7560
_ lO._Ot_ 2059.560 317.7_.40 .7560 " --
1R. DO0 1960.870 254.4_60 .7560
" 2_. "OO 1852.4_D 1oO.O_8O .7560
. .... 25. OD._ 1761.8n0 147.4_00 .7560
30. mF;O 167_,.370 1 15.7470 .7560
3_. DOn 15_3.710 _I.5_20 ,7560 ..........q_. nO_ 1517.970 73.7_40 .7560
4_.000 14_7.0_0 60.5730 .7560
50. mOO 1381.3_0 50.I_80 .'P560
I 55. OOO 1321.3_0 q1.83_0 .7560
_Sn. r':O{+]1_65.830 X4oBgBD .75LKO
5r.nOO 1213.3_0 7.9.0930 07560 ........I





I ............. fLOW-FiELD ICONT INUED)Z ETA P T P Irl
:63o 000 109o200 83.P00 lO6b.SnO lb.7q3g .7560
_Co r100 1070.3qf] 13.8 f_9(I .75A0 ....9q. _OD 97q.lqO 11.3_90 .7560
................. 9r'.flOO 978.81U 9.3100 ,7560
IOD. O0,q 8_15.110 7.6q60 .7560
10=_.300 84 1.900 6.3180 .7560 ....11P.n00 7o9.7q0 5.2700 .7560
]l=,q00 758.8nU q.278q .7560
12_°_C0 719.Ev0 3.q@|O .7560
I _'_. _C ' 682.3_0 2.8190 .7560
130.POO 647.160 2.Z_OO .7560
i 135.pOP 615.7_a 1.871(I .7560149.F,00 5R5.730 1.5_30 .7560
IbO. O0_ I_D.OPO .000 710P.800 355.0080 .7560
T r. POO 23q8.970 612.4_20 .7560
..... lO.Con 2469.1%0 788.4540 .7500
I_.000 2q t39.3=_0 698.5390 .7560
2P. qo0 7225.410 485.589,q .7560
i 25. POD 2012.940 2 n8.Oi¢O0 .7560
. 30. ?OC 1862.010 lgq.2_4O .756D
ry;,, 35.n00 1759.570 I_6.5K00 .7560
..... _' 4C_.qOr] 16&z.gqo 111.77011 7560
/_-_ /,,,. 4=.nO0 ]576.6o0 87.2740 .7560
,'__,'_0)_, St'._Orl 1W98.1o0 69,9 75ri .7560
'¢,74/;/ 55. r10q 1¢I2().OlII _7.1690 .7560
i hn. r,00 13¢,9.7_,0 _7.D_50 .7560
65._0_ 12Q9.i_0 38.9090 .7560
??°OOO 1245-7m0 v2.5780 ,7560
7_.DOD ]lqq.3qO _7.1860 .7560
_". _OO 1145.110 22.7q03 .7560
85 •rlO0 10q7.570 18.916D .7560
9"_._00 1051.360 15.7080 .75&0
i 9_. DO0 1006.2X0 I_.07.00 .7560
tOO.nOD 960.3qCi tO.Tq]_ .75rC
lor._o0 91R.I(}0 8.8710 .7560
: ll_.nOq 8t'6.950 7.3_3_ .7560
. ll_.PO0 8_5.3q0 b.lqSO .7560
12_._0_ 79_.6¢0 5.0740 .7560
_ 12C.POO 754,3_0 4.1620 .75, 3
i 13n._00 717.510 3.4?3') 756C
1 3S.POrl b82.C20 2.80_0 .7560
_, lq_.O00 6q9.280 2.3050 .7560
180._3_ .DO0 ,no0 207q.880 3_0.9&qO .7560
'_ '.C00 1900.070 220.ba50 .7560
'10. _OO 1773.5q0 15q.qS80 .7560
Ir .nC'1 IbbT.3_O 11).5100 .75_02_'._OO 1574 470 _6.7"_60 6
2 r-.?On 1q88.9_t3 68.0730 .7550





....... .....i!• I ..............
I ......... .........
FLOW FIELD ICONTINUED!
=' Z ET_ n T P rl ........... :
180,000 ,DO0 75.162 Z2 R 2,5."t0 159,3000 ,7560
I INNE r` SHOCK POINT IS NUMRE¢_ 7180.000 39 o8 r,D .{_00 207q.8'!D 3 30.9_q0 .7560
................... 5.OOD 1937,370 2 19.q500 .7560
i IP, riO0 1808,6=;0 170 090 ,756015.000 16o8.500 I?q.O?O0 .7560 ..............•
16.252 1675.600 1 16.3090 .7560
16. 262 3282.5n0 1F9,0000 .7560
= [ ""
(,6•n6'5 ?292.500 159.0000 .7560
._ INNE_ SHOCK POINT TS NUMBEr# 5
180.000 ¢,0.350 .000 2O7q.Br_D 3 30.9640 .7560
_ 5. r100 19_P.070 239,9170 .7560 .......1_ 00_I 809 570 I71.2200 7560
15.000 1699.280 124,35q0 .7560
15.25F 1676.3_0 116,56_0 ,7560
i 16.265 1906.2q0 107.9780 .7560
C6. 168 190W,3QO 107,10q0 ,7560
INNEr_ <;HOCK POINT IS NUMBER _.
_ 180,000 q3.93L} .DON 207_,8_0 330.96q0 .7560
_l. _,_00 19_ 3.3¢,0 2q3,q230 .7560
1 "_, NOO 1816,1q0 1 7q,_080 ,7560
_' 1 _. r_O0 1705,1_L} 126,3010 .7560
1_. TI_ 16Pl.3_0 1 18.2620 .7560
16. T2q 19_6.270 108.2250 .7560
67.n6_ 19n2.910 105,8180 .7560
!- IN_IE_ SHOCK POINT IS NUMqE o ¢_18_,OOD q[., O20 ,Pon POIq,8NO 3 3U • 9 f..qO ,7560
q. ("o.rlgq9.8KO 247.7t, 90 .7560
- IP. rloo 132q. 3=_0 I78. I__6P, .7560; I r-', POD 1712.3_0 1 28,8n00 ,75f..O
16.45o 16P6,240 1 19.973P_ .7560
- I_. _(.o 19qb.3gO I n8.SlOO .75606_.qqP 19n 1.2'_0 I t'lq, 3P80 ,7560
INNER SHOC_ POINT IS NUMBER 5
18 3, DOP. 52.110 ,OOO 207q,8nO 370.96q0 .7560
1 ¢. _I00 1956.870 252.q200 .7560
_ 1_. f_O0 1333.2_0 1 _2.2g10 .7560
15.hOP 172d.2,0 13:,,4_..40 .7560
," 1_.69a 169J.2qo I71.2,1_ .7560] 1',.70', 10 .8020 .7560
70.255 l@q9.2o_] I,r12,668q .7569
INNER SHOCK POINT IS NUMPER 5
F 180,000 66. _')0 ,NO_ 207q.8QO 3 3L].9_WO ,7560
,,w, r,. POD 1985.020 271.1530 ,7560
: I_. hop 1869.q60 I09.10q0 .7560
I 1_. _Ot3 1758.5a0 l¢,7._,8¢,0 .7560;P.r_Olq 666 q_ 113.2r120 .7560
_.721 1662.5_0 1 ll.RqSO ,7560
l P_1.?l I 19qq.3&O 107.0780 .756089,752 1872.310 85,8_50 .7560
INNEO SHOCK POINT IS NUMqE r_
180,030 8C.q70 •_,0_,?OVq.8_3 3 _0.96qC} .7560! ,
_., | A123
1980019914-182
............FLow FIELD (CONTINUED)ETA R T P r!
180.OUO 8C.470 5.COO ."01_•360 293.3_6D .7560
lq.ooo 1917.900 226.5110 .756Dl_.OOO 1812.050 172.4_q0 .7560 •
20. _O0 1709°2B0 I 7.7.7390 .7560
2_. OOO 15_3.4n0 96.5950 .7560 !
_" 27. "B5 1576.6&0 97.255f1 .756D
| 2"r.795 1901.II0 I04.229D .7550 ............
IO2.?Sa 17_ 3.500 _5.9,00 .7550
! INNE r> _HOCK POTNT IS NUN_E n 7180, O_.q 9q,550 ,OOO 2074,8r]0 330,964'0 ,7560
r;._O0 20_ 5.7o0 318.3010 ,7560
I iO, OOn. 1980,8_.0 268.c3 &40 .7560
; ] l .,oo ia7 .7,o 2.7 6o .7s6o ..........
2n.o00 17(_8.I00 /I 52.0010 .75_0
"_ mOO 1575.400-" I16.2_1D .7560& ° ,.
i 3.n.000 15_9._0 90.33_0 .7560
35. nO0 150_.630 70.9&50 .7560
4_, C._O _._3 ,I IO 58.3020 ,7560
i , We.R_" 1368.770 48.4210 .7560 ;
._ 4_. 17.X 1319.5B0 q1.5@30 .7550
4Q.18] 1867.4_0 78.03fld .7550
i - 152."5_ 1471.290 10.7570 .7560
.I ......._r_ SHOCK POVN7 15 NUMBEO 11
IBO. OOO I0_ .8(_0 .nod 2074.8.nD 330.964fI .7560
r..qO.q Z0O5,470 3q5,568_ ,7560
} I'_•C'OO 2050.970 315.0750 .7560
I_._D n 1956.(>x0 2 [.2.165(I .7560
2_. nOFl l_5.1_0 l"8.Ol_O .7560
] 25, qoO 17 _2.I'>0 I _5,4&I{I ,7550
! 3R.mO0 1646.3_0 I06.394D .7550
L': ":_; 3_.pOq 15_0.3&0 _3.4760 .7560
i 'b"_ 40. r'O0 1479.3_0 65.3&90 .7560
• _. "-_
I ._,_ ._. 45.."F]D 1407.3"_0 _4.0630 .7560
_ _ 5'_.r_oC 13_5,010 q4°9630 ,7560 "
55.P00 1289.3_0 XT.TngO .7560
i (_. nOD 123A.4qO ._I.761D .7560
6_. O0_ li00.790 26.8_X30 .7560
7_. r'[]O II _5.270 22.6740 .7560
7_. _Of) 1101.500 19,I _30 .7560
I _n. _OO 1059.510 15.2530 .7560
8r •_0_. I016.7q0 13,7_.70 .7560
. (;_.r_OO 978.1_D II.570D .7560
i 95.000 93B,3o0 9,6P90 ,7560
l_n. _00 900,290 8,144D .7560
IOr',OOO 861,0_0 5,8790 ,7560
_" II0°"0._ 872,0_0 5.78bri .7560
11 _,, O.O0 7a4.3_0 4.8_90 .7560
1C"."OO 7u8.110 4.3430 .7560




FLCW FZ_'LO |CONTINU_'DI ....
Z ETA P T P r]
180.000 108.8_0 290, _50 651.5m0 2°3380 ",7560 ......
I 29_, _bO 762,q_.0 *0°60 ",756033_,. 705 q15.8_0 .O,rl[O .7560
..................... INNER SHOCK POINT IS NUMBE_ 28
180. OOr 109,8q0 .nOD 7074.800 330.96q0 ",7560r,, 000 2 9 7.rio q8 120 ,7560 ........
1_,, O0 2056,090 318,5300 ,7560
_ 1_,000 1963.070 2_6.q 37rl ",7560
_ 2D,, qOP 18_0.870 l q0,,bA30 ",7560
" -- ....... 2'_,,_00 1737.280 137.6610 ",7560
3_,,DO0 1650,,510 107,,8100 ,7560
" 3fi,_00 156 u.,,3'_0 84,4000 ,7560q _, lq 8 2,,6_0 66,,9qq ",7560
45,000 1410,,110 fiq,,4630 .', 560
" 5_. r'O0 13q 7,,7q0 _5.3620 -7560.................. 5,000 29 1 7_0 8,0120 , 60 ....
6P,nO0 ]2q0,570 TI ,,9700 ",7560
65.P00 llg2,7uO 27,0160 ,7560
7_, OOO 11q7,,170 .........22.823,O ,7560
77,, OCO 1103,360 19,3030 .7560
_n. DO0 1061,300 16,,3770 ",7560 ..........
"- ............. F._,_00 1020,,q_0 13,8600 ,7560
9 _._00 979,9F0 11.6590 ",7560 .
9_,_00 9qO,0eO 9",7600 ",7560
•- xOn. O00 902.060 8,,2_I0 ,7560 .........
] 6",9360 ",7560Ior, 00('I 862.810
1 10._00 823,,8A0 5.836q ",7560 '-
11_.'_00 7_6,110 _.8o00 .7560
j IJ.q.qOO 749,810 q.OT_ .7560
_, 12_. OOE_ 715,2_0 3,3_q0 ,7_60
139.'_0P 6q2.7o0 2.8110 .7560
i 135.000 653,,IP0 2,3¢,I0 ,7560
_, lqq._O0 62_._R0 1.9_10 ",7560
180,00_ .I8_ 00 m_ ,O0_ 207q,8_0 3 _0,,96q0 ,7_60
, 5.nO0 2215.2o0 q71.2500 ",7560
t 1_, _Ot'l 227 3,q_0 542.5_20 ,75_0
_" 1 _. n_O 72_ 9,810 518,8_50 .7560
2_._00 7211.7o0 q66,,9670 ,7560
F 2r_._00 20_, 3.7_0 337.313_1 ",7560
..... 3n, DO0 1971.8o0 2">8,,_ 690 ",7560
3r,nO0 1778,670 157.22_0 ,7560
t qm, 000 1667.570 I 13,5o30 ",7560k r. nOrI 1572,950 R6.3760 ",7560
5n,_00 1_P3.6qO 67.0_90 .7560
55, "I00 1_06,6v0 53,9_70 ,,7_60
I bn, 300 |3_1,9_0 _4q,5_20 ,75606n. mOO 12qq,770 _7,1319 ",7560
8_n,,_Oq 1139,0_0 22.1590 ",7560




] 9800] 9914-] 84
............... ....
FLOW FIELD ICONTINUED}
Z ETA r_ T P F"I
180,000 I@C,OCO llO,OOO 896.870 8.I{_00 ,7560
llr.po0 860.5_0 6.8610 ,7560 .120, CO0 877..570 5.7900 ,7560
........................... 1,--. 000 786.370 4.8900 .7560
_. 13n. OOR 751.3Q0 q.IP80 .7560 -
1 35._00 718.330 3.4410 ,7560
A lqO,RO0 6_7.7n0 2,8c_I0 .7560
700.000 .000 .no0 mOO 7.7fi0 28b.ZRO0 .7560
i r._O0 18o3.4'00 212,3_B_ .7560
......... l?.oOf_ 1732.170 135.b_70 .7560
15. _O.q 1623.7°0 09.5620 .7560
2P. 900 1528.079 76.2n70 .7560
20.651 1515.960 73.58_0 .7560 ...........
2". 661 31 q O.O,mO 175.0000 .7560
7F. 162 31qO,OnO I Ps.0rlo_ ./'560
Z, NE HOCKPOINTxs NuM. C
........... ?00. OdO ..... q-_. S TO .OOf9 207 7.7C0 286.Z000 • 7560
_.OOO 1926.800 278.8_70 .7560
In.'nO0 17 _8.2_z0 162.3250 ,7560
I',891 1762,370 199,9820 ,7560
I_.O01 31_0,000 125,0000 .7560 ;
6', 75_ ]lqO,O00 125,I)000 ,7560
ZNN[O SHOCK POTNT IS NUMr_E_
PO0, O0 n q5,070 .mOO 2007.700 2_@,ZO00 ,7560
".noc 19_7.3mJ 2P9.244r_ .7560
i I0. 000 178g.5-_0 162.9170 .7560
lq, ODD 1763,3&0 150,4790 .7560
lq. Clfl 1877.qAO 03,6.000 .7560
b P._IQ 18_3.9_,0 9|.9_90 .7560 .......... i
INNE_ SHOCK mOTNT IS NUM_EP
200,000 51,990 ,non 2007.700 2_6,2{I00 ,7560
r,.000 1934,2m0 234,IX20 .7560
i I'_._00 1806.6_0 I 71.0F60 .7560
: II.99q 1775.9"_0 I c;6,4500 .7560
11.105 1827.650 93.9 _Isrl .7560
: 6°. 95_ 1820.830 Od.OOSO ,7S60
! INNEO SHOCK POTNT IS NUMBE_ q
?O0. OOO 5_.qlO .nOfI 2007.700 2_6,2000 ,7560
i r. O00 1992.5P0 2_G.OIOO .7560
! lO. nOo 1827.q_0 1 _0,9520 .7560
11.477 178 7.6'_0 162.0380 ,7560
i II.q87 1877.8..'70 94,2130 ,75607u,no_ 1809._0 _q.q&90 ,7560
INNEP SHOCK POTNT IS NUMBEP Q
200.00_ 65. _30 .nOD 2007.7n0 2@5,2o00 .7560 l
5.000 1951.6"0 2_6,4 ?]O ,7560 .:Ir_.no0 8r0.610 101,9380 ,7560
l?,nbQ 1797.390 166.6180 ,7560
12."7_ 1828,070 o4,5160 .7560
l 7o. 78_ 1794.560 77.5790 .7560
Ih','Er?SHOCK POINT IS NIjMrqEv 4




:i .............................!iFLoW FIELD |CONTINUED)Z ETA P. T P rl2Or]. OO0 80.010 S.COD 1973.3#3 261.868_q .7560
101.285 17 l 5.q ,"_ 52.21|_ .7560 ........
INNER SHOCK POINT IS NUMBER ._
:00.000 9_.690 .000 2007.7rJ0 286.2_00 .7560 _
[ c. O00 19Q7.5_0 279.0160 .7560 _1.......... _]O. OO 05q.6AO qB.6750 . !
I c._OO 1870,800 201._g7D .7560 ]
," 7.O.O00 17,8.7Q0 lq3.qB5_ .7560 "_
I.
30.000 1561.270 83.3360 .7560 t
30.q79 1553.310 ql.6180 .7560
" 3_, q89 18r]9.960 81.7260 .7560 i152.269 lq 1_.2t;_ 11,37EO .7560
INNER SHOCK POINT IS NUMBE r> 8
t 200.000 109,380 ,nOD ?OC7,7PO 2B6,2r100 ,75605.000 207. 3,1_0 97,1 90 ,7560
In, nOD 2000,670 281,26q0 ,7560
- .................. 1'5. _00 19q8.[50 2 _q. 103,'C] .7560 .....ZP. r)OO 1851.1_0 192.0860 .7560
2". nO0 1725.370 1_3,1160 ,7560
:it- i
5_,000 12_ 5.7¢;0 34.8500 .7560
6"_,nO0 1216,7o0 79.w320 ,7560 I-.
I 65.r)00 1171.510 ,5.0000 .7560 J:7_. OOD. 1126.8_0 21.2q70 .7560
7_,000 1088,610 18,2760 ,7560 .;_
8 r'. r,on Z0'_.530 zs.67_n .7560 !;
85.000 1013,7_0 13,q670 07560 i
_', _OO 978,0q0 11,5.z;00 ,7560 I_-
9r,DOD 9_2.990 9,8750 ,7560 ....[.
'" l I:0. nor1 9,"17.8,O 8,3980 ,7560 t"L ........ ICC.OOD 87_,5_0 7,2380 ,756Q 1_
1 lq,r_OO 8x7,150 6,1961"J ,7560 t.
!1¢.000 802.8_0 5.2.900 .7560 _|-
]_ I20,PO0 769,7&'. q.sPSO .7560
125,OOO 737,9_0 3,8?20 07560 _1'"
I" __. _6'_. _09 680,010 2.7650 ,7560& ?t_o. _19 835,3_W0 .311_ ,7560
: X5X,P_32 q gB.q60 ,ODIO ,7560
I INNEr_ _HOC, POTN" IS NUMBE_ 2_ I




! -FLO,2 FIELD ICoNTINUED)7 ETA P T P r] .-L
733.00_ llO.SaO S. nof_ 2024.8_0 2o8.37q0 .7560
l I_. nOD 200_.970 2@3.5_60 .75_0 .....I ._OP 1952,3r1 _7.aqlO .7560
_m. mO_ 1858.360 Io5.5370 ,7560
2r.f'O(1 ]730.6nD ! _4.8q7D .75603n. OOD 163q.7_0 I R3.3070 .7560 ..........3_. nO0 15.5.qo0 79.9120 ,7560
4,n,,_0_ 1463.2_0 &3.q470 .756G .....
....
4_.RO_ 1335.9P0 50.6990 .7560
5P. nO0 1323.0q0 q,2'. 0t360 .7560
55. r,uO 1268.320 _5.1610 .7560
_ O0. _00 12 19.0"_0 29,6_30 ,7560
- 6 _, .mOO 1173,5&0 P5,1 _20 ,7560
: 7_. 000 I130.7Q0 21.qq30 ,7560
-- 7 _'. qOP 1090.52C 18.3720 .7560
_ n. oo.n. 1052.3_0 15.7930 .7560
" 8F.qO0 1015.5{10 13.5F,50 ,7560
.+ 93.000 979.760 11.63_0 .7560 ...........
9F._O_ 9_4.6q0 9,9q60 ,7560
. lOO,_O n 90.0.5_0 8.q._qo °7560
10q. PO_ 87q,310 7,295'} ,7560
llq, POO 8_8,910 6,2_70 .7560
IIK._O_ 8r_4.5_0 5.3330 .7560 _
12m,'_O0 771,490 q.5@20 .7560
.. ]2c._OP 7"_9.570 3.8_30 .756D
i 13CI._00 7r19.67o 3.2690 .7560 .._j
" l _q,nO_ 6RI.SPO 2.7o10 ,7560
14_.nO_ 6q4.2_0 2.377(I ,7560
"+ _OO.OOD I8(,.000 ,non 2aN7,Tqo 2_b.2'lOO .7560 .......
5. ROll 7049.3m0 3]6.37b0 .7560
l". POD 2046.7c0 3]4.8340 ,7560
- 15. qO0 20._8.8_0 3R8.8_00 .7560
2_'.mOP 2043.360 312.8350 .7560
+ 2r.nO0 2033.q_,O 305.3100 ,7560
3"_.nO0 19_;7.qqO 251.3070 .7560
3_ .'_00 1827.7_0 I 80.7_,10 .75604_, POD 165__._00 121,065_I ,7560
_r,900 ]577.760 _6.7050 .7560
5n. OOO lq q 8.3."0 67,651rt ,7560>r,. R 140W.6_ 53 7 w0 .75@
On.mOO 13?q.q'O q3.5_90 ,756D
l 6'_o_O0 127q.RqO 35.9_20 ,7560 _7 _.'_On 1272.8"0 +0.0520 ,756D
7'_.p_O 1175,810 ?5.3_50 ,7560
_r.poo ll-X2.0XO 71.5_50 ,7560 -
I h_. _00 IOOl.31O 18.q_qO .75609_._0 n I0q2._70 15.87.80 .7560
9_.pO0 ]Olb.910 13.5_80 ,7560







Z ETA o T P It1
POQ.O00 18C.00_ 110._00 911.070 8.5190 .7560
I 115,[')00 876.70,] 7.3720 ,7560 ...........12,q. _00 8q2.270 6.3q20 .7_60
.................... 12_. OOO 808.710 5.q370 .7560 _ ._
i I 30.no_ 776.qP0 _.6560 .75601_5.P0_ 7q, 5o690 3.9_10 .,7560 ...........1 qf']. flOO 716.qqO 3.3q50 .75&0
i .....
CALCULATIO_ TI_.[" _3.000_0 SECONDS
.., ..............










j .......... FLOW FIf LDZ R T P FI
200.0_0 .000 "z5c5.0 173.6t_C_? .756q
,_ PO.OOO .0 116.3P, 00 .7560
........ 40.000 291q.0 lr_2.20C_ .7_:6_
- (O.qO0 "_Tt'_.O *l.5_OP .7560
i 8C._00 _338.0 _4.2700 .7560
* ICO._O0 22_I.0 75.3R0_ .7560
: 120.,q00 21q2.0 18.6700 .7560 ..........
140.n00 ?171.0 13.4200 .7F60
, I_CI.000 7070.0 9.6_4{_ .756D
lEO.tO0 2013.0 6.734C .7560
i 200.300 1958.0 q.744r .7560 _
_20.rO0 18q7.0 ._. 322r .7560
240.000 1835.0 2.3020 .7560
2#_0. PO0 1771.0 1.628_ .7560
2_0. _,00 1716.0 1.277n .756f}
300._00 lo56.0 .895_ .7560
320.000 1600.0 .6647 .7F60
3_0._00 1542.0 .409( .7560
3&LC1._00 14a8.0 ._Z4 .7_60
3_0.900 1_5.0 .205_ .7560
400,000 1387.0 .232_ .7560
235.000 ._OO _330.0 o0.1400 .7_60
20._00 3_341.0 79,0_0C .756q
qO._OD _778.0 _1.9_00 .7560
• 6n._OO 7613.0 _l.l&Oe ,7564
80._00 24.17 0 _1.4CC _, .7¢;60
IC3.?OO ?l_q._] "_l.l_OO .7560
1211.900 70_I.0 ]6.DIGtn .7560
140._00 20'14.0 12.17_ .7560
IbO._O0 19_0.0 9.OqC_ .7560
160.r_O0 1915.0 6.77_r_ .7¢6rl _
2CO.COO 18_6.G 4.475n .7_60
' ,.,.."'0.'700 1819.0 3.5_70 ,7560
240.r00 17e,3.0 2.5680 .7_60 - :
26f].OOO 1720.0 2.0_00 .756CI
" 780, _00 Io69,Z] 1.5_7n .7r6_
_0.000 16,_I.0 I.I_C_ .756D
320.700 1572.0 .8677 -.7560
. X40._O0 1520.0 .666_ .7560
36{].nO0 1471.0 .5184 .756D
380.000 1472.0 .4047 .7F60qL:_."O0 1378.0 .320e .TFBr)
2 70.0"_0 ._00 71_5,G _4.6607 .7=60
_C."OO 2806.0 r5.q_OP .7¢60
I _,=_C 76_2.0 el.OqbC .7,_6r)60._DO ?qOT.O _5.7_0m .7f60
6_.")OO 7375.rJ "_8.0for} .7560
I IC_._OO ,_2 _2.0 "6.7_Cr .756nIJO.PO0 19_5.0 13.9100 .7560





L4: ....... _ .......
I FLO;/ FIELD (CONTINUED)Z R T P FI .
1 270.000 1_0,000 1873,0 8,2670 ,7560aeo.ooo aeZT.0 6,,0590 . .';60
............................... 200,000 .....17A0,0 q,Tr_q? ,756q
220,000 17q3,0 3,792D ,7 r_602qO, :300 1705,0 2,920_ ,7560 .........2(.0, _O0 1662,0 2,2 JO .7560
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